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Chapter I

Introduction

History and ethnography testify to the great age and

wide distribution of gambling as a culture trait. Among

early historic peoples gambling was a popular activity. In

biblical times It was common and there are old testament

references to the drawing of lots for various purposes.

There is considerable evidence also of the existence of

gambling among the peoples of ancient Fgypt, Babylonia and

Mesopotamia. Tacitus describes vividly the passion for

gambling among the early Germanic peoples, and Schuster,

the historian, cites many cases of Germans staking freedom,

wife and children, the clothes on their backs, life Itself

and sometimes even their souls salvation on a turn of

chance.

In primitive society, as well, gambling is widespread.

The American Indian was an inveterate gambler. I,owl© tells

of instances where in games of pure chance an Indian would

gamble away all his possessions, and sometimes even his wife

and soalp. Eskimos are said to sometimes wager their very

lives on the outcome of a contest or game. Malays and

Polynesians wager their arm and leg bones after death, and
o

sometimes their whole body in games of chance.

1. Sumner and Keller, The Science of Society, vol. II, pp.
737-770, Tale University Press, Mew Haven, 1027.

2. Howie, Cultural Anthropology, p. 169, Farrar and Plnehart,
1934,
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Nor has this passion for gambling subsided in modem

tiroes. The statistics on race track betting stand as elo¬

quent testimony of this. In 1932 on the four major race

tracks of Maryland the total wagering for the 92 days of

the racing season exceeded $35,000,000. At Hialeah Park,

Florida in the same year the betting averaged $100,000 a

day for the racing season. The United States Post Office

Department estimated that between the years 1931-1934

foreign lotteries took over $3,000,000,000 from the United

States. The famous Irish sweepstakes have an annual income

of $15,000,000. In England the income from greyhound racing

alone is sufficient to permit the operators to pay one and

one-half million annually in prizes. Although gambling at

the famous Casino of Font© Carlo has fallen off considerably

In recent years, its Income is still in the millions. In

the years prior to the war, the average annual income was

over $10,000,000.1
Number gambling represents another version of this age

V

old disposition of man. It is a form of gambling which in

the decade since 1929 has developed into one of our major

forms of organized vice. Its true extent can not be ac¬

curately determined for like all underworld activities it

thrives on secrecy. There are, however, some figures

1. Dayton Stoddart, "Millions and Murder", Today. Dec. 8f
1934, Dec. 22, 1934.
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available which if used with caution may serve as a fair

index of its extent. Let us examine some of these figures

briefly. It is estimated that from 1932 until his violent

end in 1935 "Dutch" Schultz, probably the country's largest

operator, had an average gross Income of £25,900 a day,

making a total of •27,375,000 for the three year period in

which he reigned,1 An examination of the books of Benny

I'ason, the notorious Cleveland number baron, indicted for

income tax evasion revealed a gross income of f1,300,000
for the year 1933. For the country as a whole the annual

income from the number games h&s been variously estimated

from £300,000,000s to Si,000,000,000P In Ttetroit.the

city with which this essay is primarily concerned,the daily

income from the number games is estimated to be from f5000

to -10,000.^ I am inclined to believe that even the higher

estimate is extremely conservative, since there are at

least 35 separate number establishments In the city and an

average doily Income of $300 for each is probably low.

Aside from Its pecuniary magnitude, there are certain

other features which characterize number gambling. First,

there Is Its racial Incidence, Thlle it is true, that In

recent years white people of the lower economic sissies have

1. Testimony of Richard "Dixie" Davis at the trial of James
J. Kines. Thompson and Raymond, Pang Rule in Few York.
Dial Press, New York, 194-0, p. 32^. ~

2. Asbury, Sucker' g brovress Dodd Read, New York, 103$, o. 00.
3. Stoddart, op. cit., Dec. 8, 1934-Jan 25, 1935.
4. This estimate was made by several of Detroit's most

prominent number bankers. It may be a deliberate under¬
statement .
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come to play the numbers extensively, number playing is today

as it was in the past, predominantly an urban negro activity.

This does not necessarily mean that there are more negroes

than white people playing the numbers. It means simply that

a greater proportion of the negro population plays than is

the case with the whites. Nor does it mean that the control

of the number gambling organizations is in the hands of

negroes. There are areas where negroes are in control but

for the country as a whole there is no doubt that whit©

control is dominant. In the Hew York area, probably the

most lucrative in the country, white control is nredomlnant.

It happens that In the Detroit area negro control Is domi¬

nant. The racial incidence of number gambling is a fact of

some significance, and later we shall attempt to account

for it.

A second characteristic of number gambling Is the

suddenness with which It began. Number gambling as we shall

se© later Is an old practice but its present development is

unprecedented. Its bhesent high development dates from 1P20

and the beginning of the economic depression. The question

for us here is "Why did an activity so long In a state of

semi-dormancy suddenly spring to life and become so important?"
Another characteristic is the fact that number gambling

does not exist as an isolated activity in the community.

In the course of its development it has attracted to Itself
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a number of other activities which have come to stand in a

more or less parasitic relationship to It. Thus in speaking

of number gambling we are actually referring to a complex

of activities with the number games themselves, their

organisation, etc. constituting merely the core of this

complex. One of our problems in this essay is to describe

the various activities comprising the number gambling complex

and to determine the nature of the relationship existing

between them, (For a graphic representation of this com¬

plex see plate I.)

This brings us to the problems with which the present

essay is concerned. There are two major problems. The

first Is to give a descriptive account of the whole number

gambling complex. This involves an analysis of the mechanics

of the games, their history, their organization, and a study

of the various parasitic activities and their relation to

number gambling. This discussion constitutes the bulk of

the assay.

The second problem is one of Interpretation and centers

around three main points. The first point has to do with

the way in which number gambling has developed in the 'Detroit

negro community, and the way in which this high development

is manifested. As a part of this discussion I shall offer

an explanation as to why number gambling developed to ouch

tremendous proportions after the year 1929, as well as to
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offer reasons for its racial incidence.

The second point of interpretation deals with the

changed status of number gambling in the Detroit negro com¬

munity, In the period between 1928 and 1930 number garbling

underwent an interesting change in Detroit, At first it was

regarded like all other forms of gambling as an outlaw

activity. Then quite suddenly this attitude was changed

to one of acceptance on the part of the community, Such a

sudden and drastic change In the community mores is unusual

and calls for an explanation, I shall attempt to show how

this change is manifested in the community as well as to

offer reasons for it,

The final point of interpretation is concerned with

the function of number gambling in the negro community. An

activity which has come to be as important mn number gambling

must serve some function in the community. As Professor

Cooley has said:

I suppose that every institution holding
Its own in the world must have a special
character, and function which explains its
power to live. Perhaps our first aim should
be to ascertain this character and function,
to find out how it appeals to human nature and
is enabled to enlist a share of human vitality
in its service,*

I shall attempt to interpret the function of number gambling

1* Charles H* Cooley, "Case Study of Small Institutions",
Sociological Theory and Social Research, edited by
P. C, Angel1, Scribners, Mew York, 1930,
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in th© Petrolt negro community.

The general outline of the e a pay if?, as follows, Part

II entitled the "Core of the Complex", consists of four

chapters, the first of which is a rather admit© analysis

of the most important number games. The second chapter

traces the history of these games from their inception to

the present day. The third chapter deals with the internal

and external organization of the number racket. The final

chapter describes various ways in which the public has

tried to "beat the numbers," Part III is concerned with

an analysis of the various parasitic activities and their

relationship to number playing. There are three chapters

in this section dealing respectively with the confidence

racket, the store-front spiritualist church, and the dream

book, tip sheet, lucky product business. The fourth

section of the essay Is interpretive in nature. It con¬

sists of three chapters, Th© first deals with the develop¬

ment of number gambling in the negro community, the second

with the change in status of number gambling in th© com¬

munity, and the third with the function of number gambling

and the general conclusions of the essay.
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Chapter II

The Number Games

The three most important number games are: (1) "numbers",

(2) policy, and (3) Italian lottery* The purpose of this

chapter is to describe the mechanics of these games,

" Musjbers" ^

These games are frequently referred to as "three digit

games" since the number played usually contains no more than

three digits and must be within the range of 000-999. The

winning number in this type of game may be derived from a

variety of sources depending somewhat upon the locality in

which the £lny is made* On the basis of the source for the

winning number, we may distinguish three main growns of

numbers games. They are (l) Clearing Fouse^, (2) Face

Futuels, and (3) Fight Numbers*

In the Clearing House games the number Is derived from

one of a variety of sources, the most common being the total

bank clearings, total bond sales, total stock sales, and

United Treasury totals. The particular group of digits

selected from those quotations as the winning number varies

1* Called "nigger pool" in certain sections of the country,

2* The term clearing house is here used to Indicate all
types of financial organizations whose figures are
known to the public*
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with place and time* Frequently the numbers of the thousand

column are used* Thus if the closing figure on a certain

exchange should be 17,313*35$ the winning number for that

day would be 313. Sometimes it 1b the last two numbers of

the thousand column and the first one of the hundred column

which are used ("7.313n3S8) or perhaps the last number of

the thousand column with the first two of the hundred column

( 7.313.35$). There are places, too, where the digits of

the hundred column are used. Since the exchange figures

are printed in most of the metropolitan newspapers the

player has only to consult the market close edition of these

papers for the winning number.

The particular quotations used in any city vary; some¬

times the figures are those of a local exchange as in Cin¬

cinnati or Indianapolis, but more often they are from one

of the larger exchanges of New Yorfc, Philadelphia, or Chicago.

In the early days of the numbers racket the New York Stock

Exchange was a universal favorite, but in 1931 this exchange

commenced to publish its figures in round numbers thereby1

making them useless for gambling purposes. Since that time

the figures have been taken from other New York exchanges

and various local financial organisations.

The Race Nutuel number is based upon the racing results

of any well known race track, the winning number is obtained

by totalling the figures In the "win", *place," and "show"
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columns of certain of the races. The particular races used

for this purpose vary* in some areas it is based upon the

totals of the first, second, and third races, and in others

upon the totals of the first three, first five, and first

seven races. When the so-called 1-2-3 totals are used

the number is derived in the following manner:

(First Race)

Bag© 01 rl 6.70 3.28 2.44
Corinto 2.73 2*33
Harold Wiley 4.04

The first race paid -------- 21.62

(Oecond Race)

Belle drier 16*30 6.33 6*02
L© Miserable 3.36 3.00
Folvos Pride 5.36

The second race paid ------- 40*42

(Third Race)

Bran Muffin 13*74 4.92 3.50
Fred Rick 3,66 2.82
Rizla 5.28

The third race paid - -- -- -- - 33.92

The digits used as the winning number are always the figures

Immediately preceding the decimal point. In this case the

number is 103. When the 3-5-7 totals are used the first

digit of the winning number is derived from the sum of the

totals of the first three races, the second digit from the

1. Race® used in Detroit.
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sum of the totals of the first five races, and the third

digit from the sum of the totals of all seven races. The

following will make this clear.

(First Race)

Sage Girl 6,70 3.28 2.44
Corinto 2.78 2,38
Harold Wiley 4.04

(Second Race)
Belle drier 16.30 6,38 6.02
Ie Miserable 3.36 3,00
Polvos Pride

(Third Race)
5,36

Bran Muffin 13.74 4.92 3.50
Fred Rick 3.65 2.82
Rlzla 5.28

Hr» James
Franfem
Cloud D* or

Hope Sternal
Dancing Doll
Advantage

Temple Dancer
Am so ray
Justa Shlek

Wise Eddie
Black Miss
Renaissance

Three Races Paid
(Fourth Race)
7*12 3,50

6.22

(Fifth Race)
9.34 3,92

4 #94

2.30
3,28
2.60

2.73
3,60
3,18

Five Races Paid
(Sixth Race)
40.46 16,08

4.90

(Seventh Race)
5.92 4.20

6.88

8.88
3.10
3.52

3.12
4*66
4.44

Seven Races Paid

95,96

148.74

254.90

Three Races Paid - - -

Five Races Paid - - - -

Seven Races Paid - - -

95.96 Winning
- 148.74 Number

254.90 584

The last, and in most cases the least important of the

three digit games is known as the "Might Number.M It differs
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from the other three digit games In that the range of numbers

is from 111-999 and the winning number is selected very arbi¬

trarily* It is obtained either by throwing dice or drawing

a number from a container* The term "night number" comes

from the fact that the number is not chosen before <">:30 or

10:30 p.m. The public is naturally wary of a number so

arbitrarily chosen and for this reason the game is not as

popular as the others.

As we have said the financial exchanges and the race

track are the most common sources for the three digit num¬

bers; but there are other sources, less well known, though

of considerable importance in some areas* In milling centers

such as Minneapolis and St* Paul the number is obtained from

the totals of the grain exchange; sometimes the figure in¬

dicating the amount of grain made into flour is used. On

the Pacific Coast the total poundage of the daily salmon

catch is used* The total number of tons of ore mined or

shipped during the day is the source in some of the southern
v

mining regions* The figures of the produce exchange such as

those of the Chicago Butter and Sgg Market are used in

certain cities* At one time in Washington, W.C* the figures

of the Weather Bureau Report were used*

There are two principal types of play in the numbers

games - the "straight" or "on the nose" play and the "box"

play. The straight play consists simply of placing a wager
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of any amount from one cent to usually not mor© than five

dollars on any three digit number. If the number selected

were 375 and the wager five cents for example, it would be

entered on the number salesman's ticket as 375-5# In the

box play the bet is placed so as to win regardless of what

combination of the three digits should appear. When all

the digits of the number chosen are different there are six

such possible combinations, thus the number 543 may appear

in any one of the following way©: 543,435,453,354,345, and

634. When two digits of the number selected are the same

boxing will make only three variations; a number such as 242

could appear only as 242, 422, or 224. The box play is

written thus 5431 - 5.

Some less Important types of play in these games are

the "one number play," "bolelta," and "four number play."

In the one number play only one digit of the three digit

row is selected# It may be either the first, middle, or

last digit* If B were the number chosen for play it would

be written as 8xx, xBx, or xx$, according to the tyre of

play. In the bolelta the wager is on the last two digits

of the three digit row, Hie four number play is really a

variation of the three digit box play. Instead of boxing

three numbers, four numbers are boxed and any three digit
combination that can be derived from these four numbers is

a potential winner. There are 24 such three digit combinations
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in the four number box,

The odda paid to a winner In the numbers games vary

with bank,* city, and type of play. The usual odds are

500 to 1, Thus for every penny wagered on a winning num¬

ber the return is five dollars. In cities where keen

competition prevails the odds paid are frequently as high

as 680 to 1, and In some instances are known to have gone

as high as 750 to 1. In Detroit there is a standard rate

of 500 to 1 for all of the larger houses. Occasionally

when some one organization obtains control of the racket

in a given city the amount paid to the winner is substantially

reduced. Under such conditions the odds may fall as low as
*

375 to 1; the writer knows of no case where they have ever

fallen below that point* There are certain numbers which

are believed to appear more frequently than others. There

Is naturally a tendency on the part of the player to play

these more often than others and to put heavier wagers on

them. To prevent this the bankers usually reduce the odds

paid on such numbers. These special numbers are known as

"barred numbers" and when the rate of pay on regular num¬

bers is 500 to 1, the rate on them is usually about 375 to 1.

Another point must be made in connection with the num¬

bers games and that is the manner in which the winning number

1. A number gambling organization.
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is trade known to the public. In the case of the exchange

figures It Is a simple matter. As we have already said the

player has only to consult the market close editions of

those papers which carry the exchange figure, since he knows

the particular quotations used by the house In which he has

played. For the race mutuel number, however, the procedure

Is more complicated, since the numbers are not ordinarily

totalled and the player cannot obtain the winning number

until this Is done, Of course, he can always total the

numbers himself, but this Is something of a task for many

people, and too, his figures may not coincide with the bank

totals. Aware of this, many newspapers total the figures

of the race track currently followed by the major banks.

These totals appear under the caption "Futuels Paid" (Plate

II, fig, 1), In Detroit these totalled figures appear In

the evening editions of the three important papers - Detroit

Times (rod line edition), Detroit Free Press, and the Detroit

Hasa.1 *„ « »» „ „m,„, „ «« „ t„. ^
V

page, in the Froe Press and Dews they appear on the sport

page directly beneath the race track figures from which they

are derived. In acme cities, such as Chicago, the newspapers

1. For a long time the Dews refused to print these totals,
but in the face of a sharp decline in circulation in
certain sections of the city it was forced to change it#
policy and the "Mutuel# Paid" column has appeared as a
regular feature of the sport page since the fall of 1935.



PLATE II

Fair Grounds
FIRST RACE—Five and a half fur¬

longs:
Golden Ariel (Napier).. 8.20 3.00 2.80
Miss Fonne (Rose) 13.60 6.40
Him De Mie<Manifold) 3.00
Time—1:0? 1-5. Myron. Cracksman,

Legion Girl, Overlap. Super John. Col.
Pete, Troubadora, Miss Whisltaway and
Lady Rosamond also ran.

SECOND RACE—Six furlongs:
I-ampbiack (Napier).... 07.60 20.20 8.80
Morris Grlner
(Manifold) 6.20 4.40

Sneese (Mojena) 3.20
Time—1:13 3-5. Finmar, Paneoast,

Home George. Commandman, Little Mar-
eelle. Dark Roamer, Cardamon, Harem
Queen and Eager Belle also ran.

THIRD RACE—Mile and an eighth:
Bogertln (Dubois) 8.40 4.00 3.20
Helen Bab (Simpson).. 10.00 6.40
tCnlon (Napier) 5.80
Time—1:34. Top Spin, + Masked Coella,

Marrola, Yin Nolr, All Hail, Justs Flight,
Defler. Pot Au Mint and fFrumper also
ran. tFleld.
FOURTH RACE—Mile and 70 yards:

Yellow Metal (Mojena) 0.00 3.20 2.60
Star Banner (Manifold) 4.80 3.20
Popo (Eccard) 3.20
Time—1:45 1-5. Charming Sir, Dorothy

W„ Early Call, Ruff Day, Memphis Lass,
St. Omer, Batman and Blue Spur also ran.

FIFTH RACE—Mile and 70 yards:
Tut Tut (Duffy) 10.40 0.00 3.80
Pennant Bearer
(Dubois) , .T.... 9.20 6.40

Hey, Flirt (Miller) , 4.80
Time—1:40. Eva R.. Fair Boy. Cantaln

letters. Ellhu. Claflag. Bahadur and Hour
Lady also ran.

SIXTH RACE—Five and a half fur¬
longs:
Good Omen (Duffy)-.. 18.60 8.20 0.2o
Col, Bixer (Ilobson).... 18.80 10.40
Dorothy B. (Dubois).... 3.81)
Time—1:06 2-5. Jokester, Hueu. Biff,

Honored Sir. Sir Ten. Sir Michael and Ste.
Louise also ran.

SEVENTH RACE—Mile and an eighth:
Longus (Napier) 23.60 11.40 7.40
Idle Flirt (West)... 6.20 4.60
Light Breexe (Corn) 8.40
Time—1:53 3-5. Albess, Penmar. Blond-

sure, Golden Words, Son Richard. Show¬
man, Gay Bird, Tiger Claw and Simon
also ran.

Mutuels Paid
One Race Paid $ 37.60
Two Races Paid 138.00
Three Races Paid 175.80
Five Races Paid 237.40
Seven Races Paid 364.00

FIG.1-TOTALLED
RACE MUTUEL FIGURES

■OOK NO. SALES NO.

41284-2.1
TOTAL SAL1

WRITING OVER FIGURES OR 8HOAT SLIPS VOID.

FIg-Z *numbfrs"PLAYER*S
RECEIPT

NOTICE

1 Number Will Be Taken From The Following
Race Tracks . . .

Park, Laurel, Md.

3, Baltimore, Md.

Bowie, Md.

October 8th to October 30th

October 31st to November 14th

November 15th to November 29th

Park, New Orleans, La. November 30th until further

W DOG CO. MICHIGAN CO.
BIG FOUR CO.

MANHATTAN CO.

Fl6.3- RACE MUTUEL SCHEDULE CARD
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refuse to total the figures and the gamblers must resort to

other means of making them known to the public.1 In such

cases the winning number is printed on small slips of paper

and distributed in the community much in the manner of

policy slips (Plate III, fig. 3). The particular quota-

tions (i.e., particular race track or exchange) currently

being followed is mad© known to the public by means of small

cards which are distributed in the community. These indi¬

cate not only the source of the number and the digits used

but also the rules for playing in the particular house (Plate

IV, fig. 2).

Policy2
The winning numbers in policy, as in most other types

of number lottery, are determined by a drawing. The range

of numbers is from 1 to 78 with 12, 24, or 36 numbers being

drawn. An organization drawing 12 numbers is known as a

"single house" while those drawing 24 and 36 numbers are

called respectively "double house" and "triple house."

Ordinarily there are two drawings each day, one at 12

o'clock noon known as the "A.P." drawing, and one in the

1. It is said that newspapers.are offered generous bribes
for their cooperation in this matter. In the Detroit
negro community gossip has it that the papers are each
paid olOO a week for this service by the controlling
syndicate in Detroit.

2. Called Louisiana lottery and Kentucky lottery in some
sections of the country in the early days.
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YELLOW DOG
CLAZ4TFm

K Pn OO'YOU TW5
O O yoUR WRITE

W 54
8fMiTS-npjRQJiUiJifti

35
¥44

PH FUTTTC
O I SHU.IDU

60
+: 4~
V 50 DIB

V. 16 641
X. Q EMPIRE* t? NITE.NO

-T3 804
FIG 1-SINGLE HOUSE

POLICY SLIP

ROYAL'BLUE
283 CLAS293,
nnsrvwiTrar1—
<w-^w-fc?DOOCKXJ-^

69 *PM 30
3 NO SHORT* "TBOOKS PAID I O

10* 24
8 00 YOU TOST i =TTOUR, WPJTES 1 /

59 47
55 32
52 CH 43
14*6 54
63 4 "51
58 1 28
29* 40
12* 46

FIG 2.- DOUBLE HOUSE
POLICY SLIP

CHICAGO
OFFICAL MUTUELS

1 Nov 30 1834
26*001st RACK HOUSTON

2nd RACK MUTUELS - 46*90
25.50

3rd RACK •

Prize 035 Nm1*1KnJtnoi!
FIG.3 "NUMBERS SLIP
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late afternoon, the "P.I!*" drawing.

The manner of making the drawing varies with different

parts of the country. In general there are three different

ways of selecting the numbers. The first, and perhaps most

important way is the one followed in Detroit. It is as

follows: seventy-eight pieces of rubber!zed cloth abottt

two inches square are taken and on each of these squares there

is printed one number, the numbers running from 1 to ?8.

;£ach piece of cloth is rolled tightly and placed In a small

metal tube about two inches in length and about one half

Inch in diameter. These tubes are placed in a large container -

usually a can of some sort. The drawing in this case con¬

sists of taking 12, 24, or 36 of these tubes from, the can,

depending uoon the type of house.

Borne cities prefer the so-called policy wheel to the

tube method. The policy wheel resembles an ordinary roulette

wheel except that it has only 78 numbers printed on its face.

Sometimes the wheel is mounted on a stand but in most cases

it Is set against the wall. The winning numbers are obtained

by spinning the wheel 12, 24, or 36 times as the case may be.

The third method, most popular In the South, is similar

to that of the tube method except that small numbered balls

are used instead of tubes.

The winning numbers in policy are made known to the

public by means of small printed slips which are distributed



PLATE IV

POLICY RATE CARD

Old Ry.
is

Mutual Rates $200 for $1.00

Rates .05 10 20 25 30 40 50 1.00

1 | Day No. 25 50 1.00 1.25 1.50 2.00 2.50 5.00

2 | Flat bed. 1.50 3.00 6.00 7.50 9.00 12.00 15.00 30.00

2 1 Sides 10 20 40 50 60 80 100 . 200
3 | 1 Gig $10 $20 $40 $50 $60 $8 0 $100 $2.00
3 | 3Sad, .50 1.00 2 00 2 50 3.00 4.00 5.00 10.00

4 | Gigs 2 50 5.00 $10 12 50 $15 $20 $25 $50
4 | 1Horse .05 on Gig — 05 on Hosre 20.00 — 3 out 4 - 2.50

8 and 6 way spiders only. Make sure your ticket is correct. Not

responsible for writer's mistakes or books that are shut out. We pay
each hit once to writer you trust. Do not erase plays under any
condition but scratch them out. Our commission is 25% on $1.°°.

<FRONT>

OLD KY.
RULES FOR PLAYERS

When you see your sub-man's route out on drawing, be sure yc

get your money back. (Be sure you have his route number)
All books must be in office at drawing time or they are shut out.
We are not responsible for writer's mistakes.
After 3 days this company will not accept overlooks.
All big hits we are glad to send by messenger to safeguard your J

money—our aim is to please.
This company is operated by a reliable backer and is under one

the oldest managers in the city.
When a writer by mistake omits putting down -|- and puts a lir

between his money (example -§- the play is accepted as saddled)
When writer by mistake puts -§- opposite two numbers the play

is accepted as sides and flats.
Bumping numbers are always accepted as follows:

A number bumping in four number row is gig.
Two numbers bumping in flat money returned.
Flats are paid on all two number rows not specified with sides and

flats.

Do not erase plays under any condition but scratch them out.

Our Commission is 25% on $1.00

(BACK)

This Company will Operate on the
New York Bonds Quotations:

TOTAL SALES TODAY

7, (807),000

WINNING NUMBER | 807 |
RATES ai 500 to 1

$ .01 PAYS $ 5.00

.05 " 25 00

.10 " 50.00

.15 " 75.00

Any four figures may be put in a box and
if the three winning figures appear among

the four figures selected, you win!

Example - Four Nos. in box | 4672 |
If the winning number is 427 you win.

RATES

$ .28 PAYS $ 5.00
.14 " 2.50

.07 " 1.25

A

YOU PLAY—WE PAY
The Dayton House

RULES:

Half pay on short slips.
Slips over half the amount short are void.
All Stock Play must be marked "S".
Slips bearing no mark, automatically go

as Bond Play.
Not responsible for slips not turned in

office on time. ,

Week-Day deadline 2:30 o'clock p. m.,
Saturday 11:00 o'clock a. m.

Do business with responsible writers and
be safe.

Example:—
Numbers forThursday, February 21 st:

Stock Sales 700972.
Stock No. 009

_____ 1
Bond Play $13446000
Bond No. 446

<rAOMT> (BACK) o
OF

CLEARING HOUSE RATE CARD YSoV
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after each drawing by writers and others in the community

(Plate III, figs. 1 and 2).

Policy admits of a rather wide range in the tyne of

play. There are a group of rather simple types of play

which are spoken of collectively as "straights" or "on the

nose plays." The simplest and least remunerative of these

straight plays is known as the "day number" in which only

a single number is wagered upon.-1" The day number is not a

popular play since the odds paid on it are not sufficiently

large to tempt the player. Fore popular is a two number

series played either as a "flat" or as a "side." In the

flat play a wager is simply placed on two numbers to appear

in the drawing. In the side play, however, they must appear

consecutively in the drawing. Needless to say, the odds

paid on a side are much greater than those paid on the flat

and the reason is obvious. Assuming that 18 and 45 were the

numbers chosen, and five cents the amount of the wager, the

flat would be entered in the writer's book as 18-45 - F-5,

and the side as 18-45 - 3-5. The player may choose to play

the same numbers as both sides and flats in which case the

play is written 18-45 - ^5 - 30.2 host popular of all plays
F15

1. In policy the minimum wager is 5'* with a maximum of
usually not more than 61.00.

2, Assuming that the wager is 30<„ The player is free to
divide his wager on the sides and flats in any way he
chooses.
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Is the "gig1', or three number series* Such a play with a

five cent wager would be written thus - 36-15-72 - 5. One

may also "saddle" the gigf i.e., make a wager that any two

numbers of the gig will appear* A gig played In this manner

Is written thus - 36-15-72 - 2-5 . 15. This means simply
ITTO

that the total wager Is 157 with 57 on the saddle and 10v

on the gig* As in the side-flat play, the individual is

free to divide his wager In any way that he chooses. Since

one's chances of getting a saddle in the gig play are three

times as great as if two numbers were played alone, the odds

paid on the saddle are correspondingly reduced* The last

two types of this group of plays are the "horse" and the

"Jack"* 'Vhen a wager is placed upon four numbers it is

called a horse and when five numbers are chosen It is known

as a Jack.

The more complex types of play are, for the most part,

variations of these straight plays. The three most important

plays of this group are the "three way side and flat," the

"stovepipe," and the "spider," or "bug" as it is more

commonly called* The three-way side and flat is rarely

played and because of its complexity the writer was unable

to find an Informant who could satisfactorily explain it.

The stovepipe is a more simple play and is an follows: the

player selects certain numbers, let us say 15, 36, 72, 37,

27, 66, 49, 33, and 12* These numbers are then entered in
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the writer's book in this mariner

15-36-72
19
37
27
66
49
33
12

In order to win in this type of play, the two numbers in

the horizontal column (15 and 36 - called the "elbow") must

appear with any one of the numbers in the vertical column

(the "pipe"). Actually what one has here is a series of

eight gigs all of which must be covered by the wager, and

the minimum amount of the wager in this particular case

would be 40^.

In the spider or bug plays there are a number of

variations, the most common being the 2-way bug, 8-way bug,

and the 8-way bug* The S-way bug consists of 2 gigs and Is

written thus:

The central number (In this case 45) Is known as the "rider,"

the others (78, 5, 16, and 36) are the "carriers*" In

order to win in this case the rider must appear with either

78 and 36, or 16 and 5# The minimum wager In this play would

be 10^, I.e., 5^ on each gig* The 5-way bu-r and the 8-way

bug contain five gigs and eight gigs respectively:

78 5

45
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The gigs In the 5-wny hug are: 37,78,11; 37,18,13; 37,19,

15; 56,19,13; 78,15,61.1 The gigs In the 8-way hug are

38,2,20; 3,51,4; 1,0,11; 18,3,5? 2,51,9? 20,4,11; 20,51,6;

and 1^,51 ,n# ,nhe minimum wager In the former Is 25^-and

in the latter 40/,

The odds paid to a winner in policy vary, as In numbers,

with bank, city, and type of play. In Table I I have worked

out what X consider to be average rates for the country as a

whole. Information of this kind is usually given out by the

individual organizations in the form of rat© cards, Some¬

times these rate cards are put out as little folders, in

which other information is given such as rules of play, dream

numbers, examples of the various tyoes of play, etc, (Plate

IV, fig, 1),

1, The numbers in each gig may appear in any order.
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Table I

Returns on Various Wagers and Types of Play in
Policy

Type of Play 1*05 .10
Wager

.25 .30 .50 1.00

Day Number -ft. 25 .50 1.25 1*50 2.50 5.00

Flat $1.50 3.00 7.50 0,00 15.00 30.00

Side ftio.oo 20.00 50.00 50.00 100.00 200,00

»ig ftio.oo 20.00 50.00 60.00 100.00 200.00

Saddle ft. 50 1.00 2.50 3.00 5.00 10.00

Horse ft20.00 40.00 100,00 120.00 200.00 400.00

3 of 4, or
G-iga-Koree $2.50 5.00 12.50 15.00 25.00 50,00
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Table II will serve to ®ake clear the relationship be¬

tween the odds paid and the odds to win in the major types

of policy play,

Table II1

Comparison of Odds to Win and Odds Paid in Policy

Type of Play Odds to Win Odds Paid

Day Number 6,66 - l 5 **• 1

Flat 50 — l 30 - 1

Side ? 200 - 1

(Jig 345 - 1 200 - 1

Saddle 17 - 1 10 - 1

Horse 3333 - l 400 - 1

Digs-Horse ? Ul0 1 1

Jack 25000 - l 200 - 1

1. This table was prepared with the assistance of Professors
H, C. Carver, and W, P, Baton of the department of Statistics,
University of Michigan,
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Italian Lottery

In the official state lottery of Italy weekly drawings

are made In each of eight Important cities.1 The results of

these drawings are cabled to the United States by certain

interested Individuals where they form the basis of the

American game of Italian lottery. Aside from using the same

numbers, the Italian Lottery in the United States has no con¬

nection whatsoever with the official Italian lottery.

The range of numbers in Italian lottery is from 1 to 90

with five numbers being drawn. Since there are eight inde¬

pendent drawings there will be eight sets of five numbers

each week. ''Then the results of the drawing in Italy are

received in cities in America they are printed on small cards

for distribution in the community. In order to hide their

real purpose these cards usually bear the title "Italy's Tax

Disbursements," and when printed appear as follows:

N 49 88 55 45 62

B 59 70 46 11 48

F 87 6 1 32 76

If 87 74 80 1 33

P 24 99 55 20 89

R 4 78 15 34 55

T 73 78 72 60 83

V 87 15 39 57 47

1. These cities are: Naples, Sari, Florence, Lilan, Palermo,
Rome, Turin, and Venice.
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As far as the type of play is concerned, the player has

a rather wide range of choice in Italian lottery* The

simplest and least remunerative play is the "est&atto

semplice" in which the player selects only one number to

appear in the five drawn* Should this number appear the

pay-off would be 10J times the wager. If a wager Is placed

upon such a number to occupy a definite position in the

drawing, i.e., that the number will be the first, second,

third, fourth, or fifth one drawn, it is known as the

"estratto determinate," and a winner is mid 52J times the

wager. When two numbers are played it is known as the "ambo"

and the return on a winning choice is 250 times the stake.

One can also play a three or four number series called

respectively "terno" and "quatemo,"2 The terno pays 4250
f lines the stake and the quaterno 60,000.

There are also a number of more complex forms of play,

the most popular of which is the"ambo terno," In this play,

a wager is placed on both the ambo and terno in the same

series of numbers. Let u© say that the player selects three

numbers - 27, 47, and 69 - and places part of his wager on

the ambo, or that any two out of the three numbers will be

1. The minimum wager in Italian lottery lo 5^ and as far
as I know there is no upper limit.

2. Sometimes all five numbers are wagered upon. This is
known as the "clnquina." It is played so rarely that
the writer was unable to obtain any further informa¬
tion on it.
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among the five, and part on the terno, or that all three

will turn up. Should he win an ambo he will no longer

receive 250 times his stake, because he is using three

numbers instead of two and his chances are three times as

great for there are three two number combinations in three

numbers. His return on a winning ambo played in this

manner will net him only 1/3 as much as the straight ambo

play or 83.33 to one. But if the terno should appear, I.e.,

all three numbers, he will not only receive 4250 times hin

stake on the terno but also three times the ambo wager for

the three combinations of two numbers. Similar to the ambo

terno but somewhat more complicated is a play, which for

the want of a better term, we may call the "ambo terno

quaterno." In this type of play five numbers are selected

with wagers placed upon any two, any three, or any four

numbers. If an ambo should appear the player receives

only 25 times (1/10 of 250) his stake for there are 10

combinations of two numbers In five. If a temo comes out

the player receives only 425 times his stake (1/10 of 4ogn)
for there are also 10 combinations of three in five numbers.

If a quaterno Is drawn the return is 12000 times the w*mer

(1/5 of 60,000) since there are five combinations of four

In five numbers, fhen the quaterno is drawn In this typo

of play the winnings are as follows:
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Quatemo - 1/5 of 60,000 * 12,000 x wager

Terno - -(1/10 of 4250) x 41 = 1700 x wager

Arnbo - - (1/10 of 250) x 6^ -150 x wager

Total winning - 13,350 x wager

Finally, there is the type of play known as the "tutt©

le Ruote'1 (across the board). Instead of choosing numbers

to appear only in one station (i.e., the drawings of on©

city) the player may play so that the numbers will win re¬

gardless of the station in which they appear. In a play of

this kind the chances of winning are Increased eight fold

and the odds paid are reduced accordingly, A terno, for

example, when played in a single station returns 4250 times

the stake, but when played as a tuite le Buote returns only

531.25 times the stake or l/B as much as the single station

terno.

At first glance it might appear that the odds paid to

a winner in Italian lottery are unusually high. However,

when one considers the odds against winning in the various

types of play, the payments on a winning do not appear to be

very large. Table III summarizes and shows the relationship

between the odds paid to a winner, and the odds against

1. Bine© there are four combinations of three numbers in four.

2, Since there are six combinations of two numbers in four.
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winning in the various types of play in Italian Lottery1.
Having explained the operation of the three most

important number games let us turn now to a discussion of

the historical development of these games.

1. In the preparation of this table the writer has been
assisted by Professors H. C. Carver and T>. Baton
of the Department of Statistics, University of
YloMgan
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Table III

Comparison of Odds to Win and Odds Paid in Italian Lottery

Type of Play Odds to Win Odds Paid

Eetratto
seirplice

Estratto
determinate

Ambo

Terao

Quaterno

Clnquina

Ambo terno

18-1

90-1

500 - 1

12,500 - 1

500,000 - 1

50,000,000 - 1

Ambos 143 - 1
Terno: 12,500 «

10.5 - 1

52*5 - 1

250.0 - 1

4250. - 1

50,000, - 1

Ambo: 83.33 - 1
Terno: 4250 - 1 plus

3 x ambo

Ambo terno
quaterno

u Estratto
t semplic©
t
e Estratto

determinate
1
e Ambo

R Terno
u

o Quaterno
t
e

Ambo:
Terno:-
Quaterno:

2,25 - 1

11.25

62.50

1560.00

62500.00

Ambo: 25-1
Terno: 425 - 1
Quaterno: 12,000 - 1
plus 4 x terno and

6 x ambo

1.31 - 1

6.56

31.25

531.25

7500.00

1. The cinqulna is played so rarely that the writer was
unable to find any source which gave the odds paid for
this play.
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Chapter III

history of the Number daises

In discussing the history of the number games it is

best that we begin with Italian Lottery since it Is the

oldest of the games and also the generic form from which

the other number lotteries have been derived*

Italian Lottery"*"
The origin of Italian Lottery dates back several

centuries to the year 1550, In that year in the city of

Genoa2 a man by the name of Benedectto Gentile organized a

lottery based upon the semi-annual election of governors

and prefects for the ligurian Republic, Cn© hundred and

thirty-four^ governors and prefects were nominated out of

which five were chosen. Gentile took bets on the results

of this election. Near the beginning of the 17th century

Gentile's system was changed; numbers were substituted for

names and the range reduced from 134 to 90, and instead of

1, A large part of the material on the history of the game
is to be found in Italian and Spanish sources. For as¬
sistance in the translation of such materials the writer
is indebted to the following:• Prof, 0, F, Rateliff,
Dep't of Romance Languages, University of Cincinnati,
Professors Scanio and Ferlino, Department of Romance
Languages, University of Michigan,

2, The number lottery is sometimes spoken of as the Genoese
lottery,

3, Some sources say 120,
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basing the numbers on results of the election, they were

based on five numbers arbitrarily drawn from an urn con¬

taining ninety numbers. Thus was born the Italian lottery

as we know it today.

At first the Genoese Republic was hostile to this

practice, but in 1634 decided to take advantage of It for

state purposes and a lottery tax was instituted. In 1644

the lottery was completely taken over by the state, and Its

operation in various sections placed in the hands of

authorized agents.

In the 17th and 18th centuries the Genoese lottery

spread to other Italian cities. As early as 1660 it was

tried out in Home but almost immediately suppressed by

Alexander VII. Clement XII had it reestablished in Home

In 1732 on the condition that each week it should pay into

the state treasury a stipulated amount and that on ©very

Saturday it should pay a bonus to fifty marriageable young

girls. Under Pious VI the lottery was continued and the

profits were used for draining the Pontine marshes. By

I860, the lottery was flourishing in all of the Italian

States with the exception of Sardinia where for some reason

it seems never to have taken hold. In each case It was

under state control, the receipts being used for revenue

purposes.

With the unification of Italy the lottery was reorganized
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arid brought under the control of the net 1 oriel state as the

"Begio Lotto", and has continued down to the present in

essentially the saw© form as It was in %P>$0, mhe proceeds

from the modern "Beglo Totto" have been used to electrify

the railroads and to finance the Italian army.

From Italy the idea of a number lottery diffused to

other countries. It spread to Austria in 1752, to Belgium

in 1760, and in the 70*9 to several of the dermanlc states,

and to Holland, Wenmark, and Spain. England seems to have

had a number lottery as early as the first decade of the

13th century. Whether the idea was borrowed from Italy or

independently originated in England is a moot question.

The idea of number lotteries no doubt came to America

indirectly, being independently introduced from Bpain,

France, and England. As early as 1720 lotteries were ex¬

tensively used in the colonies along the Atlantic seaboard.

The famous Louisiana Lottery which began in 1868 was un¬

doubtedly the outgrowth of similar lotteries existing in

that area earlier, and originally Introduced from either

Spain or France.

When speaking of the history of Italian Lottery In

America one must be careful to distinguish between the

principle of the number lottery which, as we have seen, is

Italian in origin, and the game of Italian Lottery as such.

The idea of the number lottery was introduced, as we have
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already said, at an early date and served as a basis for

many of the lotteries In this country, The game Itself as

described in Chapter II was not introduced until considerably

later.

The exact date of the introduction of the Italian lottery

to America is speculative since exact information on this

point is lacking. Prior to 1928 there is no mention of the

game in newspapers or court reports as far as I have been

able to discover. However, several informants have said

that the game is much older than that as they have known of

it as far back as they can remember which in some cases

would take it back 35 or 40 years.-

The fact that the Italian lottery has been controlled

by the Unione 3ic£Liane2 suggests also the possibility that

the game may have been Introduced at the time the Union©

was organized in this country. The exact date of this is

not certain, but the fact that the Unione was a atrong

organization as early as 1900 indicates that it probably was

in existence for some years prior to this tlme.^ It is

1. Information obtained in 1935.

2. A secret order. A sort of Italo-American version of
the Mafia from which it probably had Its origin, "The
Unione has been prominent in underworld activities in
America, particularly in the large cities of the last.

3. Gang Rule in New York, Thompson and Raymond, Dial Press,
New York, 1940, p. 4,
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possible too that even if the Union© did introduce the

game it was not done until later. There is some reason to

believe that the game at first was confined almost entirely

to members of the Italian group. This being the case it is

quite probable that the game was not Introduced until the

period 1901-1905 when the Italians were her© In sufficient

numbers to make the activity profitable,-5 Whatever the

exact date, we shall probably not be far wrong if w® set its

date of introduction to America as somewhere between 1890

and 1905#

Policy

Information on the history of policy Is both fragmentary

and contradictory. The discussion which follows represents

a piecing together of materials from widely scattered and

obscure sources. I have attempted to be as conservative as

possible In the reconstruction of those phases for which no

reliable information exists.

Almost from the very start, lotteries of various kinds

have played a rather conspicuous part in American history.

Ae early as 1612 in the Third Charter of King James to the

Virginia Company of London, full power and license was

1* The greatest Influx of Italians to this country took
place between 1901 and 1905. Donald P. Taft, Human
Migration. Donald Press, New York, 1936, p. 77.
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granted to conduct a lottery* There Is no record, however,

that the privilege was ever made use of, but doubtless the

Company did resort to lotteries on a number of occasions to

aid in flnanolng their colonial projects* There is authen¬

tic record of a lottery in Philadelphia in 1720, where ex¬

tensive use was made of it for the paving of streets, and

the construction of publlG buildings and wharves.

After 1720 lotteries became an institution in American

life* Many educational institutions such as Harvard, Dart¬

mouth, William and Mary, and Michigan, in the early period

of their development resorted to the lottery for various

purposes* In 1776 the Continental Congress authorized a

lottery to raise money for the army then in the field, and

in 1793 a lottery was organized in the District of Columbia

for the purpose of raising funds for the governmental

buildings In Washington city. The most famous of these early

lotteries was the Louisiana lottery with, headquarters in New

Orleans* Chartered in 1868, it continued in full operation

until 18Q0 when an Anti-lottery Bill was passed by Congress,

and complete abolition cam© three years later when the

state of Louisiana refused to renew the charter of the

Louisiana Lottery Company,

By the time of the abolition of the Louisiana lottery,

lotteries had been declared illegal In 33 states* Pennsyl¬

vania and Massachusetts paved the way by abolishing them in
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1833, and New York followed In 1834, At the present time

lotteries are illegal In every state of the union either

constitutionally or by statuatory provision.

For the most part these early lotteries were number

lotteries^, i.e., similar in principle to the games we have

described in Chapter II. The range of numbers in these

games varied somewhat with the different localities. In

the southern states the range was usually 1 to 00 with 13

numbers drawn, in the east it was 1 to 80 with ten numbers

drawn, and in a few cases the range was 1 to 78 with 12

numbers drawn as in present day "policy." These lotteries

were promoted by the sale of tickets of different denomina¬

tions bearing various combinations of numbers within the

prescribed range. Usually the tickets were printed in

three denominations, wholes, halves, and quarters. A whole

ticket entitled the holder to full compensation should he

win, a half ticket to only one half the stated prize, and

so on. In those lotteries where the range of numbers was

from 1 to 78 with 12 numbers drawn, the capital prize went

to the ticket bearing the first three numbers drawn from

the wheel. The second, third, and fourth prizes went

respectively to those tickets bearing the fourth, fifth,

and sixth numbers, the seventh, eighth, and ninth numbers,

1. As distinguished from class lotteries.

v_
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and the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth numbers. Prizes of a

lesser sort were given to certain other tickets bearing

various combinations of the numbers. Information as to

which combinations of numbers would receive prizes was

explicitly stated on handbills distribute! by the pro¬

prietors of the lottery."*
It was out of these early number lotteries that the

modern game of policy arose. There are two explanations

as to how this came about. J. H. Green, a reformed gambler,

writing in 1858 gives this explanation:

Another method of still further swindling
the buyers of tickets, is much practised in some
parts of the country. The agents who sell the
tickets are authorized to insure them, -"hen a
man buys one, the price, perhaps, might be ten
dollars. The seller, if he has been authorized,
will say, "Now, sir, for ten dollars, I will
insure your ticket to draw a prize." This is
enough for the buyer to have his ticket insured
to draw a prize, and possibly the capital prize:
he pays an additional fee, and the agent forwards
the numbers of all the tickets, so insured, to
the office where the drawing is to be heldj and.
there they manage to have these tickets contain
one (seldom more) of the drawn numbers. This
entitles the buyer to receive back the price of
hie ticket, after taking out 15 per cent.; and
as it was not a total blank, the insurer is safe,
and retains the sum paid for insurance. The
buyer remains swindled out of the insurance, and
15 per cent, of the cost. These swindling shops 0
are numerous, and are sometimes called policy offices.

1* An example of such a handbill will be found in Appendix A.

2. J. H. Green, The Secret Band of Brothers. Philadelphia,
T. B. Peterson and Brothers, 1858, pp. 274-275.
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In a recent Investigation of lotteries In American
r

history, w. c. MacLeod gives, in the writer's opinion, a

much more plausible explanation.

At the same time that the speculative
fever was aroused in connection with the sale
of lottery tickets, the lottery brokers, to
push a business side-line, developed the
system of betting on the outcome of the drawings.
This was known as the "insurance" or "policv"
business. The incongruity of the name arises
from the fact that ultimately legitimate in¬
surance reduces itself in form, but in form
only, to a bet between the insurer and the
policy holder or instired against ^ome contingency.
This betting as to what number might be drawn in a

drawing appealed particularly to the poor who
might not be able to afford the full price of
a lottery ticket and for whom arrangements
concerning shares in tickets might be diffi¬
cult. It was easy to step Into an office, or
meet an "insurance salesman" and place a dime
or so bet on the number. This same "policy
game" or "insurance" developed about, this time
in England on a large scale too, and was one of
the most disturbing things connected with the
lotteries, leading in England to the suppression
of public lotteries in 1826.*

Without accepting one opinion or the other, we can say

generally that policy arose out of the practice of

wagering on the outcome of the lottery drawing, and that

the term "policy" was given to this practice because of Its

close resemblance to insurance procedure. ,wIth the passing

1. 1". C. MacLeod, "The Truth About lotteries in American
History," The South Atlantic Quarterly. Aprilt
Recently H« u. Asbury (Sucker's progress, Soda Mead,
Hew York, 1938, p. 89) has expressed the view that
policy playing was a regular part of the lottery in
England as early as the first half of the 18th century.
He is of the opinion also that in America It was known
as far back as pre-revolutlonary times but that it did
not become Important until after 1300.
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of the legalized lotteries, policy came into existence as

an independent game. The old procedure was still adhered

to, and many of the practices formerly associated with the

lottery now came to be a part of the policy game. Because

the nature of policy made it relatively easy to circumvent

the anti-lottery legislation, it was able to continue in

existence.

New York was one of the first places where policy came

Into independent existence. As we have said, legal lotteries

were abolished there in 1834, and it is reasonable to assume

that policy was continued there as an Independent game after

that date. The early development of the game in New York

is attested by a number of other facts. It is the first

state in which policy playing is mentioned in the court records.

A case involving a violation of the anti-lottery law, recorded

in the Court of General Sessions in New York City in 1888

mentions "lottery policies." The use of this term suggests

that the game was still associated with lotteries, but there

seems to be no doubt that the term was a carry-over from

earlier times and here refers to the game that we know as

policy. The first court case involving policy itself ap¬

peared in the New York courts also In the case of Wilkinson

vs. Gill (1878). A detailed description of the game included

in the report of this case fits perfectly the game as it

exists at the present time.
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By the turn of the century policy had become very

popular in New York city, and something of a problem as

well. In the muck-raking literature of the Steffens-Elis

tradition there are frequent references to the game. In

his classic study of New York's down-trodden "other half"

Jacob Rils says:

Of all the temptations that beset him
(the Negro), the one that troubles him and the
police most is his passion for gambling. The
game of policy is a. kind of unlawful penny
lottery specially adapted to his means, but
patronized extensively by poor white players
as well. It is the meanest of swindles, but
reaps for its bankers rich fortunes wherever
colored people congregate. Between the fortune
and the policy shop, closely allied frauds
always, the wages of many s hard day's work
are wasted by the negro; but the loss causes
him few regrets. Penniless, but with un¬
daunted faith in his "ultimate" luck, he looks
forward to the time when he shall once more be
able to take a hand at "beating nolicy." ""hen
periodically the negro's lucky numbers, 4-11-44,
come out on the alios of the alleged daily
drawings, there are supposed to be held in some
far-off Western town, intense excitement reigns
in Thompson Street and along the Avenue, where
someone is always the winner. An immense
impetus is given then to the bogus business
that has no existence outside the cigar stores
and candy shops where it hides from the law,
save in some cunning "broker's" back office,
where the slips are printed and the "winnings"
apportioned dally with due regard to the backer's
Interests .3

'v© find scattered references to the game in other

sources also.

1. Jacob Rils, Bow the Other Half lives. New York, Chas.
Scrlbners and Sons, 1BQ0, p. 155. FlQOT edition).
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Boys match pennies, negroes Indulge on
the sly In policy, and the Chinese play fan
tan,1

A. Captain was on trial for allowing the
policy swindle to go unchecked in his precinct.
Policy is a kind of penny lottery, with al¬
leged dally drawings which never take place.
The whole thing is a pestilent fraud, which is
allowed to exist only because it pays heavy
blackmail to the oolice and the politicians,
^xnert witnesses testified that eight policy
shono in the Twenty-First Ward, which they
had visited, did a business averaging about
thirty-two dollars a dny each. The Twenty-
First is a poor Irish tenement ward. The
policy sharks were getting two hundred and
fifty dollars or more a day of the hard-
earned wages of those poor people, in sums of
from one and two cents to a quarter, without
making any return for it. The thing would
seem incredible were it not too sadly familiar.

The stories of Harrigan and Hart dealing with New York

life in the early 1900'e refer to policy playing, dream

books, seers, and confidence men. In 1901 there was

written and produced on Broadway a play entitled "The Policy

Players."

One of the earliest newspaper accounts of policy Is

to be found in the New York Herald of larch 4, 1900, It

concerns Albert J. Adams who controlled the nolicy business

In the New York area from 1880 until 1903. The story has a

familiar ring.

1. K. A. Woods, City "llderness. New York, Houghton ?fif-
flin Co., p. 153.

2. Jacob Hiis, The Battle With the Slum. New York, Fac-
millan Co., 1902, p.
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At this office, in West Thirtieth Street,
near Broadway, which he shares with a real estate
firm, he is said to map out his plans for the
carrying on of the games. There he also receives
renorts for his lieutenants, it is said, to whom,
in turn, the 'backers' of the gam© In the thirty
policy districts into which the city is divided
make their reports. 'Protection' is arranged
for, and if any employes of the policy shops get
into trouble, lawyers, who are constantly re¬
tained by the policy chiefs, are ready to do
whatever may be necessary to extricate them from
the clutches of the law.

It is alleged by the policy men that the
actual drawing of the winning numbers takes
place twice each weekday in ^rankfort and touie-
ville, Ky. This story, as well as the added
statement that the winning numbers are taken
from a wheel by a child who has previously been
blindfolded, Is circulated and imnllcitly be¬
lieved by the policy dunes. As a matter of fact,
the winning numbers are selected each day by the
policy kings in New York city. The combinations
played daily are recorded sufficiently in advance
of the alleged drawings to enable those in charge
of the swindle to select as winning numbers only
those on which the least money has been placed,
thus reducing the amount to be expended in the
payment of winnings and increasing the amount of
losses to be suffered by the players.

The policy managers having selected the
combinations that are to win at each alleged
drawing, these numbers are telegraphed in cipher
to Frankfort and Louisville. From there they
are sent to Cincinnati, Ohio, the Western head¬
quarters of the policy king's combination. By
use of a different cipher the same numbers are
telegraphed without delay to Jersey City smd from
there again telegraphed to New York. Fere they
are sent to certain printing offices in the
employ of the policy men, and the printed slips
bearing the winning numbers are later distributed
by rapid messengers to the hundreds of policy shops
throughout the city.

There are two 'drawings,' as they are called,
each day. One is fcrom as the morning drawing, which
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takes place ostensibly in Frankfort, Ky., and
for which no money or selection of combinations
of figures is accepted after twelve o'clock,
noon. Then there is the afternoon drawing, which
is said to be made in loulsville, where the entry
of combinations closes at five o'clock. The
winning combinations for the morning drawings are
posted in the different nollcy shops shortly after
two o'clock in the afternoon and the afternoon
drawings at seven o'clock in the evening. ... The
policy kings realize that money must be paid out
to keep the public interested, but the winning
numbers are puroosely arranged so that the amount
to be paid out shall be as small as possible. ...~

Adams started out as a railroad worker, but soon gave

up this work to go into the policy business. By 1903 when

he was convicted and sent to orison for violating the anti-

lottery law, Adams was a multimillionaire. His arrest came

as the result of investigations by the very active Anti-

Policy Society of New York City.

Our information as regards the development of policy

in other areas is very fragmentary, New Orleans, St. Touis,

and Chicago seem to have been other important centers of

policy playing in the early days. In New Orleans particu¬

larly the game was extremely popular in the 80* s.

Policy was in its hey-dey in New Orleans
during the Eighties when the whole city went
mad over the game.*

1, Quoted in H, J. Asbury, op. cit*, pp. 101-103.

P. K. J. Asbury, "Gambling Fells of New Orleans,"
American Vercury. August, 1936, p. 413.
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Before long the city was Policy mad.
Visitors to New Orleans In the 80*8, remember
well the open policy booths In the main busi¬
ness streets of the city, and the lines and
crowds of negroes and whites that thronged the
'book,' seeking to bet their nickels* and dimes
on the innumerable combinations of figures
which superstition or fancy dictated. There
were policy booths in front of laundries, bar¬
rooms, groceries and markets. There were
instances where as much as #5,000 was paid for
a stand if the location were favorable enough,
which might not be more than four feet square
of space, with a small table and chair. More
than a hundred policy shops existed in New
Orleans. The profits from the policy game, in
which there were two drawings daily, were large
enough to pay all the expenses of the Lottery
proper in which the drawing, was monthly,
leaving the profits from the national business,
over the payment of prizes, clear gain.

At this time, however, the game was still a part of the

Louisiana lottery, which, as we have seen, continued in

existence until l8o"5. The fever for policy playing no doubt

spread from New Orleans up the Mississippi to St. Louis for

informants are agreed that St. louis has always been one of

the most important centers for this game. Court records

seem to substantiate this view for in Missouri more than

anywhere else, policy cases seem to have been most frequent.

Between 1885 and 1902 there were ten cases involving policy

in the courts of that state, four of which appeared in 1885.

By 1905 the game had achieved considerable importance

in Chicago and in that year the state of Illinois passed an

1. F. J. Asbury, Sucker's Progress, pp. 9^-9f.
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anti-policy bill modelled after a similar one passed in

New York four years earlier. By 1007, a man named "Mush-

mouth" Johnson had accumulated a considerable fortune from

the operation of the policy business in Chicago. Johnston

was the first of a long line of policy "kings" in that city.

The first legal case involving policy there occured in 1908.

Surprisingly enough the development of policy or any of the

number rackets in Chicago has not been as extensive as one

would expect Judging from the high development of the racket¬

eering complex in that city.

Authentic Information on the history of policy in

Detroit goes back to 1884. In that year there was passed a

city ordinance which among other things contained this pro¬

vision:

No person shall keep, carry on, or maintain
or aid in keeping, carrying on, or maintaining any
lottery, policy pool, bucket-shop, board of trade,
or any like scheme or place, for drawing or dis¬
posing of money, wheat, or other property, within
the city.^
In the recorder's court of the city of Detroit there is

record of two cases involving policy prior to 1900 - that of

the People vs. Elliot in 1889, and the PePpl© vs. Hess in I891.

1. Johnson died in 1907. At the time of his death he had
been in business in Chicago for 17 years,

2. Revised Ordinances of the City of Detroit, 1884, Chapter
64, section 3, p. 150,
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In the report of the former case there Is a description of

the various plays and the manner of conducting the game.

It is In no way different from the game as we know it today.

Old. residents say that prior to 1914 there were only

two policy houses in Detroit - a single house known as the

"Black Gold" and a double house called "The Gusher." The

latter was owned by a picturesque gambler of the old school

known as Clarence henry who came to Detroit from Hew Orleans.

In 1916 a club known as the ""alters and Bellraans Club" was

opened by two business men, John Roxborough and Everett

Vatson. This was a gambling organization specializing in

dice and cards, the principal card games being stud poker

and a game peculiar to negroes known as "Georgia Skin." A

year later these same men organized the first major policy

house in Detroit under the name "Big Four." This organiza¬

tion continued as a partnership until 1920 when Tatson sold

his Interest to Roxborough. In addition to the "Big Four,"

Roxborough started three other policy houses, "The last

Train," "The Royal Blue," and the "North and Test End." These

houses are still In operation (1935). Tatson, while retaining

part Interest in the "Waiters and Bellmans Club," opened up

three policy houses of Ms own - "The Yellow Dog," "Daily

News," and "The Rhode Island." These houses are still in

operation but the "Dally News" is under different ownership.

In 1921 a house known as the "TIajuana and Interstate" was
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opened by Tenny Blunt, a gambler from Birmingham, Alabama,

and in 1925, Bill Mosley, a Ford employee, opened the

"Michigan," one of the largest houses in Detroit. About

this same time also a number of houses were started by an

organization known as the "Rooster Syndicate." The present

extensive develonment of policy in Detroit dates from 1929,

the beginning of the economic depression. At present there

are approximately 35 gambling establishments in Detroit

dealing in policy and numbers. (1935)

"lumbers"

Desnlte the fact that "numbers" is the most recently

invented number game, we know relatively little about its

origin and history. It is said by some people, well informed

on such matters, that the game had itft beginning in Harlem

about 1925, and that an ingenious West Indian negro by the

name of Caspar Hoistein was its originator* In confirmation

of this the writer can say that prior to 1925 there is no

mention in any newspaper article of the "numbers" game, as

distinct from policy, It is true too that Caspar Folstein

became very wealthy from the numbers racket, and that his

rise to affluence began about this time* he was among the

first of a long line of "number barons" who reaped great

wealth from the racket in Hew York and the surrounding region,

I. For the most important of these see p. 53*
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The gam© appears to have spread rapidly for within a very

few years In newspapers all over the country one could read

of a "new type of number lott ?ryH that had Its incidence

among negroes.

To sum up: From the foregoing discussion it is clear

that number gambling is an old practice reaching back in

Europe to the middle of the sixteenth century. Policy is

the oldest of the number games in America, There are in¬

dications that it was in existence as a side line to the

regular lotteries as far back as pre-revolutionary times.

As an independent game it dates from the first half of the

nineteenth century. Italian lottery, as nearly as we can

determine was introduced into America between I800 and 1905.

Numbers, the game most popular at the present time, is of

recent origin, having its beginning in the middle 1920*s.
With the facts of this and the preceding chapter in mind

we are now prepared to examine the organization and opera¬

tion of the number racket.
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Chapter IV

Organization of the Number Backet

We will begin our discussion of the organization of

the number racket by indicating the personnel of a typical

bank and at the same time describing a complete transaction

from the time the bet is placed until the payoff Is made.

After that we will point out some of the most important

aspects of what may be called the external organization of

the racket. The final section of the chapter will deal with

the relationship between the number racketeer and the public

official.

Internal Organization
Personnel and a Typical Transaction

The writer, or runner, occupies the lowest position in

the organization. He is an ubiquitous element In the com¬

munity and is encountered in practically every place where

people congregate - in hotels, stores, barber-shops, nool

rooms, and even in church parlors. The writer's business

is to solicit the bets which he does in various ways. If

his sole occupation is writing numbers he is assigned to

& definite area which he canvasses daily going from house

to house like any ordinary salesman. His activity is so

similar to that of the collectors for the Metropolitan Life

Insurance Company that the insurance salesmen are commonly

referred to in the community as "Metro-policy" men. "'hen

the economic depression was at its peak many college graduates
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among the colored group found number writing the only source

of employment. In some cases it proved so profitable that

when legitimate employment did present itself they were

unwilling to make the change, Many individuals write num¬

bers as a side line to augment their earnings in some legi¬

timate Job, The milkman may pick up bets left by his cus¬

tomers with the empty bottles; the Janitor in some large

office building may make the duty of emptying waste-baskets

the occasion for taking bets in the various offices. Boot¬

blacks, elevator boys, and "red-caps'1 also write numbers as

a lucrative side-line. The number of writers employed by

a single organization varies, of course, with the size of

the organization - the average house employing from 300 to

500 writers. A large organization will employ thousands.

When the time comes for the writer to turn In his bets he

deducts his commission which is ordinarily 25't of his total

take although It varies some with different houses. After

doing this the writer's work is completed for the time being.

At a stipulated time the writer's "take" Is collected

by the "pick-up" roan who occupies the next higher position

in the organization. The function of the pick-up roan is to

collect the bets of fill the writers within a given area and

it is he who carries the bets to the house, In some organi¬

zations the pick-up roan is the only contact which the writer

has with the house for which he writes. In such cases, the



writer often does not even know where the house is located,

In most Instances, however, he knows the whereabouts of the

house and will frequently carry his own take to the house.

Sometimes a policy house is a regular "hangout*1 where the

writers, olck-up men, and other individuals loaf and dis¬

course unon the perennial tonic of numbers. Before the

pick-up man deposits his take he too deducts his commission

which is usually id of the total amount of money which he

collects in his territory. Thus by the time a on© dollar

take has reached the policy bouse it has been reduced to

67.5 cents.

The money and slips which are brought in by the pick¬

up men are deposited with the oashler(A)* whose duty It is

to count the money and check it with the written bets. T?h©n

this is done he turns it all over to the office clerks (B)

who make the proper entries in the books of the house. The

slips containing the bets are then brought to the checking

room and divided among the various checkers (seated at C). *

The number of checkers varies with the volume of business,

a good sized house having from 10 to 20. Their salary is

usually not more than ten dollars a week. Sometimes pick¬

up men and writers are able to serve as checkers thereby

augmenting their regular earnings. The function of the

1. The letters A-S refer to the corresponding letters on
Plate V.
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checkers Is to check the tickets for winners after the

drawing has been completed*

The individual whose duty it Is to draw the numbers

Is known as the operator (D). He stands on a small plat¬

form in full view of all present and as he draw® a number

he calls it out to the clerk (K) who places it on the black¬

board. 'Alien the drawing is finished the checkers begin

their work. In the meantime the writer® and pick-up men

cheok the number® on their duplicate slips with those on the

board.

During the time of the drawing the policy house re¬

sembles somewhat the stock exchange during the trading period

with men rushing back and forth, mamber® being called, and

the general loud talking and excitement.

The winnings in the three-digit game® are, of course,

not determined in the house but are obtained by telephone

from one of the newspaper offices, or from the paper itself

when it appears on the newsstands. The slip® for these game®

are checked along with the policy slips.

After the slips have been checked, the winning tickets

are collected and returned to the cashier*® office where the

pay-off Is made. The writer® and pick-up men who hold winning

ticket® go to the cashier*s window where they receive the

pay-off for those of their clients who have hit. By the time

the writer 1® ready to leave with the money for hi® customers,
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slips bearing the winning numbers have been printed and he

supplies himself with a quantity of these for distribution.

The writer is responsible for delivering the money to his

clients but only after he has deducted his share which is

ordinarily 2CT>. In those cases where the writer is not

permitted to come into the house the pay-off Is mad© to the

pick-up man who gives it to the writer who in turn gives It

to his winning clients. The pick-up man, however, is al¬

lowed no share in the winnings.

At the head of a policy house is the manager or execu¬

tive officer. He is seldom the owner of the business.

Rarely, if ever, does an owner of any importance operate

his own business. He remains in the background as much as

possible and leaves the manager with a free hand. The

position of manager is an important one and he is paid ac¬

cordingly. The minimum salary in a small organization is

seldom lower than fifty dollars a week and some large or¬

ganizations pay as high as two hundred dollars a week.

At the present time in Detroit there are approximately

35 separate organizations such as we have described above,

The most important of these are the Big Tour, Big Train,

Tiajuana and Interstate, Alabama-Georgia, Michigan, Yellow

Dog, Royal Blue, Daily Hews, C & J Hollywood, North End-

st End, "estera Union, Reno-St. Louis, Greyhound, Whippet,

Flying Cloud, Cadillac Special, Red Arrow, Nighthawk,
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Kentucky and Tennessee, last Train, Polar Bear, Black Dog,

and Rhode Island. A number bank la often referred to as a

wheel or book. One speaks of the Michigan book or the Yellow

Dog wheel. Frequently several houses are under the same

ownership. The house itself is usually located on the

second floor of some store building or closed bank building.

Some small bankers have been known to have their business

place in the back seat of a large automobile, thus being

able to move about rapidly and avoid the danger of a raid.

External Organization

The most important organization above the individual

bank in Detroit is an organization known as the "Associated
Number Bankers." At present all of the principal number

bankers in that city hold membership in it. Its chief

purpose is to insure negro control of the racket against

outside aggression. The negro group realized that if they

were to maintain their control of the racket In Detroit it

would be necessary for them to dissolve their minor indivi¬

dual differences and act as a group should an emergency arise.

In fact, It was in such an emergency that the organization

had its inception. In 1928 a group of Cleveland Jews at¬

tempted to break down the negro monopoly in Detrbitand had

almost succeeded in doing so when the negroes united their

forces and drove them out, Doon after this the Associated
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Number Bankers was formed. In addition to its protective

function the organization serves to regulate rates of pay

on winnings in the various games and also to divide the

city into areas in which different houses will have control.

The associated bankers retain their own lawyer who Is paid

a fee of $150 a month. His duty is to serve as bondsman

and general consultant when the bankers or their employee®

become Involved with the law.

Another organization of considerable importance is the

"Cover Bank," of which there are only a very few In the

country - the two largest being located In Pittsburgh and

New York. The function of these banks is to underwrite the

bets of the local banks, thereby protecting them against

excessive losses on any particular number. let us illus¬

trate the operation of a Cover Bank by an example: say that

in Detroit on a particular day 502 Is a "hot number."* Now

the local banker may not wish to run the risk of having that

number appear for It may mean a loss of thousands of dollars.

To insure himself against such an exigency he wires or

telephones to a Cover Bank and places on the number 502 an

amount of money equal to the amount bet in his local bank

on the same number. If it should happen to appear he Is

then completely protected since he will collect from the

Cover Bank and make the local pay-off with that money. The

1. A number that ha® been played heavily.
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local banker himself gains no pecuniary advantages from such

a procedure. It merely serves to establish his reputation

as one who "pays off" regardless of how heavy the hit, a

reputation which pays well in the long run. This method of

protecting himself through the Cover Bank Is sometimes

referred to as "sureing off," Cf course, the Cover Bank

cannot be used In policy since its numbers are local and

besides there are ways of taking care of heavily played

policy numbers in the local bank.

Spatial Organization

The headquarters of a number organization is practically

always located in the chief city of a metropolitan area and

the racket is controlled in the suburban areas from that

point. Very often the range of control extends beyond the

metropolitan area as in the ease of Detroit where it Includes

cities as far away as Saginaw, Flint, Bay City, and Kalamazoo.

The method of control varies with the proximity to the city.

In the outlying cities control is maintained by Detroit bankers

who furnish the backing for the local concerns. For this

service they receive a certain percentage of the take in

those cities. The management of such a house is usually in

the hands of some local individual who exercises considerable

freedom in the operation of the business. The cities within

the metropolitan area are controlled directly from Detroit.

That is, the bets are picked up by automobile and brought
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Into the city# Winnings in those cities are paid directly

from the Detroit banks. Plate VI shows the spatial pattern

of number gambling in the Detroit area.

In cases of very powerful organizations such as the

" Dutch" Sehultz syndicate in New York, control may extend

over several states. The Sehultz organization with head¬

quarters in New York city is said to have controlled opera¬

tions in cities as far away as Washington, Philadelphia,

Pittsburgh, and some think even as far away as Detroit.

Number (rambling and the Law

An important aspect of any racket organization is the

method whereby it enlists the services of the law in its

favor. Without the "fix", as it is called, between the

racketeer and the public official - particularly the police

it is safe to say that rackets or any form of large scale

organized crime could not continue to exist. All writers

on the subject are agreed that such fixing is a common

practice.

In cities where things are done that way,
the racketeers must fix the police.3-

Neither the numbers game nor any other
racket can exist without at least partial con¬
sent from the police department. X am not
blaming anybody in particular, but we do know
that certain men ar© permitted to operate while

1. Will Irwin, "gambling Nad America," liberty fr'agazlne.
July 11, 1936, p. 17.
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some of the police wink at the workings of
particular gangs.*

There is an old saying In New York gang¬
dom, "You gotta be wired." The wire is an
essential link In the complex mechanism of
organized crime and politics. vlthout it no

operation of large-scale rackets, running into
millions of dollars, is possible. Without it,
no gang of killers, Immune from the law, can
flourish. Yet the wire, as known In Manhattan,
has seemed inherent in the very nature of the
political system and the character of a self-
governing people.

The wire is the link between crime and
the courts; the device whereby the criminal
with political influence can walk right
through the barricade of police set up to
protect the citizen. The wire is the con¬
nection between the criminal with political
Influence and the police court, or court of
first instance, which in New York Is known as
the Magistrates' Court.

The wire may be a district leader.
Frequently it Is. It may be a shyster law¬
yer who has reached a cooperative understand¬
ing with a magistrate or a clerk of the
Magistrates' Court, or both. It may be the
magistrate himself - since that guardian of
the people's justice is a creature of politics
and is made or broken by the district poli¬
tician, who In his turn may be mad© or broken
by gunmen.^

1. "ayton 3toddart, &p. cit., Dec. 29, 1934, p. 18; quoting
District Attorney Charles F. Kelley, Philadelphia, Penn.

2. Thompson and Raymond, op. cit., p. 183. This Is one of
the best studies of racketeering yet to appear. Both
authors are crime reporters, Thompson for the Hew York
Times, and Raymond for the New York herald Tribune.
Thompson covered the Beabury investigation and the
recent trial of James J. Mines. The book is based on
facts disclosed In the Dewey investigation.
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It 1b one thing to admit that collusion exists between

the racketeer and the public official; it Is quite another

thing to find specific instances of such a relationship.

In my own investigations I found that this was one topic

the gambler refused to discuss. Hence for this part of the

study, I have had to rely principally on secondary sources,

although during the course of the investigation I have had

certain personal experiences which while not definitive do

throw some light on the subject.

let us examine first some of the secondary sources.

Perhaps the principal sources of this kind are the crime in¬

vestigations which have taken place from time to time in

different cities over the country. Such investigations

almost never fail to make startling disclosures with regard

to the cooperation of the police with the criminal element

in the community. One of the most revealing investigations

was that carried out in New York city by the Seabury Horn-

mi ttee in 1931 and 1932. It was particularly revealing as

regards the number racket since it took place at a time when

this racket was at its peak. Certain number bankers sub¬

poenaed for this investigation confessed that they were

buying police protection. Their employees, they revealed,

wore Initialed buttons in their lapels to show that they

were working for protected organizations. Writers, pick-up

ffien, etc. not wearing such buttons were liable to arrest while
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the protected individuals plied their trade unmolested by

the police. Many other examples of a like nature have been

brought to light by investigations in other cities but this

one example will suffice to Illustrate the point.

The income tax Investigators in going over the accounts
♦

of the now defunct "Dutch" Schultz Gambling Syndicate found

that some $9000 a week went out for police protection. These

payments appeared in the books as "Ice/1 which is the under¬

world designation for police graft.3-
The police, however, are not the only public officials

involved In the number racket. lawyers as well are an

important asset to the business. Many of them are employed

by the racketeers as consultants and bondsmen. Their im¬

portance to the number racket has been clearly stated by

Judge Horace Stern of the Philadelphia Quarter Sessions Court

Criminal lawyers are the real brains back
of the mobs, are advising them what to do, and
are really accessories before the fact. Without
criminal lawyers, organised crime would collapse -
not all crime, but crime organized, on a nationwide
basis. ..... Criminal gangs regularly employ mem¬
bers of the bar with whom they consult and from
them obtain professional guidance in their systems
tic law breaking. It is the heads ® £he©e organiza¬
tion© who pay the lawyer© their fees.r-

1. Howard I!dellan, "Gambling, A Knife in the Back of
Business," American Business. June, 1936, p. 51.

2* Dayton Stoddart, op. cit., Dec. 29, 1934* P. IB.
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Judge Stern speaks with authority for he was selected toy the

city of Philadelphia In Its war on the number racket to

preside over a special Numbers Court, a court which In the

brief period of its existence, secured over 400 convictions

of number racketeers.

A committee appointed by the American Bar Association,

to investigate the part played by lawyers in the number

racket made similar observations.

There is already strong evidence that a
small group of lawyers at our bar have permitted
themselves to become literally nothing more than
the hired men of the higher-ups in the criminal
activities referred, to. ... These lawyers have
apparently been on a regular retained from
these higher-ups to go to the help, night or day,
of the subordinates when arrested. It Is certain
that some of these lawyers do not know their
clients until the name is called by the clerk of
the court to appear.

It is certain that the lawyer in many cases
knows nothing of the guilt or innocence of his
client; he is in court because he has been
directed to be there by the higher-ups or their
agents, prepared to enter a plea of nolo contendere.
or to listen to the testimony of police officers
and take advantage of any opening for acquittal
that might present itself at the moment.

In these circumstances, the lawyer is as
much a part of the machinery of the racket as the
man who went to bail for the defendant (without his
knowledge.H

Richard "Dixie" Davis, attorney for "Dutch" Schultz

has told how at |50 a case he and his staff of assistants

1. Dayton Stoddart, Ibid, p. 18.
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were kept busy obtaining acquittals, posting bond, or

paying bail for the writers, pick-up men, and other under¬

lings of the Schultz organization,-1
In their recent study, Gam Rule In New York, Thompson

and Raymond make the following observationss

The expansion of the hoodlum gangster
caused him to become interested, as all big
business men are, in cutting down the costs of
operation, '"here he had a lot of men com¬
mitting a lot of crimes every day, it was ex¬
pected that there would be a lot of arrests.
The politician could fix the police, or could
fix some courts, but the necessity of a court
appearance, even when the fix was in, brought
on the necessity of having a lawyer, ^here¬
upon the contract lawyer for the crime machine
emerged, looking after all the arrests of the
gang, frequently at a flat and fixed fee of so
much per case, sometimes on retainer,

'hen the boss gangster from the bootleg
trade branched into industrial racketeering he
had still more uses for his lawyer. He needed
advice on how to organize his phony trade
associations. He needed some one to tell him
just how far his captive labor unions could go
under the complex structure of laws forbidding
one type of labor agitation and permitting
others. He needed lawyers, too, to help him
decide just how much of his loot should be
shared with the Federal ^Government and the
state government In the form of income tax
payments, to keep him out of trouble, and how
much might ewcape taxation by smart legal
devices,2

Take a list of the members of any gang, the
records of their arrests, and the notices of

1. J, Richard "Dixie" Davis, "Things I Couldn't Tell Till
Now", Collier1s ^eekly. August 5, 1930, p* 13,

2. Thompson and Raymond, op, cit., pp, 159-160,
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appearance filed with the courts by their
lawyers, and it will be seen that through¬
out this gang*a activity in crime, the same
lawyers, or same group of lawyers, appear
time after time, for the same criminals and
members of their criminal gangs. These law¬
yers go into the courts, again and again, and
solemnly urge the Innocence of their clients
upon Judges and Jurors, knowing perfectly well
that the previous month or the previous year they
were making the same argument In behalf of the
same criminal charged with the same or a simi¬
lar offense♦ In effect and in fact these
lawyers have been Just as much members of the
gangs as the gangsters themselves, but they
have been protected^by the privileges which
they regard as a lawyer's right. The rest of
the bar has been very silent.*

If the specific practices of New York
lawyers in continuous defense of gangs were
detailed, item by item, through the years from
1919^1939, the material would fill a twenty-
flve-foot shelf. Every gang had its attorneys,
and the attorneys their oases. Enough has been
done here to show some patterns of lawyers*
participation in gang rule. Other patterns
exist. Take Arnold Rothstein*s legal staff,
for Instance. He lent money to many criminals.
He kept a stable of lawyers, Just as he kept a
stable of race horses - both for his profit.^
The recent Dewey investigation of racketeering in New

York city has revealed more facts regarding the relationship

between the number gambler and the public official."' In the

1. Ibid, p. 166.
2. Ibid, p. 181.
3. In the original draft of this paper written Just as

this investigation was getting under way I mad© the
following statementi "The Dewey investigation now
In progress in New York city, the results of which
have not yet been made public, will no doubt serve to
substantiate the findings of the Beabury committee and
Judge Stern and perhaps uncover even more surprising
conditions."
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prosecution of James J. Mines, noted politician and district

leader of Tammany Hall, some startling facts of this nature

were disclosed. In the trial of Mines, "Dixie'' Davis who

had served as a go-between, for Dutch Schultz and Mines,

turned state's evidence and told the whole story of th©

connection between these two men, Davis' testimony was in

part as follows:

Then Schultz got Fines on his own pay roll
to give political protection to the combination,
and that was a master stroke, for we soon found
that what Fines could do was plenty. He could,
and did, have cops transferred when they
bothered the numbers, H© had magistrates throw
out good cases that honest cops had made against
Seorge Weinberg and Lulu Rosenkrantz. He gave
his support to a district attorney who didn't
bother us much,

lien it got around that Schultz and Fines
were behind the numbers, the game boomed.*

Mines was worth knowing and I cultivated
him. He also cultivated me, because he didn't
like to be seen much with gangsters, and I,
being a lawyer, made a convenient go-between.
Fines at this time was on the Dutchman's policy-
racket pay roll for $1,000 a week, later cut to
#500 when times .got hard.

I couldn't tell at the trial that I was

giving Mines money too. -Fines needed more but
the Dutchman was a tightwad and wouldn't give a
penny more than $500 a week, so I put up an equal
amount out of my pocket without even telling
Schultz. I also paid the restaurant bills and
bought the fight tickets on Friday nights, when
Fines entertained parties of judges, politicians
and big businessmen*41

1. Davis, op. cit., July 29, 1939, p. 40.
2. Davis, op, cit,, July 22, pp. 40-41.
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This Fines was a district leader who
controlled other district leaders, and was so
powerful he could order Judges and police
officials around, Fore than once I sat 1st©
with Kines and Dutch Sohultz in a mob night
club as we plotted ways by which, with the
Dutchman's mob and money, Fines might extend
his power over still other districts and seize
absolute control of Tammany and the whole city
government.^
Detroit is no exception to the general rule that the

success of rackets and underworld activities In general is

dependent unon the cooperation which they receive from

public officials and the law enforcing agencies. The grand

Jury investigation of Detroit's police department now under¬

way has revealed that Inspector Arthur Brown, head of the

Police Identification Bureau had made appointments of private

policemen, giving them badges and permits to carry guns, and

that these men were being employed by policy houses as guards

that Thomas 0. Til cox, sheriff of Wayne County, end Duncan

McCrea, prosecuting attorney, were on the payroll of the

leading gambling establishments, and houses of prostitution

In Detroit^; that a baseball pool was paying out 50 to 100

1. Ibid, July 20, p. 21. This is from a series of six
articles appearing in Collier's between July 22 and Aug.
26, 1039. They constitute a complete statement of
Davis' connection with the numbers racket. They re¬
iterate what was brought out in the Dewey investigation.

2. Detroit Free Press, Feb. 2, 1940,
3. Detroit Free Press, Feb. 24, 1940, p. 1,
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thousand dollars annually in "protection" money, and that

substantial portions of this amount were finding their way

to the Prosecutor* 9 office,1 In the case of Sheriff "11cox

it was revealed that a regular schedule of protection

prices had been established - houses of prostitution #100

to ^300 per month, gambling establishments and handbooks

550 to 51000 per month, and operators of gambling machines

|10 per month per machine in operation,2
A number of personal experiences will further serve

to show that Detroit is no exception to the general rule

that public official and racketeer are often in close union,

I was seated in the office of one of Detroit's orominent

gamblers one day when an investigator from the prosecutor's
/

office attempted to use the "shake-down'1 (extortion) on this

individual. The Investigator's words were these: "I under¬

stand that you are doing a good business here. I am going

to close you up if you don't kick me in ISO a month so X

can pay for my new StudebakerI'r. , the gambler,

replied: HX have already paid the big shots for letting me

alone. Now you get the hell out of here or I'll call the

prosecutor's office,"

On another occasion one of the gamblers with whom I

1. Detroit Free Press, Parch 8, 1Q40, p, 4.

2, Detroit Free Press, March 10, 1040, p. 4.
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was 011 rather intimate terms came to Ann Arbor with a view

of getting number playing started on the University of

Michigan campus, I arranged for Mr, to meet with

several students who had expressed their willingness to sell

the numbers. Accompanying Mr, was Mr. J, who at

that time was running for the office of sheriff in Wayne

County, He informed me that he was In no way interested in

the racket but was backing Mr. _ whom he said was a "good

egg," J, I",' s motive was no doubt a dual on®. First of

all, lrr, would be very helpful in securing the negro

vote in the coming election. In the second place, Mr,

maintained an extensive business in Detroit and should J, M,

be elected it would be a profitable contact for him.

On various occasions number writers have told me that

policemen frequently purchased numbers from them. In many

cases a patrolman would bet on a number and not pay for it.

If the number should win the policeman was always sure to

be on hand for the pay-off and nothing would be said*

Another personal experience is of Interest here also.

In a newspaper article it was reported that I had made an

expos© of the number racket In Detroit and that I had found

glaring examples of police protection. This article naturally

called forth the rebuke of the police department. In the

newspaper controversy which followed my alleged statements

were branded as "downright silly" by Police Commissioner
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Pickert. After the appearance of this article I was flooded

with letters from various individuals in Detroit attacking

Commissioner Pickert and giving instances of collusion which

they themselves fcnew of. Typical of these expressions Is

the following:

Silly, me eye! Ask Pickert how's about
J. R.'e place at 222 Lafayette just across from
the postoffice* You can place a bet there any
time. This place has been there for years and
will continue to be there because Pickert is a

good friend of J. P.

To conclude! Number gambling follows the general

pattern of organization of all large scale vice and crime.

This pattern consists of four basic elements: (1) an

elaborate hierarchical organization of personnel, (2) a

spatial organization in which a wide territory is controlled

from a central metropolitan area, (3) the "fix", in which

public officials, principally police and politicians, are

drawn into and made a part of the organization, (4) legal

aid in which members of the legal profession become the

advisors and consultants of the organization. In one sense

this pattern of organization is neither new nor unique for

it is essentially the one followed by legitimate business.

It is new, however, in the sense that as a form of criminal

organization it may be said to date from the prohibition era,

although at least one element, that of "fixing", is probably

an age old practice.
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Let us turn now to a consideration of the ways in which

the number gambling public attempts to control the outcome

of the numbers.
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Chapter V

"Beating The Numbers"

As one might expect, all sorts of fanciful schemes

have been devised to "beat the numbers." These efehemes or

systems as they are called, rang© all the way from simple

"keys" to very elaborate devices involving what might appear

to be higher mathematics. One individual (a college graduate)

built a rather elaborate system on the theory that ^od "trlgo-

nometrizes" and hence winning numbers can be predicted by

means of logarithmic tables. His system works as followss

if on a certain day the winning number (on Clearing House or

Race Nutuels) should be 215, then the winning number for the

next day could be derived from the logarithm of that number

which is 2.33244. The winning number for the following day

then would be either 233 or 244 or any combination of 237 or

244. By boxing both numbers one could be sure of winning

provided the system was sound* Then questioned about the

success of the system the characteristic reply was "Tell, T

haven't had much luck with it yet, but once T get it per¬

fected I'm sure it will work and then watch me roll in the

dough," There are a great many such systems created by

Individuals for their own private use.

Ho less fantastic are the systems drawn up by certain

individuals and sold at the newsstands for a small price.

Konje's Relativity System, presented below, is one of the



most famous of these systems.

After making certain mathematical de¬
ductions, I have reached this conclusion about
approximating a group of figures that works
out to perfection. I have found that in a
series of numbers, if one operation can be
performed in V ways, and another operation
in N ways; then it follows logically, that
the same operations can be performed in M
times N ways.

The relative position of these figures
can be arranged so as to form various groups
of combinations, provided that the family
or circle group of these figures are kept
in contact.

Here Is an example of this system:

1931 Mutuels Total Paid
5 races T races

Nov. 9 273.^0 316.60
Nov. 10 191.80 250.20
Nov. 11 157.00 270.60

Observe that in these three days the figure
7 occurred 3 times, the 6 three times, and
the 3 twice.

I then solved for the unknown: I let
7 times 6 equal H, and 6 times 3 equal N.

6 x 7 = M
6 x 3 8 N

6 times 7 equal 42
6 times 3 equal 18
Therefore M s 42

N * 18

I then multiplied M times N, which is the same
as multiplying 42 times 18 which equal 756.

42 x 18

42
fW
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I arranged these figures in family groups
by getting their relative positions. First
I dealt with 75 and then with 56*

The figure 7 which was the first figure,
was left alone. According to the relative
position of figures; 5 is relative to 3 and
3 is relative to 8. Things relative to
the same things or relative things are
relative each to each other, and are similarly
placed.

I then was able to form the following
combinations by attaching the 3 and the 8 to
the 75, obtaining the combinations 735 and
785.

On the following day which was November
12th, the figures of importance were 735.
I then proceeded with the 56. The figure
5 being the first figure was left alone.
Then 6 is relative to 9 and 9 is relative
to 0. Forming the combinations, I obtained
560 and 569. On the next day which was
November 13th the figures of importance were
065.

Conclusion: This system is very good,
and can be applied easily. If you follow
the mathematical calculations, you will have
no reason to complain.

Note; That Konje* s Relativity works
not only in the Nutuels Total, but In any
given system.1

Another famous system and one which has made its creator

fabulously wealthy is that of Policy Pete. His is as far¬

fetched and illogical as that of Prof. Konje. Both of these

systems have a wide sale throughout the United States and

1. Prof. Konje1s, The Combination Dream Book. 1934 issue,
PP. 78-79.
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may be purchased at any large newsstand.

Not all number players are taken In by such schemes as

those of Policy Pete and Konje. Many realize that there Is

only one possible way of beating the numbers and that is by

finding some channel whereby they can get to the source of

the number before it is mad© public. Their method is to get

on the 11 inside" which they attempt to do in various ways.

There is a common notion that the various exchanges from

which the winning numbers for certain games are obtained are

part and parcel of the racket, Many believe that the quota¬

tions of the exchanges which appear In the newspapers are

put there for the convenience of those who play the numbers.

The idea has arisen also that the officials and employees of

these exchanges can be bribed or cajoled into furnishing ad¬

vance information on the winning numbers. Consequently

numerous attempts to obtain such information are made by those

who play. Such requests are usually made in the form of a

letter addressed to some official of the exchange or to the

exchange itself. The chief recipient of such letters is the

New York Stock Exchange, At this exchange they have become

so numerous that it has been found necessary to provide

separate files for them, appropriately named "crank letter

files," There letters are important not only in illustrating

the point under discussion but also in throwing light on

other phases of this study as well. Let us examine some of
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them.1 the8e letters may be roughly grouped Into four

general types: (1) plain requests, (2) pleas, (3) propo¬

sitions, and (4) reprimands.

The first type, the request ie fairly common. It is

generally quite brief and proceeds on the assumption that

the information sought is available and may be obtained by

simply asking for it or upon payment of a small fee. The

following are typical of this type of letter

150 Anderson Ave.
Atlanta (la.
Battle Hill Sana,

To Whom It Concern:
Dear Sir:

I want Just a little information, how
much Per Week Does yur firm charge for Private
information such as Complete totals, of Both
Stock and Bond exchanges.

I would want said information direct
from your Offices as in my City it is not avail¬
able. One Do©snft necessary have to have a
Private "'ire installed Does he? Send Priv©
if Available. Would want Info as son as market
close,

Thanking you in Advance,

1. The writer is indebted to Mr. Charles JClem and. Mr. J. K.
Westerfield of the staff of the Hew York Stock Exchange
for the opportunity of obtaining copies of these letters.

2. For other letters of this type see Appendix B.
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Mid&letown
Ohio
4/3/35

Dear Sir Please v.rite me at Cnce I want to Buy
the Stock no for Friday Sc Saturday 5 or 6

how much will it Cost
Write me and I will lyre the money to you if
you think thats Best or mail It* Please Do
that at once

From a friend

8* 18 1934
Atlanta Ga*

Dear
Sirs

20 B* IfcNealls Alley

Mr. Dann Forring and Ifr Mack Henderson we would
like to try to know About the Bounds f'arklt Every
day we lz desire to open a office if we can Sit
the Numbers on© day for the next day or Git the
first of Every tto the numbers that \z goln to fall
on Every date would yu send it to Us by Mail or
telleQrams and we will Rang for It on this end so
let us know right away so we can open ouer office
this month send by By Faill or

By tellergram
and we will Rang for it on
this End send it to

20 B* MoHealIs Alley
Atlanta Oa,

we lz going to open ouer office at this place.

The most common of the letters received are of the

second type, the pleas. Usually written by women these

letters have as their central theme the extreme hardship
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brought on by the depression and the necessity of obtaining

immediate financial assi stance * Doubtless some of them are

fabrications, but on the whole they appear to be genuine and

sincere. Illustrative of this group are the following,"

Bartins Berry, Ohio
Nov, 28 ~ 32

Dear Sir, to the Editor of the Stok Market*
I must drop you few lines hoping to hear from
you soon as possible. Dear Sir I am making my
last appeal to you you may be able to help me,
I am Just a poor Widow with five Children, and
they are Just ready to take my little home any
time now, I kno\? you will help me if it is
possible. I hope you can grant me this favor,
You will sure be rewarded for it. I wished
you could send me one B^ock Market number the
Total Sales Just for on© day. I could play It
here for 50 cts. I would be all right then, I
have to have 13,00 next week or T will be put
out of my home, Just thlhk of it if you have a
wife and Family of your own., these (ramblers are
making all kinds df money, they won * t miss it at
all if I can make a hit.

Dear Sir and Editor please think this over
and try and help me, no on© will ever know a
thing about it. I will promise you that.

Yours truly

Mansfield, Ohio
Dec, 2, 1935

Dear Sir,
D'hat I 'm going to ask you you may think I'm

crazy, but I assure you I'm not. You see I'm a
girl of 18 and will soon be married, that is It
all depends on you rather I do or not. You see

1, For other letters of this type see Appendix B,
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I told the fellow 1*111 going to marrie I know
the Boss of the stock and Bond exchange of
New York and Told him I could get the No
which would win on Stock for Wednesday* You
see if he finds out I was only fooling every
thing will be over* between us, I could not
stand that# I'll assure you I won't mention
This to noone, if you *7111 send this Bo I can
get Wednesday morning mail*

Here's who to send it to*

Columbus, Ohio
New York at Exch

As 1 an a lone wider woaan and no Job
nar no body to Help me i am asking yu to send
me sone good locky no the rent woman wont Her
House 1 ant got no mony 1 an a long way fron
Home tell whi to play the and what to piny 1
will Haff the mony with yu

she Just give me to 27 of last month a worried
mother

Dear Sir*
Will yours Please halp me 1 am a poor

wo&ow and have 3 little children ent got
nothing to eat no close to ware and my poor
children is crying every day and if your will
help me out and send me a good number i think
yours peopels know how it is to starve and
have no clothes to ware Please do that for my
children sake if you du 1 will Keep it to my Self*

My Name is

Please answer as soon as you get this litter.
Please du.

The proposition type of letter is generally sent by men,

and is usually longer than any of the others. To illustrate:1
I. For other letters of this type see Appendix B,
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Walter P. Stepansky-*
700 Croseland St.

Port Vue, Pa.
Sept. 12, 1934

Hew York Stock Exchange
11 Wall Street
Hew York

Mr* Ashbell Green
Dear Friend;

Although I am not well acquainted with you,
I take great pleasure, in writing you this
letter, and calling you dear friend, because
after you get thru reading what I have to tell
you, we will be friends for Ever. I have ob¬
tained your name, and the type of business
that you are engaged in, from a friend of mine
in New York City,

I will give you his name any time you re¬
quest it, although ho did not know what X wanted
it for, I did not tell him and I wont tell him
that I ever wrote to you, Because this must be
strictly confidential, only you and I will know,
what I wanted to know your name for, and In
this letter I will tell you the only reason.

Because you are the Secretary of the Hew
York Stock Organization, and you have the power,
without a doubt, to control the stock transactions,
if you will control them, it means thousands of
extra dollars for you, Yen it can run into
millions of Dollars, with Two good Friends, One
on each end, and you are the one on the New
York end, and I will do my part all thru Penn¬
sylvania,

If for any reason you may think, that you
can't control the stock transactions will you
please let me advise you, how simple it can be
done. I would say that first you try it once a
week, for example, on Monday September the 10th
the Hew York Stock Exchange gold 60-6,000 shares.

1. This letter was typewritten.



Could It be po&Bible for you to make up your
mind, one day in advance, or even a week in
advance, on how many shares you will sell on
that certain day, if you can tell me that ques¬
tion? I can send you Thousands of Dollars,
Daily or Weekly, for your skill*

Here is the story in a nut shell * All
over the state of Pennsylvania, and perhaps all
over the country, the number racket is a poor
suckers game, and the Racketeers are cleaning
up heavy dailey, and the suckers are still
biting more each day, the odds on guessing the
correct number should be a Thousand to On®, hot
they pay only Four Hundred and Fifty for One.
That means when you play a number for a Dollar,
and happen to guess or Win, you will get Four
Hundred and Fifty Dollars.

Then Nine Times out of Ten, if you don't
know where to buy your numbers, you don't get
paid if you do win. The book maker or store
keeper, will give you the alibi that he lost
your slip, or he for got to turn it in etc, I
am enclosing you a copy of the daily paper, to
make you more familiar with what I mean, You
will notice just below the heading, NET YCF'K
STOCK TRANSACTIONS

Dales, Monday, September 10th - 6q<,000
shares,

Tell, 960 was the winner Monday, 114 was
the winner last Saturday, and 311 was the winner
on Tuesday etc. last two figures don't count,
even if the sales run into the million mark, the
last two figures don't count, but the other three
are the winning number. Now I will say, that I
can't send you a fortune, all at one time, be¬
cause why kill the goose that lays the golden
eggs. But I will promise to send you a Thousand
Dollars, for every Tip that you send me, I dont
Expect to try and take it all in one day, I will
teach you a secret code, that you can use either,
on the phone, or wire it to me, if you think you
can handle it. Dive me one number for a start
and I will be in New York to see you three days
after, with the reward and the rest of the good
information. Should you find it difficult to
give me all three correct figures, you can give
me on© correct figure to lead with, for example
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960 vjas th© winner on Monday, You could tell me
that 9 will be the lead number, or 6 in the center
or 0 in the end, this I can play a hundred number
run down, and still beat the devil but if you
can Rive ire two lead numbers, or two end number,
I junt need a ten number run dovm, how ever the
run down system would soon put me under sus~
pieion, of knowing something about it.

In most places they except run down numbers,
for 15^ each only, this is giving them too much
the best of it, in a run down system. You think
it over, don't destroy this letter right away,
see if you can't dope out a correct number for
Saturday September the 22nd, or any day sooner
then that will do, if you wish to make it
sooner, Just write me or telegram me a day in
advance, or can I call you on long distance the
same day, about four hours before closing time.

I don't think you would want me to pile
up over four or five dollars on one number, the
first time it would do us more harm, then it
would ever do you good, to hit them to hard in
one day, means to ruin them, I don't want to
brake them up, I think if we get a Thousand
Dollars a piece, out of the first shot, we can
then make better arrangement when we cant&lk it
over personal, I have so far giving you all the
information, that I think would be necessary for
you to get started, in the biggest and best
paying position, that was ever held by any man,
I am very anxious to get persmlly acquainted
with you, 3o here is hopping we will soon meet
together, and make life time friends now,
thanking you for your kind attention, and the time
you have given me in reading this letter,

I beg to Remain
Yours Sincerely For Ever

Walter P. Stepansky.

The last type of letter, the reprimand, is rare. The

following few examples practically exhaust their number.^

1. For other letters of this type see Appendix B»
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Search 23, 1933

Sir:
Regarding the Stock number you publish

daily In the Pittsburgh Post Gazette. Wednes¬
day Parch 2?nd was published as 999,310" -
Tuesday was 1,20°,9^0.

To would like to know if these numbers
are correct or are being tampered with.

"ow '"ednesday number wou"1 d be eon mrjd
Tuesday was 0^9.

Since the Stock Exchange opened the
"numbers" that have hit are funny numbers and
the gamblers are making money here on them*

There'n talk around here saying the num¬
bers are crooked, ban it be possible n man em¬

ployed In your firm be tampering with the ^tock
numbers.

Hoping you will answer this letter. Tours
Truly

11-25-32
New Castle, Pa.

Dear 31r
On the 25* of Nov. 1932 We got a number

from the Pittsburgh Press 058 and that Is through
the Youngstown Stock Exchange. That a fate num¬
ber that is not from the New York's exchange co.
These fate numbers are going through all these
Branch stock Exchange I wish you Yould give us
some proction behind our money as w© give them to
you. As long an w© get numbers like that you
will get a letter from ir.e# Ye are tird of them
fatelng us out of our money. So I will clone for
a better resoult.

Yours truly
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11-25-32
Hew Castle, Pa.

Dear Sir:
W© have "been playing the stock in New

Castle, Pa. and not getting no hits here. The
numbers come out in one house one thing and
another place another thing. These branch houses
are packing all the money. If It don't be a change
you won't have no customers -ed. 23, 1932 the num¬
ber was 321 in Philadelphia, and 015 In New Castle,
Pa. "^ight as times Is now, a person playing their
money and getting fake numbers. You ought to give
us some protection behind our money. So I will
close from your friends.

Yours truly

No, more to say only changes to be made. "r© are
willing to play If we get Justice.

Various other methods are resorted to In order to get

advance information on the exchange figures or to alter them

in some way. Attempts are frequently made to bribe the em¬

ployees of newspapers into giving advance information on the

quotations which they total. The following news item is Il¬

lustrative:

CROOKED C-Al'BLSRS SEEK TIMES FIGURES1
Police Now Protecting Employes Importuned Tlth

Bribes for Advance Information

Gamblers interested in certain of the so-

called "numbers games" operated in Pittsburgh,
Baltimore, T/ashlngton, and Harlem section of New
York and In other cities have been making desperate

1. The New York Times, Pay 20, 1931, P. 27.
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efforts In the last few days to obtain ad¬
vance information on the figures setting forth
the total of Stock Exchange transactions pub¬
lished in The Hew York Times,

Employes of this paper have been re¬
peatedly approached with offers of bribes to
furnish the figures prior to publication and,
in some instances, to alter the figures. These
efforts to corrupt employe© have duly been re¬
ported to the police and precautions have been
taken to prevent the theft of the figures,

That such attempts are sometimes successful is attested by

the following;

#50,000 RUN CLOSES THREE POLICY "BANKS*
Hundreds Clamor in Vain for Big Winnings, Laid to

"Leak*1 of Treasury Figures,

Three Harlem "banks" were closed yesterday
after hundreds of clamoring exultant "depeitors"
had swooped upon them and withdrew their princi¬
pal, plus suddenly earned Interest, which
amounted in the aggregate to $50,000,

The banks were those operated by three lead¬
ers in Harlem policy slip gambling and the deposi¬
tors were individuals whose tickets, purchased at
a cost seldom in excess of five cents, rose
several hundred per cent in value because they
bore the three numbers which occurred in the bal¬
ance figures given out by the Treasury department
in Washington,

When myriads of Harlem1n sporting gentry
appeared yesterday to exchange their winning
tickets for "shekels of silver and gold" the bank¬
ers did their best, but their cash reserves were
far from adequate to meet the sudden emergency. "Then
the $50,000 balance had changed hands, the finan¬
ciers shook their heads and decided it was time
to call a little retrenchment.

1# The New York Times, Feb, 27, 1931, P* 1.
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While hundreds of winners filled the air
with cries of chagrin the bankers sent out
their scouts to investigate the unparalleled run.
The scouts returned eventually with the surprising
news that the run had been causer! by a "leak* in
Washington.

It seemed, they reported, that several
canny gamblers had discovered the balance figures
on the Treasury Department report twelve hours
before it became common knowledge through the
medium of the press, Armed with this informa¬
tion, they selected their own numbers - the
destined winners - and plunged heavily.

There was nothing the bankers could do
about it. The backers of the policy slip games
had no redress in the eyes of the law.

Just how the advance information was secured in this case

is difficult to say. In all liklihood, it came through some

newspaper employee, after the figures had been received from

the Treasury.

Occasionally some very daring attempts are made to alter

the exchange figures.

GAMBLERS POST FAKE CLEARING HOUSE FIGURES J

ATTEMPTED LOTTERY COUP FAILS BY A MINUTE1

An unsuccessful attempt was made yesterday
morning to substitute fake figures for the regu¬
lar clearing house figures posted each morning
on the bulletin board, of the Clearing House in
Cedar St., but a difference of one minute in the
time of posting was responsible for the substi¬
tution being discovered.

1. The New York Times, December 6, 192*% P. 1.
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It Is known that the Clearing House
figures are used by gamblers to decide the win¬
ning number of policy games that are conducted
all over the country. Millions of dollars, it
Is said, are wagered on the numbers and had the
substitution not been discovered so promptly It
Is possible that those Involved would have
cleaned up large sums, as the bookmakers who
clandestinely sell the policy pay 600 to 1 on
the winnlng numbe r.

The figures are posted promptly each
morning at 11:30 by Arthur Harman of the Clear¬
ing House staff. Yesterday at 11s28 a well
dressed young man walked quietly up to the
board and posted a set of figures purporting
to represent the previous day's exchanges,
balances, and Federal Reserve credit balance.

A minute later he stepped down and walked
out the door. Newspaper men and press associa¬
tions were about to send out the figures when
Mr. Harman came in with the correct figures.

The fake figures posted were: Exchanges,
51,909,000,000; balances, §163,000,000; Federal
Reserve credit balance, §166,000,000.

The Clearing House officials noted the
similarity of these figures.

The combination of the fake figures would
have resulted in the winning number of the
policy being 093, whereas the real winning num¬
ber was 061.

It is believed that those responsible for
the attempt wagered heavily on 093 in the hope
that they could collect their money before the
substitute was discovered.

The use of the figures from the various stock exchanges,

curb exchanges, and similar organizations for gambling pur¬

poses has been the source of considerable annoyance to the

officials of these organizations. Consequently many of them

have either ceased publication of the figures entirely or
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altered them in such a way as to make them useless for such

purposes. The first to make a move In this direction was

The New York Clearing House Association which ceased pub¬

lication of its figures in January of 1931.1 A few weeks

later it was followed by the New York Btock Exchange which

since then has given out only the approximate volume of

daily trading.2 In May of the same year the New York Curb

Exchange adopted a similar practice,^ Many of the smaller

exchanges in other cities were quick to follow suit. The

Chicago Stock Exchange began the publication of approximate

totals in February, 193l\ and the Toronto Exchange a year

later.^
All this was to little avail, however, for the gamblers

were quick to find other sources from which the number could

be obtained. The United States Treasury totals, the figures

of the Federal Reserve Banks, the cotton market, the weather

bureau - all proved to be satisfactory substitutes for the

exchange figures. For a period a figure published in the

^all Street Journal was used by the Harlem bankers, "hen

Journal learned of this it discontinued publication of

1. New York Times, Jan. 1931.
2. This information secured from Mr. Charles Flam, director

of publicity for the exchange, in a conversation with me
on Dec. 28,'1935.

3. Hew York Times, May 1, 1931# P. 44,
4. New York Times, Feb. 6, 1931, P. 1.
5. New York Times, Jan. 22, 1932, P. 34.



the number but for a long time the circulation manager wm

unable to account for the sudden circulation increase of

approximately 8000 copies dally*1 It was after the elimina¬

tion of the exchange figures that the race track figures be¬

came popular* the race track totala are the moat widely

used at the px*esent time (1935).

The officials of the Hew York Stock Exchange have gone

even farther in their attempt to thwart the gamblers* All

requests for numbers arc promptly answered, and the exchange

has been careful to point out that It is not a part of the

number racket, that It Is Impossible for anyone connected

with the exchange to furnish numbers in advance, and that

those who play the numbers arc the victims of a gigantic

fraud* At one time the requests for numbers became so numer¬

ous that it would have been Impossible to deal with them

without additional secretarial assistance, so the exchange

adopted a now practice* A reporter from the Toy York herald

Tribune was called In and given the information on the atti¬

tude of the exchange toward the number racket* This material

formed the basis for a feature story which appeared In the

herald Tribune * The exchange later had & large number of

copies of this story reprinted, m now when a request for a

number in received, a reprint is simply enclosed in an ;

1* This Information secured from Wr* Charles Flem In a
conversation with me on .December 28, 1935#
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envelope and mailed to the Individual,
«

This chapter conclude® our discussion of the core of

the gambling complex. In the section which follow# we shall

consider the various parasitic activities which have grown

up around number gambling.



Part III

The Parasitlo Activities
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Chapter 7T

The Confidence Business

Earlier it was pointed out that number gambling did

not exist in isolation but rather as a part of a larger

complex of activities, Part II was devoted to an analysis

of this complex. In the part which follows attention will
I

be given to those activities which have grown up around

number gambling and which stand in a more or less para¬

sitic relationship to it. In one sense the material of

this portion of the essay Is an extension of Chapter V where

we discussed the various attempts made by the number playing

public to beat the numbers. The activities which we are

about to deal with are also attempts to beat the numbers.

However, there is one important difference between them.

The discussion in Chapter 7 was concerned with what might

be called the matter-of-fact devices used to control the

numbers, while the present discussion deals primarily with

the magical or supernatural devices,^
It is no accident that these magical and occult orac-

tices have become a part of the number gambling comolex.

Haglc, occultism, supernaturalism, go hand in hand with

activities in which the elements of chance, luck and un-

1, It must not be assumed that the matter-of-fact devices
are necessarily any more effective than the magical
ones since the matter-of-feet devices may be based on
erroneous and even fantastic premises.
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certainty are present* As Park has said,

/e are all disposed to think In magical
terms In those regions of our experience that
have not been fully rationalized and where our
control is uncertain or incomplete,1

Kalinowski has given us an Interesting empirical demonstra¬

tion of this fact In his discussion of fishing activities

among the primitive Trobriand Islanrjers,

Vvhile in the villages on the Inner
Lagoon fishing is done in an easy and absolutely
reliable manner by the method of poisoning,
yielding abundant results without danger and
uncertainty, there are on the shores of the
open sea dangerous modes of fishing and also
certain types in which the yield greatly
varies according to whether shoals of fish
appear beforehand or not. It is most signi¬
ficant that In the lagoon fishing, where man
can rely completely upon his knowledge and
skill, magic does not exist, while in the open*
sea fishing, full of danger and uncertainty,
there Is extensive magical ritual to secure
safety and good results,2
In view of these facts it is not surprising that we

should find magic and occultism playing an Important part in

number gambling, since there is probably no activity in which

the elements of chance and luck are so prominent.

This section of the essay consist© of three chapters.

The first deals with the confidence business and its various

1. Park and Burgess, The City. University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 1925, p. 12$,

2, Joseph Hee&ham (ed.), Science. Religion and Bealltv.
Lacmi11an, Mew York, 1925, p. 32*
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ramifications. The second chapter is concerned with th©

store-front church and its role in the number-gambling com¬

plex. The final chapter discusses the tip sheet, lucky

product, and dream book business.

Just how the confidence game came to be associated with

number gambling is a moot question. Dooesters, prophets,

confidence men, and people of this general ilk are part and

parcel of many different activities and it may be that th©

idea was simply taken over by the number racket from these

others. It is possible too that the practice may have grown

out of the custom of having lottery tickets blessed by a

priest. In the early days of the lottery In Italy and during

the time of the Louisiana Lottery in this country this was

a widespread practice, the belief being that such a blessing

would make the numbers lucky. Since this priestly service

called for a consideration the whole activity might be re¬

garded as a rough prototype of the modern confidence gam©.

The role of the modern confidence man in the number

racket is that of dealer in numbers. By various means the

Individuals engaged in such a business Impress upon th©

public that they have unusual powers, have discovered a

"system", or have established certain connections by which

they are able to get the winning numbers. These numbers are

offered for sale to the public, and the fabulous prices which

they command makes the confidence business the most lucrative
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of the parasitic activities associated with number gambling*

There is some variation in the manner in which the con¬

fidence game is conducted and it is well that we take note

of these differences at this point* The sole basis of dis¬

tinction ia the amount of ritual and ceremony or, as one

informant put it, the amount of "hocus pocus" with which the

various individuals surround their dealings* On this basis

we may distinguish three types of confidence men: (1) spiri¬

tualist,1 (2) nuraerologlst, and (3) confidence man proper.

The spiritualist conducts his business with the greatest

of ceremony and mysticism. Located usually in an extrava¬

gantly furnished apartment, the spiritualist makes every

effort to impress upon his clientele that his is no ordinary

business place, but a temple where communion with other world

spirits takes place. One sol ritualist advertised Ms place

as "The I'ausoleuro" - I am not sure that this expressed what

he had in mind, however* In all such places there is an

obvious attempt to affect an Oriental atmosphere - soft,

thick rugs, semi-darkness, burning candles, and Incense all

contribute to this end. The spiritualist himself wears a

turban and a long flowing robe of some vivid color. The

meeting with a spiritualist is simple and of short duration -

rarely lasting more than ten minutes* The meeting consists

1* To be differentiated from the spiritualist connected with
the spiritualist church.
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of a reading of scripture followed by a period of silence

while the spiritualist consults the crystal. The numbers

revealed by the crystal are then written in red ink uoon a

piece of parchment and given to the client. This done the

client pays his fee and departs. The names under which the

spiritualists conduct their business have an oriental flavor

and are Intriguing to say the least. Such names as these

are to bo found in Detroit: Ishmael the Mighty, DaJah

Abdullah, Prince Yogi, Kanrlu, Bargon, and The Seventh Key Man.

The numerologist calls himself a scientist and hence has

no place for the ritual and ceremony which characterise the

activities of the spiritualist. He takes care to point out

that his numbers are not the result of guesswork but of long

and painstaking investigations in the science of numerology.

The numerologist usually meets his client in the library of

his home where the many volumes on astrology, numerology, and

dreams stand out in impressive array. The interview itself

is simple, the nunerologist goes through a few mental gym¬

nastics, consults a few ponderous looking volumes and produces

the number. Apparently the numerologists believe that there

is some advantage in being called doctor or professor for

invariably they operate under one or the other of these

titles. Such names as Prof. J. Herbert Psychotie, Prof.

Konje, Dr. Whitney, Dr. Wizard, Prof. Ceazer, Prof. Digit,

and Prof. IgotIt are familiar to number patrons in Detroit.
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Finally, there is the confidence man proper who con¬

ducts his business on a very matter of fact basis. He pro¬

fesses no communion with other world spirits, no great

erudition; his numbers are good because he is on the "inside"

and has "connections." These are his chief selling points#

In one way or another he establishes the belief In the com¬

munity that he has an agent at the stock market, or at the

race tracks and over a privately leased wire they are giving

him the numbers in advance. And the people are led to

believe that they are being granted a special favor by being

able to deal with one who has such good connections. The

confidence man usually conducts his business from a regular

office to which his clients go at certain hours or by

special appointment much as they would go to a physician*a

office. To avoid being too conspicuous ouch places mas¬

querade as broker* s offices, insurance offices, or as finance

companies.

These differences that we have noted are, however, only

superficial. Basically the confidence racket is the same

whether operated by spiritualist, numerologist, or confidence

man proper. For this reason we may disregard the distinctions

made above and refer to such individuals collectively as

confidence men.

The principle underlying the confidence racket is very

simple. Since success in this business depends primarily
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upon the quantity of different numbers that are given out,

the efforts of the confidence man are directed chiefly toward

building up a large clientele .and getting as many numbers as

possible into circulation each day. For purposes of illus¬

tration let us say that a certain individual is able to build

up a clientele of 100 persons, which is about the average. To

each of these customers there is given a different number to

be played in the numbers games. This means that for any

particular day he has 100 numbers in play. By telling each

of his clients to box their play this number is increased to
1

600." Thus the confidence man has a better than 50-50 chance

that one of his numbers will appear. If he should have more

than 100 clients he may use all over that number as "re¬

peaters," i.e., will duplicate numbers already given out to

the first 100. With each number given out he usually gives

also a policy gig. So a confidence man with a clientele of

100 or more persons has in circulation on any one day ap¬

proximately 600 three-digit numbers and 100 policy gigs.

Now it must not b© supposed that the transaction between

client and confidence man ends with the giving of a number

and the payment of the fee. If the client should hit the

confidence man must have a portion of the winnings and when

he sells the number he lets this be known in no uncertain terms.

1. Provided each number given out has three different digits.
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His remark to the client on this matter Is usually.* "How

Mr* , you*re a good friend of mine* I1 if. giving you this

number as a personal favor, and I expect you to do the right

thing with me if it comes out. Remember, Mr. , it's

'hot* so put some 'dough* on it.* Should the number win the

"right thing" consists of giving the confidence man anywhere

from one-fourth to one-half of the winnings."1 The client

gladly acquiesces In this for he does not v/ish to offend his

benefactor, Moreover, he has his eye on more good numbers

("hot shots") in the future,^

An Important characteristic of the confidence racket is

the practice of selling the numbers with a money back guaran¬

tee. This means simply that the confidence man agrees to.

refund the fee should the number fail to appear within a

stipulated time, usually a week or ten days. At the end of

that time the client theoretically is free to return and

demand his money. Actually, however, he is seldom able to

collect this money for the confidence man has devised numerous

and sundry ways of avoiding a second, meeting with these

"squawks," as they are called. An essential part of every

confidence man's organization is the "squawk man" whose duty

1. I know of some cases where the confidence man demanded
as much as three-fourths of the winning and seemed to
have no trouble in collecting,

2, Out of approximately 50 such winners which I was able to
observe, only two failed to share their winnings.
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is nothing more than to save hio employer the embarrassment

of meeting with such people. This he may do by force, per¬

suasion, or deceit. It is interesting to note, however,

that only a small percentage of an individual's clientele

become squawks - 20$ would perhaps be a liberal estimate.

This practice of giving numbers with a money back guarantee

has an important result in that it makes the confidence

racket an extremely dangerous one. Dissatisfied squawks

are not above violence and as a result the confidence men

move about with great frequency - sin months being the

average period of residence in any one city or part of a city.

Up to this point we have dealt with the confidence

racket as if it were a strictly local thing, and as if con¬

fidence man and client were always in direct contact with

each other. This is not the case, however, for at least 50$
of the business of any good confidence man is extra-local.

For example, men operating in Detroit will have customers

in cities as far removed as Atlanta, Oa., Dallas, Tex., Ban

Francisco, Cal., and Portland, Ore. Business conducted on

such a scale naturally calls for an advertising program of

some sort. Usually two methods are used. The first, known

as the "lay-down," consists of the distribution of small

cards, hand bills, and things of that nature which are sent

out through the mails to various parts of the country (Plates

IX, X, and XI). The names and addresses of the recipients



PLATE IX

LAY-DOWN CARDS

Confidential Number Information
FROM

THE STOCK EXCHANGE BUREAU
AND

THE UNITED RACING EXCHANGE

We have opened a Service Company for the dia-
tribution of Guaranteed Winning Information on Num¬
bers.

Total Stock
N. Y. Bond Sales
Stock Average

N. Y. Bond Quotations
Early Stock
Late Stock

1-2-3 Races
3-5-7 Races
3-5 Races
5-7 Races

Third Race

We send you one number (the winner for the day
we send it) and it is guaranteed to win.

You wire us $3.50 (Three dollars and fifty cents)
and state your name, address and what you play. You
will receive your winner at once. Play a dollar on it.
As soon as your banker pays you wire us one-third
of your winnings and we will send yon another win¬
ner and so on.

This information is sent on strictly a money-back
Guarantee, backed up by both our companies. Capital
Stock, $250,000 each.

Wire all Money to either of our companies by
Western Union or Postal Telegraph. Our address is,
Detroit, Michigan.

If you want
Race Numbers

Wire the
UNITED RACING

EXCHANGE
Detroit, Michigan

If you want
Stock or Bond Numbers

Wire the
STOCK EXCHANGE

BUREAU
Detroit, Michigan

WE DO BUSINESS DIRECT—GUARANTEED!

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF i i i

Tlie Institute of Practical Psychology
AT

606 VERNOR HIGHWAY
Suite 5—Upstairs

J)© you play Jlumtets ?
Have you failed to win? If you want to

win and win at once, come and see me today
and I will give you a guaranteed gig or a
number that will fall on a certain designated
day. In addition, I will give you Free
Psychological Advice that is good for body
and soul and will assist you in continuing
success.

NOTICE
When I say I guarantee to give you a winner, I
mean just what I say. If I fail to give you a
winner I will refund your money that you have
deposited with me. I know this is fair and honest,
and with my Guaranteed Method you are protected
against loss of any kind.
If you play any of the following, come and

see me now!
3-5-7 RACES INDIANAPOLIS NUMBER
1-2-3 RACES ALL CLEARINGS
NIGHT NUMBER ALL POLICY HOUSES

WEEKLY ITALIAN LOTTERY

REMEMBER THIS—I charge for my advice,
and if my advice fails I will give back to you
what you have paid me!

INSTITUTE OF PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY
OFFICES AT

mrnmmmmmmmmmm
Room 5—Upstairs

OFFICE HOURS—10 A. M. to 9 P. M. Sundays 1 to 4.
ATTENTION. PLEASE!

All matters of a personal nature given special care
and the best advice possible to obtain.

All business strictly private. No waiting.

Number Players
You Have Missed Many Straight Days Winning
You Should Have Had My 404 793 642

And Ynu should have been one of the 400 people who hit my
Policy Gigs. My System Is Guarantetd!

If you do not win I will Refund to You What You have Paid Me.

VICTOR
606 Vernor Highway Eaat Room 5, Upstairs

At St. Antoine Street
.

Hours: 10 a. m. to 8 p. m, - Sundays 1 to 3 p. m.
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are obtained from "sucker lists" purchased from various

sources. The second method is that of newspaper advertising

It is interesting to note here that negro newspapers not

carrying such advertising are the exception rather than the

rule,1 and that approximately 20$ of the income from ad¬

vertising is contributed by confidence men and dispensers
o

of lucky products." The claims made in some of these news¬

paper advertisements are interesting and anything but modest

SENSATICHAL, ASTOUNDING-, UNCANNY. All
these words fail to describe Dr. K* s straight,
accurate, daily "INFO*" It"s positively the
best money making plan of all times. It's the
real thing. • DON'T HESITATE,. DON'T WAIT, SUB¬
SCRIBE TODAY, Wire only 53.50 for one straight,
daily guide, or (5.00 for 3-days accurate "INFO,"
Remember that I shall cut loose with something
special for this week* You better get in on it,
because it is sure, Wire all money direct to
Dr. H, X.amoyne, CHICAGO, TLX . Positively no
mail received or answered.3

BE A T7XNNEIU
The Country's Best Now Available,

You've heard of "Pet©" and his conquests,
re's been talked about In sport circles from
coast to coast. His accomplishments have as¬
tounded millIoneI Dreams have been his fortune;
and although hundreds have bid fabulous sums
for his secret method of interpretation, It has

1. There ar© no white newspapers as far as I know which
carry such advertising*

2, To arrive at this figure I made a careful analysis of
five of the largest negro newspapers over r period of
six months* These papers were The Chicago Defender,
Afro-American, Pittsburgh Courier, The Call, and The
Norfolk Journal and Guide.

3* Afro-American, larch, 1935.



PLATE X

"Settle With Me Every Week"
WIN $1500 FIRST - THEN PAY ME!!

My business is number speculation on a large scale. I operate at tremendous expense 'in order to safeguard my own number investment. I maintain a thoroughly equippedorganization, including men who {1o nothing else but make and maintain connections
IT'S MY BUSINESS for me a$ all race tracks, all stock, and bond headquarters, all mercantile exchanges at

to know all times. Naturally this information obtained costs me big money, but by distributing
this information it increases my income, that's why 1 do it. I will accept only reliable people who are
only too glad to pay for bonafide winning numbers.

THIS IS STRICKLY BUSINESS WITH ME!
There are no strings attached to this offer—Every, morning for 3 days I will wire my

Strictly Straight Number — For one Play -4to — Win only
You are to play$l straight, and at the endtof 3 days' play jfou should be ahead $1500

or you owe me nothing.
I WANT $100 OUT OF EVERY $500 THAT YOU WIN.

You must wire by telegraph $3.50 for 1 day or $5.00 for 3 days service as your share of the expense,
and you are to deduct the $3.50 or $5.00 from my share of the winnings.

Come - on You skeptics: Letr me convince you that "beating"
this game is possible. I've doneSt for others, WHY NOT YOU?

How Can You Go Wrong With This Caliber of "Info"?
Remember you must live up to your agreement, as;I don't want anv welching. I have had experience
before. If you play fair with me and send me my.share of each winning, I can always assure you of a
profitable season. . |
DON'T SEND M Ml.—USE TELEGRAPH ONI/* (Address Not Necessary)

Wire Direct to DR. K. LAMOYNE, - Chicago, 111.
■ •

(front)

$1500.00 WORTH OF "EXACT - INFO" FOR ONLY $5.00
Whatever you do—don't miss this OPPORTUNITY to get yourself a real BANK ROLL
I shall prove to you conclusively the wisdom of investing DOLLARS to make HUNDREDS of DOL¬
LARS. SOUNDS LIKE THE BUNK DOESN'T IT? Well force my hand and make me prove it to you.
I insist that a straight $1.00 play each day on my ''EXACT NUMBER INFO" must get the money.
Don't let anyone tell you this number game cannot be beaten. "Follow one who knows" and make a
"SUCKER out of your BANKER.

DON'T HESITATE — SUBSCRIBE NOW
I GAVE 3 PIPING HOT NUMBERS, LAS! WEEK, ALL STRAIGHT HITS—
Monday, Feb. 25th. I hustled the following figures out to all clients fully 24 hours in advance, NY. ST.
442, NY. BONDS 239, B. & E. 237, Hialeah Fark. , 1-2 3-races I wire 179 to all clients. I sent out 827
for the 3-5 7-races. For Fairground 3-5-7 district I .rushed this one cut to all clients 985. Tuesday, Feb.
2Gth, I wired all customers to go heavy on the following special digits. NY. ST. 465, NY. BQNDS 592,
Hialeah Park 1-2 3-races I advised all clients to lay their last dollar on this one 435 and I also gave 339
for the 3-5-7 races. For Fairground 3-5 7 district 143... Wednesday, Feb. 27th, I gave, the local bankers
the works with the following figures NY. ST. 335 NY. Bonds 911, Hialeah Park 1-2 3-races I gave 393,
for the 3-5-7 races 528. Remember that you can't judge sound dops by one trial, give DR. K. a fair trial
and he will convince you that "beating" this game is possible if vou follow one who knows.

CODE
1-Is Amos or Carrie. 2-Is Allen or Emma. 3-Is Arthur or Katie. 4-Is Clayton or Catherine. 5-Is Charles
or Mamie. G-Is William or Pearl. 7-Is Oscar orlDprothy. 8-Is Robert or Edna. 9-Is Richard or Anna.
10-ls John or Ruth. ,

Wire ail Money to MYSTERIOUS DR. K. LAMOYNE
W - N CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Don't write—Letters positively will not be rec-ived or answered.
DO NOT PUT THIS pARD IN THE MAIL BOX.

PP j
1

<0ACK>
LAY DOWN CARD SHOWING CODE
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never before been revealed, PETE HIMSELF HOW
OFFERS FOR THE FIRST TIME KID MIRACULOUS NUK&
BEE INTERPRETATIONS for the unbelievably small
sum of |fl. Act Quick! MASTER PETE, 1229 Park
Row Bldg,, New York City,**

Although a great deal of advertising is carried on by

these Individuals through the mails the actual purchase of

the number is usually made by telegram - a practice made

necessary by the vigilance of the postal inspectors,^ An

individual desiring a number tip wires his fee to the ad¬

dress given on the lay-down card and carefully states the

type of game in which he wishes to play and any other

necessary information (Plate XII}, He receives the number

by return wire. Rarely is the actual number stated in the

telegram. Usually it is sent in code which the player knows

from reading the advertisement, Numbers sent by wire

generally command much higher prices than those sold

locally. It Is not unusual for #25 to be paid for sufeh

service. Certain well-to-do confidence men dispense with

the lay-down system and advertise directly by means of

telegrams. From sucker lists they choose what they believe

to be likely names and send such messages as those quoted

below.^

1# Pittsburgh Courier, March, 1935.

2, Several prominent confidence men have been sent to the
penitentiary for using the mails to defraud,

3. These are copies of telegrams sent by Mr. V, H., one of
Detroit's most prominent confidence men.
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Can furnish dinners on Mondays, Vednesd&ys of
each week. This is a private connection. Price
is Fifty Dollars. Answer at once before we close
list.

United Racing Exchange
Collect.

we have established a private connection. Guaranteed
winners on Mondays and Wednesdays. Price is -15.
lire at once before we close list.

United Racing Exchange
Collect.

Private info, to win with Bonds on each Monday and
Ted. Price $15. to install. Wire now before we
close. Dig change to clean up.

Stock Exchange Bureau
Collect.

The response to such a procedure is amazing. I have in my

possession a large number of money-order messages replying

to these telegrams.

Another variant of the confidence business is the store¬

front church which I will deal with in the next chapter.



PLATE XI

Dear Player:
If you have been a steady loser this message should be of the utmost

importance to you. Here is an opportunity that comes once in a lifetime.

WINNERS WINNERS
Straight Hits On All Systems
We have received word from a certain clique that operate at all Race

Tracks and Commission CLEARING Centers that a big CLEANUP is to
take place on Friday May 8th, the result will probably send many a banker
to the cleaners.

If you have been depending on luck charms or dream books to get a
straight hit you now have the chance to get REAL INFORMATION. An event
such as this does not occur every day. It takes Time, Money and the Right
Connections. We sell this INFORMATION only when we think we have
everything in your favor.

A Gala Day — For You
FRIDAY MAY 8

Has been designated as the day to bomb the bankers.
Here's your lucky day. NOW go to it.

^ 2 Fays for this Spot Play $ Q
It will more than pay you to get the right information at so small a cost.

The information will come to you by wire so you can understand it. No Codes.
Mail your three dollars for A special which will probably put you on the

right track. You will receive the spot play by wire no later than eight o'clock in
the morning.

GUARANTEE: ^ *

The spot play for Friday May 8th, — must hit — otherwise you will get our
$50. Private Special Schedule to take place Tues. May 12th Absolutely Free.

CHAS. A. GORDON 149 W. 42nd St., New York

ADVERTISEMENT OF A CONFIDENCE MAN



TELCGRAM8 REQUESTING NUMBERS FROM A CONFIDENCE MAN

APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE

ESTERN
UNION

1201-S

NIWCOMI CARLTON
CHAIRMAN I

J. C. WILLKVKR

SIGNS
DL-Day Letter
NM - Night Mtrnp
NL —Night Letter
LC-Deferred Cable

NLT - Cable Nlsht Letter
Skip Radiogram

The filing time aa ehown in the date line on full-rate telegram andday lettera, and the timeof reoatpt at deetination aa afaoirn OR ell
Received at Corner Congress and Shelby Sts., Detroit, Mich. aJT

. la STANDARD TIME.

n;PA340 39/41 NLSPHILADELPHIA PENN 16

A WE INBERG=
18000 BINDER ST DET=

i934 APR |6 PM 10 35
MINUTES IN TRANSIT
FULL-RATS DAY LKTTSR

I HAD HEARD OF YOU AND HAD SENT YOU A SUBSCRIPTI ON ABOUT TEN

DAYS AGO I DONT KNOW WHAT WAS WRONG BUT IT SEEMS AS IF I

DID NOT RECEIVE THE EXPECTED REPLY ANSWER WESTERNUNION

1401 RACE ST =

STANLEY WESTLAKE.

i

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE

(quick service) WESTERN UNION ( LOW RATES

MONEYORDER MESSAGE
Money Sent by Telegraph and Cable to all the World

NIWCOMI CARLTON

JUflE 26 1(n4

No.

To_

BT 44

M VICTOR
MR., MRS. OR MISS

at.

ADDRESS

The Money Order paid you herewith is from
RQAROKE VIR

BEATRICE ATKI S

and included the following message:

.7 IRE .'EDBE 3 JAY i I GURE FJR 3 5 7 R

r~cr

V"
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
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Chapter VII
t

The Store-Front Spiritualist Church

Tli© store-front spiritualist church is one of the most

Important of the parasitic activities associated with num¬

ber gambling. Its role in the gambling complex Is similar

to that of the confidence games discussed in the preceding

chapter, namely, to furnish its patrons with numbers for

the various games. These churches are almost always found

in the negro sections of our cities, although occasionally

they are found in the poorer white neighborhoods as well,

In Detroit their heaviest concentration Is found In the West

Bide negro settlement in the area bounded by Forest Avenue

and Vernor Highway on the north and south and Brush and St.

Antolne Streets on the east and west. These churches are

usually housed in a vacated store building, hence the name,

store-front.

The growth of these churches In Detroit, parallels that

of number playing. As far as I can determine they did not

exist in the city prior to 1921. In that year one Father

Purley came to Detroit from New York and established the

first church of this kind* His church was located then as

now on the corner of Hastings and Napoleon Streets and was

named the "Spiritual Church of Christ In Man." This church

prospered and before long had built up a large following.

At first, numbers were not given out by Father Hurley but
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later for some reason or other he came to condone number

playing, declaring it to be no more sinful than playing

the stock market. In his sermons he often referred to the

policy game as a "Clod-sent blessing to the poor man," Father

Hurley was best known for his two sermons "The Purity of

Blessed Water," and "Domestic Peace," The latter was par¬

ticularly pooular since in addition to the sermon there was

the added attraction of a free reading to every woman who

wished to know where her husband scent his spare time.

Father Hurley delivered the sermon on "Blessed Water" while

standing up to his neck in a tank of water.

For a number of years Father Hurley's church was domi¬

nant in Detroit but beginning about 192Q there was a mush¬

room like growth of these churches throughout the negro sec¬

tions, Their growth has been so rapid that at present a

conservative estimate would place their number at from 200

to 300 in the entire city. The best known of these churches

are "Spiritual Church of Christ in Han," "The Alpha and Omega

Spiritual Church," "St. Ruth's Spiritualist Church," "First
True Vine Spiritualist Church," "Universal Spiritualist
Church of Christ, Incorporated," and "St. Isaac's Sunlight

Spiritualist Church,"

The personnel of these churches ordinarily consists of

a pastor who owns the church, and a medium, usually a woman,

who conducts the numbers end of the business. In churches
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of considerable size there are In addition several lay

assistarts who serve as ushers, distribute literature and

teat messages, and assist in the sale of lucky products.

Hany of the pastors and mediums are ignorant and ill iterate

individuals who have migrated from the south in recent years.

Originally noire were root and herb doctors, some disnensers

of magic, some voodoo doctors, and some even ordained mini¬

sters who have lost their charge. There are a large group,

too, who have learned the spiritualist trade since coming to

Detroit. One may become a spiritualist by serving as an

apnrentice in the church of some established pastor, or by

attending regular schools conducted for this purpose by some

of the larger spiritualist organizations. One of the most

important of these schools is that conducted by Father Hurley.

Upon completing such a course the individual is given a

certificate and is then free to establish his own church.

Frequently, however, these graduates do not go into business

for themselves at the start but serve as pastors in churches

owned by some other individual, since it is not uncommon for

one preacher to own as many as eight or ten store-front

churches. While thus employed the neophyte is paid a salary

and aside from that has no share in the earnings of his

church. In order to throw further light on the character of

thee© individuals and the store-front business in general,

let us quote a few excerots from the biographies of some of
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the spiritualist leaders in Detroit,

■"hen I first cam© to Detroit from Red
Bank, Georgia, I never dreamed that I would be
doing this kind of work. You see my husband was
a Baptist preacher in Red Bank and after his
death, I sold out and oame to Detroit. That
was in 1019, Just after the war. I met a lady
at Providence Baptist Church and she asked me*
to go into this type of work. While I was in
Georgia people were always coming to me for
advice. I was a midwife and travelled in all
parts late at night, Fany a child has been
named after me. Dell, before I opened this
church I studied Spiritualism under Dev. hurley.
He tried to keep me with him by telling me I
wasn't ready to hit out for myself, but I
tried it. Many people from his church came
over here with me. That was in 1931« I have
been here ever since.1

I've been living in Detroit sine© 1926. I
came he^e from Indianapolis, Indiana, but my
home is in Frankfort, Kentucky. Vhen I first
got here I got tied up in the gambling racket.
But I thought I was "tricked" by a woman, so I
went to a Spiritualist man around there on
Beaubien street. And you know in less time than
three weeks I was well. I paid that man $27 and
I believe my powers are Just as great as his so
I decided I would start in the work myself.
Just like you, I wanted to learn how the thing
was done so I could make some money. Bo I went
back to this man who cured me and studied under
him for two years (1927-1929). The man refused
to give me pacers so I wrote up to Lansing and
got my own papers. I went in business in this
building with a woman. I did all of the reading
and she did all of the preaching, ^hey couldn't
do a thing without me. I gave out a few numbers
and a few came out, so people came here in flocks
looking for me. I make most of my money selling
things like this (shows fetish). Trell, the
woman wanted ten per cent of my business Just
because she rented the building In her name. She

1, Henry A. Bullock, The Urbanization of the Negro Church
in Detroit (manuscript), May 30, 1933, P. 46.
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was carried to a man who had political pull in
this district so this man had the "law" brought
in. They looked around in the place and did
not find anything wrong. After that I changed
the name on the window and have been here ever
since and am making good too. You see that new
Packard, well that's mine. When I say mine, I
mean mine. The most of my cases are healing and
domestic work. I don't handle numbers very
much because the law is watching me. "lien T
first ooaned up I went to Pontine and gave out
several numbers. It happened that one came out
and the lady hit for 50«£. Since then people
have been coming here from Pontine to see me.
There was a lady here today who agreed to pay
me 25 to bring her and her husband together.
If I wanted to take the chance I could get rich
in Pontine off of numbers. One thing about me
I am an ordained minister. I can go into any¬
body's pulpit and preach. Mo, X never was or¬
dained by any organization, but I'll take chance
all right (big laugh). Fan, X had to do some¬
thing to make good. When I first came in this
work, all my friends turned against me and
knocked toy business. But now they come here
for advice and to borrow money.*

Vy home is in Mew Orleans. I started this
work when I was a boy 16 years old. That was 37
years ago and I've been doing It ever since, I
remember just as plain as day when the old folks
were testifying in church, you know how they do
on every first Sunday. Well, when I came to
myself I was standing up and talking and X don't
know what I was saying, but everybody said I was
called to preach. Course, people said that when
I was young too. "hen I first joined church X
wanted to heal people. We used to play at the
home of an old Creole woman who had a son who was

Just covered with sores. We could see her strip
him and Just dance around him trying to cure him.
Sure enough, the boy did get well. That caused
me to want to get into this work more than any¬
thing else, \fter people heard me talk, they
commenced to come to me for ailments. I went to

1. Ibid, pp. 46-47
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Little Rock, Arkansas, and opened up a church
and made over $1,000, When business got dull,
I came to Detroit* I did deal in numbers in my
church* If somebody would come up stairs and
ask me for one I would give him one, but not in
church. Because there are so many snltchers
around they may bring the law in on^me. When I
heals I don't give no medicine because that is
against the law. My charter reads: "Teaching
against the Common law." That means I teach
against stealing, getting drunk, and things like
that. If I give medicine and something happens
to the person they'd say it was poison. 'Then a
person comes to me for treatment, I give him
pure water but you see that water is blessed and
I can do anything I want to with him.

The various store-front churches differ in the impor¬

tance which they attach to the dispensation of numbers. Come

of them have made a conscientious effort to confine their

activities to the practice of spiritualism alone, although

in roost cases the need for funds has forced them to include

the giving of numbers at least as a minor part of the ser¬

vice, In the majority of cases, however, It is no exag¬

geration to say that the store-front church exists primarily

for the purpose of selling numbers. In such churches the

order of service is usually as follows:

1. Congregational singing

2. Repetition of the lord's Prayer

3. Hymn (by choir)

4. Reading

1. Ibid, p. 48.
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5. Congregational singing

6, Sermon

7. Congregational singing

8. Offering

9* Sale of lucky products

10. Test Messages

11. Benediction

Since items 0 and 10 are the most important more time is

naturally allotted to them in the service. In a three-hour

service perhaps as much as two and one-half hours would be

devoted, to these activities.

The method of giving out numbers varies with the different

churches, depending somewhat on the importance which the church

attaches to that activity. In those churches where it con¬

stitutes only a minor part of the service the "hymn method"

is used, i.e., the hymn numbers are the numbers that the

individual is to play. As the minister calls out the number

of the hymn many members of the congregation may be seen

busily copying it down. Interestingly enough, this activity

is not confined to the store-front churches alone but has

crept into the services of the legitimate churches as well.

Thus, unwittingly, the ministers of these churches have

become a part of the number racket. For numbers given out

in this manner in the store-front churches there is, of

course, no fee but the congregation is expected to contribute
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generously to the collection plate.

A second method makes the procedure a regular part of

the service* At a certain point In the services those mem¬

bers of the congregation desiring lucky numbers are asked to

stand and march in a single file oast the medium who standi?

near the altar. As each one passes the medium dips her hands

in holy water, sprinkles the individual with it, and whispers

a number into his ear. The price of such a number is usually

a quarter which is placed in a container held by one of the

assistants. There is great variation of this method of

giving numbers, each church having its own particular system.

One ingenious minister of the writer's acquaintance conceived

of the idea of putting his medium in a coffin. People desiring

numbers would file past the coffin and receive their numbers

from the dead. The client, leaning over the corpse, would

get such a message as this? "345 1b hot. Play it heavy."

Finally, there is the "test message" method., perhaps most

important of all. A test message is one which the medium

purports to get from God and which she relays to her client.

Before the serfcioe begins the church assistants move among

the congregation selling little numbered cards for a quarter.

Then the time con£s for the messages to be given the medium

calls out a number and the individual possessing that number

either raises his hand or stands. Then this is lone the medium

raises her eyes heavenward and gets a message from God for
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this individual. The client listens attentively to all that

the medium says for it is Important that ho catch every word.

The type of message given by the medium varies. Some¬

times the actual numbers will be stated in the message.

I hear the name of "John" so forcibly when
I come in contact with you. John brings a little
worry. All right? I want to say to you, bless
your heart, the spirit brings me in contact with
incense, burn some and you will get your desire.
You are trying so hard to figure this out. As
the spirit brings out so beautifully by so doing -

brings me in touch with you with the number 141.
You understand? Use it, says the spirit and you
will come out all right.1

This type of message is rare, however. The most common type

is a "key word" message. Key words ar© simply words given

out by the medium and later looked up by the client in a

standard dream book.'- The numbers corresponding to these

words are the ones to be played. In the example below the

underscored words are the key words. The client is able to

detect these words by noting the inflection in the medium's

voice, and her gestures.

1 want to come in to you, dear, and when I
come in touch with you, all right, a beautiful
cloud is over you. The spirit brings cotton to
you. Vatch yourself very carefully and you will
succeed, said the spirit. A bridge is standing

1. Taken from a verbatim report of a spiritualist meeting at
St. Ruth's Spiritualist Church, Orleans and Ionroe Avenues,
Detroit, Michigan, Friday, Jan. 18, 1935# S p.m.

2. The churches in Detroit with which I am acquainted use
Professor Zonite's Dream Book for this purpose.
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before you and you will be successful in cross¬
ing this condition. You recognize the condition?
I am a travelling spirit, I want to say to you ~
all right? I want to say to you, the year brings
a bright message here to you also. Also, T want
to say, there is a big crossing; watch yourself.
All right? You will be successful in receiving
your heart's desire.^

A shrewd medium sometime® has the more prosperous of her

clients come to her for a private conference. She leads

them to think that their*s is a case needing special atten¬

tion, for which there are always special fees.

The spirit tells me at this time you are
not feeling so well. You have a cold? I feel
a hoarseness in my cheat. The spirit brings a
clearing-house number to you also. Come to me
after this service and I will give it to you.
All right?*-

Occasionally there appear in the congregation individuals who

are impatient with the ceremony and ritual of the test mes¬

sage procedure; they desire quick results.

I come to you with a very disgusted con¬
dition, You work with coal, dear heart? (answer!
No, Ma'am), For some reason the spirit brings
this manifestation, (answer: I hauls coal all
right. X don't take it home, X moan
All right, the spirit tells me - I get a red
wagon, truck, or something, and two horses. The
spirit brings me in contact with the business of
the wagon a long, long time ago. I want to say,

1, Yerbatim report, op. clt.

2. Ibid.
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the spirit Is "bringing to you prosperity snd
success, shows me that you will be able to
get what you want. It comes yellow. Do you
understand the message? (answer: What I am
looking for is dough - I mean money.P

In addition to her work in the church the medium holds

private dally consultations where she sells advice on all the

problems of life and particularly those having to do with

numbers. This aspect of the business is no different from

that of the numerolo^lst and confidence man. As a matter of

fact, the principle upon which she conducts her business

whether in the church or in private consultation is the same

as that of the other confidence rackets. In order to b©

successful she must have a large congregation to which she

can sell numbers, and in order to keep her followers she

must have sufficient success to lead her clients to believe

that she is "genuine." This is one Important factor in the

great mobility of these churches, for as soon as the con¬

gregation loses confidence in the medium she must move to a

new locating.

There are many people who have great faith in the power

of the church medium and spiritualist. This is particularly

true if these individuals have had some measure of success

with numbers received from this source.

1. Ibid.
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These mediums has a natuorl Gife from
God. They are given power to see the futcur
and Past and present. When the spirit gives
a meduro a number for you it is the right
number for it is from the spirit that watches
over yu night and day. The spirit that guide
yu though life knowes what yu want and what
yu need. God give them the gife to help man
and guld man though life to make sure that he
would be led straight and not wrong. If a
man is at lost how to life right he goes to a
redum and gets one the wright road to live in
peace and make money by the advice of the
spirit medum for they are true things. They
speaks unto yu. I mean true spirit medums and
not fake, understand. To know a true medum you
have got to try them. First find out for your
self then yu are right so the number given yu
by the spirit are the best number to play.
You will have more success with those numbers
than any other numbers. The spirit will give
you numbers direct whiles yu are in a mood of
worriy and wishing for a good one. The spirit
will give yu the numbers to play.*

X Joined this church because it Is the
only church I have attended in Detroit that had
anything to offer me. Most of them want you to
give them something but don't want to give you
anything. Before I Joined this church I used
to play as big as fifty cents almost every day
in policy and never hit. I went to visit the
church, got a private reading. She told m© to
fast. I did three days and one day I played
fifty cents and won. X then thought X ought
to've clayed more so I put fifty cents in the
next day and won. Hobody can tell me she's a
fake. That woman knows what she's talking about.

The store-front church indulges also in the sale of

lucky products. Such things as lucky incense, holy oil, holy

1, This statement is taken from an essay on numbers written
for me by Mr. "Dad" Brooks, veteran number writer and
player living at 606 13. Femor Highway, Detroit, Michigan,

2. Henry Bullock, op. cit., p. 50.
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candles, amulets, charms, etc. are dispensed by the pastors

and mediums privately and as a regular part of the church

service. Fabulous prices are charged for such items.

For the most part th© store-front church Is independent

of the number banker. But there are many Instances of col¬

lusion too. Sometimes ft pastor or medium will enter into an

agreement to have all their numbers go to a single bank, for

which service they receive a regular fee from the banker.

I have been told of cases where the banker owned the churches

outright and simply hired the medium and pastor to conduct

the business.

Because the store-front spiritualist church has become

so much a part of the number racket, the police have come to

regard it as legitimate prey along with the actual gambling

organizations and other forms of vice. It is not uncommon

for a congregation to be interrupted in th© midst of "Onward

Christian Coldiers" or "Nearer My Clod to Thee" by some burly

police sargaent. The modern world has witnessed few things

more paradoxical than a pastor and his congregation being

loaded into a patrol wagon and whisked away to the police

station.
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Chapter VIII

Dream Books, Tip Sheets, Lucky Products

In this chapter we shall consider three of the less

important of the parasitic activities, namely, dream hooks,

tip sheets, and lucky products*

Dream Books

lost folk peoples attach great significance to dreams,

with the result that much time and effort Is expended by such

groups in their interpretation* A natural outgrowth of this

is the dream book wherein are indicated various dreams and

their meanings. The dream book is a very old item of cul¬

ture since there is evidence of its existence as far back

as the time of the ancient Egyptians*

Dream books came very early to be associated with num¬

ber playing. T© read of the dream book being used as long

ago as the 15th century in connection with the Italian lottery

These number dream books contained a description of various

dreams and the particular numbers associated with those dreams

This practice has continued down to the present day.

To make clear the nature of the dream book let us note

some of the dreams with their associated numbers as they are

found in a modern dream book.

Twins - for a woman to dream of having twins means
the advent of good news - 66, 56, 3?.
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Beer House - to meet your friends there sig¬
nifies Joy and pleasure - 42, 47, 49.

Bed Bugs - forewarn you against secret enemies
who will endeavor to harm you - 1, 2, 3, 20.

Belly ache - domestic trouble - 2, 10, 11, 22.

Policy - to dream you play oolicy Is a good
omen and signifies great riches and
happiness - 4, 11, 16, 44.

/irgin - denotes grief - 17, 22, 30, 59.

Blood - 315 (for numbers games), 11, 10, 40
(for policy).

! other-in-law - 288 (numbers games), 8, 24,
32 (policy).

In addition to the dreams, these books usually contain other

materials of interest such as lists of names with their cor¬

responding lucky numbers, lucky days, national and religious

holidays with lucky numbers, etc. One well known dream book

contains also a section on recipes, including recipes for

making axle grease, sealing wax, furniture oolish, and cures

for diarrhoea, dyspepsia, corns, piles, and rheumatism.

In recent years the publication of dream books has grown

to be a prosperous business as a result, largely, of the

number playing craze. There are on the market at the present

time no lees than 200 different dream books. In large cities

they may be purchased at practically any newsstand and in

the negro section are obtainable in drug stores, barber

shops, smoke shops, and shoe shine parlors as well. The
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dream books most popular In Detroit are the following:

Three Witches Dream Book, Professor Zonlte'e Dream Sook,
Three vise i'en Dream Book, Black Herman's Dream Book, King

Solomon's Dream Book, Napoleon's Dream Book, Aunt Sally's

Policy Players Dream Book, and Madame Juno's Dream Book*

Many number players have great faith in dream numbers*

This confidence is well expressed by the following statement:

I plays pretty heavy when I does get a
good dream* Most of the numbers I gets from
my dreams* I dream something and then look it
up in my dream book. I used to go to mediums,
but my dreams are Just as good as anything they
ever gave me* Some peoples have to burn incense
to get numbers* But I figures that if X has a
dream the numbers is sure to com® out within
three days, I had a dream last night and I'll
piay,if for three days and it's bound to come
out.

On various occasions I have asked certain Individuals

why they place so much faith in dream numbers* The answer,

almost invariably the same, Is interesting* "These numbers

is good cause they come out so often and cause they comes

from the spirit world which speaks to you in your dreams."

In the negro community there are abroad many interesting

anecdotes of dream numbers which have come out bringing wealth

to the players and consternation to the bankers. One such

story tells of a pullman porter who had a dream having to do

1* Statement of a number player, Field Notes.
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with love. He consulted his dream book and found that the

number for love was 805. He told his friends of the number

and they all wagered heavily on it. The number appeared and

the Detroit bankers were forced to pay out some 120,000.
And there is the story of a man on relief who dreamed of

murder. Since blood is a conspicuous element in such a

dream, the word blood was looked up and its number found to

be 315. Again the number was broadcast in the community and

again it came out - this time costing the bankers some $50,000.

Tip Sheets

As the name suggests, the tip sheet is a means of giving

out information on numbers. These sheets are printed in the

form of small booklets or circulars which appear once a week

and are sold for 104 a cooy at most newsstands and drug¬

stores in the negro sections. The tip sheet business is

mostly in the hands of confidence men who use it as a lucra-

tive side line to their regular business. There are, of

course, many eueh sheets on the market. The following are

available in Detroit: Black-Shadow Tin Sheet, Prof. Fonje's

Number Review, Policy Pete * s Weekly Number Review, Psychotic1s
Number Sheet, National Number News, Numbers, Numb's Weekly

Mutuel, and Doc Wizard's lucky Systems.

In addition to the information on numbers there are

other features of the tip sheet worth noting. As in the case

of the confidence racket it is essential that the tip sheet
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establish a reputation for authoritativsness, and a great

deal of ballyhoo is directed toward that end. An editorial

in Humb's Weekly Mutual, clearly illustrates this points

TO OUR READERS

The forecasts, selections, and reviews
contained in this issue are not merely a pat¬
tern of Jumbled guess-work*

Our entire staff of selectors are sin¬
cerely intent upon giving you the best of their
experience. Their close analytical observations
on past Derformances and future possibilities
are based on the irrefutable law of average. It
is their contention that the law of averages,
properly applied, must meet with success.

Their scientific and painstaking methods
are at your disposal. Pick one or two Numb's
selectors and stick with him. Eventually you
will hit!1

Above all - make sure you get your copy
each week - at newsdealers and stationery stores.

NUMB'32

Professor Konje gives an air of finality to his predictions

when he closes his sheet with these words, "Prof. Konje has

Spoken," The especially choice numbers in Ronje's Number

Review are indicated thus:

Prof. Konje Has A Rendezvous WithI

327
429
623

1* Underlining is the writer's.
2. HUMS'9 Weekly Mutual, April 13, 1935, p. 2. New York

The Elliott Publishing Company,
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These are darlings. Play them heavy.

273
423
105

Konje^s Sure Shots

227
| 436

Aside from the number Information the tip sheet usually con

tains a few short essays dealing with some chase of the num

ber business. Host of thee© essays are of the "come on"

type, I.e., designed to stimulate number playing. For

example:

Humbers

Numbers is a© old as the world itself.

The most uncivilised"peonies of the earth
now play numbers; some do it only with their
fingers, or objects.

It provides you with an intriguing and^
amusing, as well as profitable game to play.~

Everyone flaying

I've Just returned to my desk after travel¬
ing thousands of miles throughout the east and
middle west. It seems that everyone is playing
Numbers these days# In the old days - 30, 20, even
10 years ago, people used to say that only fools
played Numbers - which was known then as Foilay.
But what is going on today? -Just this - evervooe
1b playing Numbers - from the high to the 1 owf

1. KUTBERS niCKY-NHTS, Jan. 10, 1035, p. 2, New Fork, *he
Nulo Publishing Company.
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from Park Avenue to the alleys back of the
homes of the rich. The aristocrats of today
eagerly wait for the "stock and bond numbers,"

If you don't believe the rich do play
Numbers, ask some of your rich friends. They'll
tell you they do. Numbers has taken the place
of Gross Word puzzles, Jigsaw puzzles, keno,
bingo, and scores of other games, because of
its swift and sure action; and the fact that
it is one game that can't be "spiked" or made
crooked by any device. It Is a universal game;
played equally as furiously in San Francisco
as in New York, or Chicago, or Cleveland,
Detroit, or Pittsburgh.

As essay not of the "come on" variety is worth quoting here

too.

EVERYTHING- IS NUMBERED

by Professor Digit

You don't have to be a convict to have a

number. You were numbered the day you were bora.
Somebody wrote a song called "HORSES, HORSES,
HORSES" - but if I were a comooser, I'd write one
called "NUMBERS, NUMBERS, NUMBERS" - for numbers
move faster than horses. Horses may come and
horses may go - but numbers go on forever.

If we didn't have numbers and the system of
using them - the world would stop. Civilization
couldn't go on. Do you think they could build the
Empire State Building without numbers? Do you
think doctors could figure diseased and child-
births without numbers? "That would the Jails do?
Take the calendar away and the world wouldn't know
whether it was coming or going. Everything would
be topsy-turvy. Take the numbers off the clock,
and you wouldn't know when to do anything. Even
your stomach would b© fooled* You'd swear the moon
was coming up instead of the sun.

1. Ibid, p. 8.
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TIP SHEET

TAKE A NOTE
TO

DEPRESSION
{ \ TeU it to Go Away! it
The Ma. Ou., Itcnu - St. Louis €<*. n*ri«une« in
this crisis has broughtmtifth joy "and happipcs t->
th'jso who were drowning in the sea of poverty.
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THIS WEEK'S NUMBERS
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I ia Juaua Inter

C.,,L, Hollywood
K; & L mm.
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Rh"de Island

Spouble
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SPECIAL H( >HHE

2-4-8 - 10

SIDE FLATS

2« - f 1 24 - 20

17-27 77 - 17
C8 - 73 W-23

Mexico and Villa lost a considerable
amount of money on Professor
Physcotie's hot tip last week.
4-11-44

iy not see PHYSCOTIE if you
money?

The Whippet and Greyhound is
backing clearing, something new to
Detroit players. An honest deal, you
can watch your numbers come as

they are being drawn. Example:
The first

A Real Square Game

WESTERN UNION 3, 5, 7 th.

| 454 - 180 - 279
Get Your XMAS Money Here!

Sure Winners--! 1 7
I U9S I Whippet Grayhourtd 434]

Clearing i—■——
{ 561 j j Q271 1****1 \ 005 1

Big Train - 1st, 2nd, 3rd Races
718 465 132 210

Mexico

28 -66 83
Spur

' Lottery

Big Track Lot let y
S6 73 . 82 19 57 81

Big FoZ7Double
14 62 7! 9 12 84

— .n.i.1 i....

19 45 - 67 12 23 . 47

< BACK)
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Every day, millions of people speak
numbers, for instance: "Meet me at Forty-
Second Street and Third Avenue" - "See you
at two forty-five on the fifth" - "Mrs.
Jones has eighteen children" - "Farmer Smith
had a calf with two heads and six legs" - etc.

So don't you see - with people speaking
numbers, numbers, numbers - there are lots of
vibrations generated in the air - just like the
air is full of radio vibrations? iVhere do
these vibrations go? For instance, on the 15th
of September, millions of people not only write
15, but speak it and think it. And believe me,
the combined force of number fifteen has some
power.

'That about this question of number vibra¬
tions anyway? Some people laugh when you say
vibrations are stronger than germs - for just
like germs, you can't see vibrations either -
but you can feel them.

Did you ever see a fellow with the
"Bhakes"? Well, just try to tell him that
those shakes or vibrations are only his imagina¬
tion - and if he can catch you, he'll give you
a wallop that will shake you up plenty.

Yes sir - there are all kinds of vibra¬
tions. Those that you can see, those you can hear,
and those you can feel - and those you get through
hunches or lucky breaks. All these vibrations
have different wave lengths just like radio
stations. Vibrations of sound have different
numbers from vibrations of electricity or the
S-ray or voodoo curses. Yes, you can put out a
candle with a vibration. Certain notes of music
can make a lamp shake - and certain kinds of black
magic vibrations can bring you good luck or bad luck.

So you've got to b© careful how you handle
vibrations. For the vibrations will get you if you
don't watch out.

That's why numerology says that each number
has certain vibrations. And the letterologists
tell you that every letter or word has a certain
vibration which brings good or bad luck. And the
colorologlsts tell you that every color has a
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vibration - red having the loxvest number of
vibrations per second - and blue the highest.
That*s why the Devil chose red and heaven blue.

Of course, when vibrations get too high -

you can't hear them. Your ear can hear only
vibrations from 10 beats per second up to
40,000. And that's going some.

But do you know how fast the light of the
sun vibrates? "Tell, to be exact, Just 450
billion per second.

Bo that's the way it works. The low
vibrations we hear with the ear © the higher
ones we see with our eyes - and the highest
vibrations we get by our hunches.

That's why hunches can bring luck. If
you do know how to solve your hunches and
your dreams, you can always do the right
thing at the right time.

Next month I'll tell you more about
hunches - and about things that cast their
shadows before them - and how to figure them
out by the number vibrations.1

The idea of the number tip sheet was undoubtedly bor¬

rowed from horse racing where a similar practice is followed

with regard to various horses.

Lucky Products

The term "lucky products" refers to any item, the use

of which, is believed to bring good luck to the number olayer.

The most important of these products is lucky incense

which may be used to bring good luck in & number of ways.

1. "Doc" Wizard's Lucky Systems, Fall Number, 1Q34, vol, 1,
no, 1, p. 1$, Chicago, 111,, Feature Lagazlne Corporation,
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If burned in the ordinary manner, it is believed that the

fumes given off will charge the surrounding atmosphere with

good luck and that anyone exposed to such an atmosphere will

absorb the good luck given off. Frequently the Incense is

so prepared that when burned, numbers will appear in the

ashes, Such numbers are highly respected for their good

luck value, and I have many times seen a group of negroes

waiting wide-eyed for a piece of Incense to burn down to a

point where the number could be seen. Sometimes the incens©

itself is only incidental, the important thing being the

slip of naper containing numbers which is placed in the

package with the incense. Some of the more common types of

incense are: Jacob*© Ladder Incense, Wli# Owl Incense, Mother

Sylvl&'s Bag 0* Luck, Black Oat Incense, John the Conqueror

Incense, Lucks Me Incense, Lucky Mo-Jo Incense, and Ounces©

Incense.

Lucky herbs, roots., and powders are also important. The

herbs and roots are carried about either as good luck charms,

or brewed into various concoctions to be taken as good luck

medicine. The powders are usually sprinkled over things with

which the individual has contact - clothing, bed clothes,

curtains, rugs, etc. The names under which these products

are sold are interesting - Adam and Fve "^oot, Ting Solomon

Hoot, 'ahoo Bark, Dragon's Blood Hoot, Devil's Shoestring,

Band of the Dead Sea, Graveyard Dust, and Five Finger Grass.
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Then there is holy oil of which there are likewise many

varieties: Success Oil, Lucky Dream Oil, Number Oil,

Gambling Oil, Compelling Oil, Bat's Blood Oil, Black Art

Oil, and Cleopatra Oil to mention only a few. Holy oil is

particularly popular with housewives who before playing the

numbers, place a few drops of it in their scrub-water or dish

water, or on wash day they may place a little of it in the

washing machine. Some people use it as a perfume, lotion,

or dressing for the hair. Although not as commonly used as

either lucky incense or lucky roots, holy oil is nevertheless

a very Important item in the gambling complex.

Finally there are the good luck charms. The parchment

talisman containing a biblical verse written in red Ink is

widely used. It is usually carried about in one's pocket,

but there are special talismans which must be placed in one's

shoe, or under one's pillow or mattress for the best results.

Lucky beans are also very popular as charms, as are good

luck rings, pins, keys, etc.

lucky products command fabulous prices. For example,

an inch-long piece of Adam and Eve Foot is sold for #3.00,
the cost of an ounce bottle of holy oil ranges in price from

$2 to 520, a snuff of graveyard dust is worth 50while a

good luck ring will bring anywhere from $20 to §100. It is

interesting to note that the cost of the ingredients for an

ounce of holy oil selling for $20 Is a fraction of a cent.
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Lucky products constitute an important pla.ce in the stock of

every negro drug-ator©. They are sold also by salesmen who

go from house to house as representatives of such organiza¬

tions as Oracle Product's Co., Sovereign Products Co., Valmor

Products Co., and Alexander's Psychic Aid, Inc.

Lucky products are widely advertised in the negro press.

Such ads are an important source of income for these papers

since the rates for this type of advertising are extremely

high. The nature of such advertising is indicated by the

following;

ANYONE CAN WIN1111

MONEY . LOVS . LUCK . JOBS . GAMES

with LUCK. The person who is RICK, SUCCESSFUL
and HAPPY is LUCKY, The person who can't win,
needs money, or is worried is UNLUCKY, All you
need is LUCK and everything will come to you.

You may have nerve and energy. You may
work harder, think quicker and clearer, than
the other fellow. But if he has luck and you
don't — what happens? You are left behind in
the race. You lose out where you could have
won. Nothing can overcome luck. To be success¬
ful, to be happy, to be powerful -- you must be
lucky.

LUCKY HOLY OIL
containing

HIGH JOHN THE CONQUEROR ROOT

said to keep away all evil such as enemies, worry,
fear, sickness and BAD LUCK.

and
LTVE MAGNETIC LODSSTONE

used for thousands of years to attract and draw to
you MONEY, LOVE, FRIENDS, LUCKY NUMBERS, and GOOD LUCK,

1. Afro-American, March, 1035.
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s'ith this chapter our discussion of the number gambling

complex as such is concluded* In the pages which follow our

attention will be focused on certain problems of interpreta¬

tion*



PART IV

Characteristics Peculiar to Number Gambling

in the Detroit Negro Community
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Chapter IX

The Perseveration of Number Gambling in the
Detroit Negro Community

Up to now our discussion has been in the nature of a

monographic report. Our purpose has been to describe as

accurately as possible the structure of the number gambling

complex. From this point on we shall consider some more

general problems and relate our discussion more specifically

to the Detroit negro community.

In a reoent volume1 W. I. Thomas has dealt at some

length with what he calls the "perseverative" tendency in

culture. This, he defines, as the tendency of a people to

step up an initial behavior pattern to a position of emotion¬

al and social significance in the group. Perseveration of

an extreme sort is exemplified by the institution of the

"ootlatch", as found among some of the Northwest coast Indians

of North America where an Initial rivalry pattern has been
p

stepped up to a position of pre-eminence In the culture.

What distinguishes the Northwest coast Indians from others

is not the presence of a rivalry pattern, for this is

probably universal, but Its unique perseveration. Culture

difference are due not so much to the presence or absence
( ^

1 • 17. I# Thomas, ffrlfflHilLyg, NcCraw Fill , v0r!r,
1937#

2. The custom of giving away or destroying large amounts of
property to gain or maintain status♦
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of particular traits as they are to differences in the

perseveration of common traits*

This idea of perseveration may serve as a starting

point for a further analysis of number gambling. We may

regard the present mania for playing the numbers as the

stepping up of an initial gambling pattern. As we have al¬

ready pointed out, number gambling has been in existence

for a long time, dating back at least to the sixteenth

century. In our discussion of the historical development

of the games we observed that while at times they did achieve

considerable importance among certain groups at no time did

they reach the degree of development that they did in the

United States subsequent to the year 1929. Thus while the

number gambling pattern itself is rather old its present

perseveration is unique. We must answer this fundamental

question: Why was it that beginning in 1929 number gambling

became such an important activity?

However, the perseveration of number gambling as such

is not all that concerns us here. As we pointed out earlier

number gambling is typically a negro activity. This fact

also merits our consideration. A discussion of these prob¬

lems presupposes some information as to the way in which

this perseveration is manifested in the negro community. For

this reason it is necessary first to devote some attention

to this topic.
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The problem of this chapter may be briefly stated In

the form of three questions: (1) What factors are indica¬

tive of the present perseveration of number gambling? (2)

What factors are responsible for this perseveration? (3)

What factors are responsible for the racial incidence of

number gambling? Let us consider each of these statements

in the order stated.

One of the clearest indications of the perseveration

of any underworld activity is the amount of money which it

involves. The figures cited in Chapter I show how Important

number gambling is in this respect. And these figures take

on an added significance when we consider the size of the

average wager in the number games. As we have already

pointed out one may wager anywhere from one cent to one

dollar on a single number.3- A one dollar bet Is rare. In

fact, any wager of more than fifty cents on a number is un¬

common. A careful examination of a considerable number of

writer's receipt books shows the average wager to be about

ten cents. It Is clear from this that number playing is

Indulged In by a great many people since Incomes of such

huge proportions would require a vast number of such small

wagers.

This general pervasiveness of number gambling is also

indicated by the extent to which number gambling enters into

1, In some cities the top wager Is |5»00.
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the conversations and discussions in the community. In th©

Detroit negro community numbers are a perennial topic of

conversation. -herever people congregate - in th© pool

room, drug stores, and even in church parlors - one hears

"number talk." And comments on the numbers have become the

accepted form of greeting in th© negro community. Instead

of the customary "Good morning" or "How do you do" and the

usual trite remarks about the weather, we now have, "^hat
was it?" and the answer - 327, 413, 875, or whatever th©

number happened to be on that particular day.

The general perseveration of number gambling since 1929

Is further Indicated by the printed references to it. If It

Is true that th© newspapers reflect public interest In

various activities, then we may assume that the amount of

space devoted to any activity is a rough Index of its import¬

ance. This Is shown In the case of number playing. Taking

th© New York Times as a representative newspaper, we find

that between the years 1900 and 1929 only 15 news articles

were devoted to this subject while from 1029 to 1935 there

were 300 articles devoted to it. In the Detroit papers,

while the total number of articles Is less, the relative

proportion for the two periods Is the same - four articles

appearing prior to 1929 and 60 between 1929 and 1935.

During this same period in Detroit and elsewhere there was

scarcely an issue of any negro paper which did not contain
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some reference to number gambling, Articles on this subject

have recently appeared in some of our leading magazines

including the literary Digest* Time, Reader's Digest.

Liberty. Saturday Svenlng Post, and Today,, The magazine

Today. for example, ran a series of articles from Dec, 8,

1934 to Jan, 26, 1933. Careful perusal of these same periodi¬

cals reveals not a single reference to the subject prior to

1929.

Perhaps even more important in indicating the manner

in which number gambling has developed in recent years, par¬

ticularly in the Detroit negro community, is the way in which

it has permeated the culture of the group. This is brought

out especially in the Influence which number gambling has

had on the language and folklore of the community. Number

gambling, like most specialized activities, has developed

its own argot.This was brought home to me when I first

began this study. At first I was at a loss as to what my

informants were talking about sine© many of the words used

were totally foreign to me. One of the initial tasks, there¬

fore, was to prepare a glossary of terms and learn their

meanings. The reader has already become acquainted with

some of the more common of these terms such as gig, spider,

bug, ice, saddle, and so on. A considerable number of these

1. For a complete glossary of terms used in number gambling
see Appendix D.
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terms have been taken over from the argot of the race track.

Important, also, is the fact that many of the words of the

gambler's vocabulary are being assimilated into the regular

vocabulary and are acquiring connotations other than those

having to do with gambling. For example, the word "squawk"
which in the vocabulary of the gambler refers to any indi¬

vidual who failing to hit returns to the confidence man for

his money, has come in everyday speech to refer to one who

is in the habit of making a commotion over small matters.

Similarly, the word "gig", \?hlch to the gambler is a type

of play in policy involving three numbers has in the verna¬

cular of the street become a synonym for the number three.

One frequently hears such remarks?

"How many muffins, sir?"
"A gig will be plenty."*

"Two strikes, one ball, two down and a
gig on base."2

It is interesting to observe too the manner in which numbers

are sometimes substituted for words. A personal experience

will illustrate this. At the colored Y.K.C.A. one day I was

watching a basketball game between two colored teams. The

game had been in progress for only a short time when in a

1. Heard in the colored Y.W.C.&. cafeteria.

2. Heard at the Detroit ball park.
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scuffle for the hall one of the boys deliberately tripped

his opponent. The victim fell hard. Fortunately he was not

hurt, but was very angry. Upon regaining his feet he turned

to the culprit with these words, "You 727, try that again

and I'll give you a kick in that big 250 of yours."!
To the student of primitive life it Is a eommonolaoe

that the dominant interests of a group are usually reflected

in their folklore. Among the Plains Indians, for example,

where hunting, warfare, and visionary experiences are Ibk

portant elements of culture we find that they also hsve an

important place in the mythology. Similarly, number gambling

which has become a dominant interest in the Negro community

is reflected in their folklore. In recent years there has

come into existence a substantial fund of stories with num¬

bers and number playing as their subject. In examining this

body of folklore three rather distinct themes are recognizable.

First, there are the stories in which the traditional enemies

of number playing, usually symbolized by policemen and minis¬

ters are unwittingly made the agents for its promotion. For

example, there is the story of the individual who when ar¬

rested memorized the number on the patrolman's badge. When

released he played the number and won a large amount of money,

1. From my field notes. The reader is free to give his
own interpretation to the numbers. The use of numbers
was doubtless due to the fact that the Y.M.C.A. director
was sitting nearby.
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Later he wrote a letter to the patrolman thanking him for

the number and enclosing ill.00 ao a token of appreciation*

A somewhat similar story Is told of a minister. In passing

the parsonage one day a number enthusiast noticed the mm-

ber 825 on the doorway. He played the number and won a

large sum of money. In the collection plate on the following

Sunday he dropped a five dollar bill with this note - "Thanks,

parson, for giving me such a lucky number*M

Then there Is the dream number theme. An Individual has

a dream which he Interprets by consulting a dream book. After

locating the proper number he conveys his information to nil

of his friends who play the number heavily* The number hits

bringing great wealth, to those who played it and ruin to the

bankers. Stories having this theme are common in the negro

community. Sometimes such stories find their way into the

newspapers.

This "Porter1s Love Song" Ruined
Humbero Barons

Danville Bankers Hit for Between $15»000
and 120,000 as *805% Dream Number,
Pops Out - Big Shots Give Town

The Air.

Danville, Va., Dec. 6 - A nullman porter
dreamed of the "Porter's love Dong," or something
similar, here last week and gave tne police depart¬
ment a big hand In ridding the town of at least a
couple of the big shots In the numbers game. His
dream took between $15,000 and $20,000 out of the
pockets of the operators and a pair of them skipped
town rather than po,y off the "hits," the biggest
recorded in this section in many years.
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The lucky roan dreamed that 805 would be
the winning number and to pour salt on an al¬
ready open wound, told every friend he met to
'get on it' which they very evidently did.

The number 'popped1 out and not only but¬
ter and eggs market figures which the number
operators use, but the U. 5, Treasury receipts
equaled 805#

Numbers barons, seeing their castles
crash around them as the folk with winning
tickets Jammed the stations, looked about for
an avenue of escape, and several of them were
seen hitting the road out of town. This helped
police a lot as there has been an effort to rid
the city of the vice.l

In some cases such stories have a basis in fact, more often

however, they are pure fabrications.

The third theme has the Individual obtaining a number

from some unusual event. It may be an automobile accident,

a murder, or something of a similar nature, A passerby may

notice the license number of the cars involved In a wreck.

These he memorizes or writes down and when the occasion

presents Itself he plays them, and of course, hits and makes

himself very rich. The following story told of "Dutch"

Schultz1 death is with certain variations a very common

one in the negro community.

In Harlem at twilight, poor Negroes with
policy tickets grabbed at evening papers to see
what lucky number had won Flegenhelmer's lottery

1. Pittsburgh Courier, Dec, 8, 1934.
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that day. They turned to the sport pages, found
the figures for the three-race, five-race, and
seven-race pari-mutuel totals at Harragansett
Park, R. I. They ran "black fingers down the
third digit column and blinked with surprise*
The winning number was 000* It had not turned
up in four years.

"Triple-zeroI" they cried. "'At1a Dutch's
number. 'At's good-bye Dutch. It's all over
with 'at boy."

Arthur Flegenheimer drew life's blank at
8:35 o'clock that same evening* Next morning,
Harlem's blackmen scrambled by the hundreds to
get their money down on the number they were
sure would win that day: 835•*

In addition to these anecdotes there are many verses and

songs which have the numbers as their theme. The following

are typical;

Fo' 'leben fo'ty fo'
Fo' 'leben fo'ty fo'
Play close down, he's come to town
Dat old-time gig comes knockin* at de do'.2

I Crot Horses and Dot Numbers on My Mln&3
1* I got horses, I got numbers on my mind

I got horses, I got numbers on my mind
Oh', that third, fifth, and seventh race,
See these wrinkles on my face?
They come from them horses and them numbers on my mind,

2. Once I placed a lucky bet on Man 0'War,
Turned around and bet again on Cavalcade
But, when I bet on Nellie Flag,
She was Just another nag, OhI them
Horses and them numbers on my mind.

1. Time Magazine, November 4, 1935# p. 17,
2. Field notes. 4-11-44 is a favorite number among negroes.
3. This song is popular among negroes and is used as a theme

song by a group of colored singers known as the Virginians
who are heard over radio station WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio,
(1936).
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3. I was sitting in the church on Sunday morn
And the preacher asked me
"hat day was you born?"
How that Reverend glared at me
When I shouted 5-0-3
Qhl I cannot get those numbers off my mind.

4. X got horses , I got numbers on my mind
And my wife is getting mad at me I find
Oh, she told me Just today
Baby, if you want your sweet mama to stay
You had better get them horses and them numbers off

your mind.

5* Once I took a train to go to Montreal,
But I didn't get to Montreal a'tall
By mistake I took a train
That went to Portland, Maine
Boy, I cannot get those numbers off my mind.

6. I got horses, I got numbers on my mind,
But surely fate to me is most unkind
'Cause, if it's two cents that I wins
The next day my wife has two twins
Now they got horses and got numbers on their minds,

Extra -

Lordy, Lordy, Lordy, Lordy
Will I ever get those numbers off my mind.

7. Horses. 1 got numbers on my mind
Ow Wow, Got numbers on my mind.
Gee. Got numbers on my mind
Fife-fifty-five, aix-sixty-six, seven-seventy-seven,

nine-ninety-nine
Gee, got numbers on my mind.

These then are the indices of the present perseveration

of number gambling in the Detroit negro community: (1) its

pecuniary magnitude, (2) its pervasiveness, (3) the press

references to it, (4) the development of an argot, and (5)

the development of a folklore.

Having examined the way in which number gambling has
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been perseverated in the community we are now prepared to

inquire an to the reasons for this situation. What are the

factors responsible for the present high development of

number gambling? A partial answer to this question is sug¬

gested by the fact that the rise and decline of number

gambling on a large scale parallels very closely the period

of economic depression. Taking the years 1929-1935"5" as the

period of the depression we find that this is also the period

during which number gambling reached its greatest development.

This fact suggests that number gambling in its present state

has its roots in the economic and social chaos of this

period. It is the concensus of opinion among other observers

that the economic depression was the primary factor in the

present development of number gambling. This viewpoint is

clearly expressed in such statements as the following:

It Is one money-getting enterprise which
thrives on a depression It is not stretch¬
ing the point to say that it is the prodigy of
the depression,2

For many years, the policy and numbers
racket lay quite dormant, and then as if awaiting
the unhappy event, they sprang to life with the
coming of the depression,3

1* There might be some question about 1935 as the end of the
economic depression, We can say, however, that at least
in its most acute form the depression had ended by this
time.

2, tec I.ellan, op, clt,
3, Ibid,
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The depression has done much to in¬
crease the practice of gambling among us,1

The worst thing about the "numbers"
game is that it prospers on hard times and
feeds its insatiable appetite with the small
change it lures from peonle who are driven by
their very circumstances of dl©employment and
poverty to "take a chance" and "get a winning."2

The importance of the economic crisis as a causative

factor Is further demonstrated when w© examine the motives

for playing. Invariably we find that the primary motive in

playing is an economic one. People rarely play the number©

for the thrill or sport which it affords. With most people

number gambling is a serious business which is indulged in

because the usual sources of income have been destroyed and

the belief is that this i© one way in which that income can

be restored. The query, "Why do you play the numbers?" in¬

variably brings forth answers such as the following!

I plays numbers because it is a specu¬
lation and an investment of money Just as the
stock market is played it is to gain big money
off of small amount of money to get llO,no for
5 cent and get 55.00 for 1>cent and get 542.00
for 5 cent is good investment, to get $17.50
for 5 cent is good so by playing numbers r,howes
you how to envest yotjr little money to help carle
the heavy burden, I know that by playing numbers
and guess the right ones success is yours and it
comes In need and save© life.3

1. Rev. Peck, a Detroit negro minister, in a statement to me.
2. Evelyn Dchuler, "Numbers - A Vicious Backet," Philadelphia

Evening Bulletin. Dept. 2, 1032, p. B.
3. "Dad" Brooks, op, eit.
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I'ae Jus gotta hit than numbah cause
I' ee plum outta coal,1

Don't play if you don't have to. It's
an outlaw game and the odds are strong against
you, all the way from eighteen hundred to two
thousand. I needs the money and I plays. But
if you don't have to don't play.2

If it wasn't for policy I don't know what
I'd do. I ain't working and that is the only
way I can make some money. Last week I catches
four times, ... Altogether it made #14,50* ...
An old lady I knows caught fifty dollars last
week off policy. She really needs the money
because she hasn't any.3

If it wasn't for policy and moonshine in
the Black Belt today, lots of people would go
hungry. '■*

I ain't workin' and that Is the only way
I can make some money. Some days I plays fifty
or seventy five cents a dry, Sometimes even as
much as three dollars,5

I play numbers because it helps the poor
fellow. Gambling Is a God-sent blessing to the
poor."

These factors point rather clearly to the fact that

number gambling Is essentially a depression phenomenon.

The Importance of the economic depression as a causative

factor in the perseveration of number gambling should not

1. Mrs. Warren, policy player, living on St. AntoIn© St.,
Detroit, Michigan,

2. Statement of a number player.
3. Statement of a number player.
4. Statement of a number player,
5. Statement of a number player.
6. Father Hurley, a spiritualist minister, In a conversation

with me.
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blind us to the Importance of one other factor - namely,

the repeal of prohibition. This did much to promote number

gambling. In fact, it is entirely possible that had the 18th

Amendment remained on the statute books, number gambling would

never have reached its present status. The reason is quit©

obvious. With prohibition gone the whole underworld organi¬

zation which had been built up for the illicit liquor traffic

suddenly found itself with nothing to do. Consequentlyt the

individuals engaged In this business began to look about for

a worthy substitute which they found in the number racket.

The elaborate and efficient organization for liquor running

was transferred with certain slight modifications to the

number racket. Before long the new business was operating

at top efficiency and the beer barons had become the number

barons. As proof of this we might cite some concrete cases.

Prior to 1929 "Dutch" Schultz, the famous New York under¬

world figure, was known principally for his activity in the

liquor traffic, hater, however, when prohibition was re¬

pealed Sehultz turned to number gambling and made it his

chief interest. A similar change was mad© in Chicago where

Ralph Capone, brother of the famous "Al" and heir to the

latter's vast underworld empire, took up the number racket

as a substitute for the failing liquor business. Thus the

famous Capon© organization with its "territories," "trigger

men," and "fixes", was preserved intact but with a new base.
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In Detroit many of the present number barons are underworld

figures of an earlier day.

These two factors then, the economic depression and the

repeal of prohibition appear to be primarily responsible for

the present development of number gambling.

Before concluding this chapter let us consider briefly

th© problem of the racial Incidence of number gambling. Why

Is It that number gambling is so predominantly a negro ac¬

tivity? To answer this question there is no need to appeal

to such stereotypes as racial temperament, innate disposi¬

tion, love of adventure, and so on. There is no scientific

proof for the notion that th© negro Is temperamentally or

Instinctively more inclined to this kind of behavior than

is any other racial group. The true answer, it seems to me,

must be in terms of the social and economic conditions under

which the negro lives. If our earlier conclusion is correct,

that the present development of number gambling is largely

a result of the economic depression, then it follows logically

that it should have its chief incidence among negroes. It is

common knowledge that no group felt the depression more acutely

than did the negro. Being a marginal employee and working as

he does at the foot of the occupational ladder it Is Inevit¬

able that this should be the case. In brief, the negro is

addicted to number gambling not because of some hypothetical

racial quality but because of his difficult economic position
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and because he regards this activity as a possible way of

improving his condition. In this connection too It is

important to point out that when white people take up nura*

ber gambling It Is principally those whites who most nearly

approximate the negro In social and economic status.
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Chapter X

The Change In Status of Number (rambling in the
Detroit Negro Community

In Chapter IX we dealt at some length with those fac¬

tors which are indicative of the present perseveration of

number gambling in the negro community. The materials of

the present chapter, dealing with the changed status of

number gambling in the Detroit negro community, could have

been legitimately treated as a phase of that discussion but

inasmuch as the topic is one of considerable intrinsic im¬

portance it is best that we consider it separately.

Gambling is quite generally regarded as an outlaw

activity in the United States since practically every state

in the union has anti-gambling and anti-lottery laws of one

sort or another. Number gambling has been no exception to

this general rule. Dherever it has become of any importance

laws of various kinds have been passed to prevent its growth.

And it has been the object of attack by ministers, social

reformers, and others interested in the moral behavior of

the community.

The history of number gambling in the Detroit negro

community up until 1929 followed this general pattern. The

moral guardians of the community snared no efforts in at¬

tempting to do away with It. As late as 1028 the Colored

Ministers' Association led a militant crusade against it.
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By means of pulpit and press they did all In their power to

rid the community of this activity. During this period

they epoke of it in such terms as the following:

Number gambling is a vice and we should
act to do away with it.3-

It is an insidious practice which feeds
upon the poverty and ignorance of the masses,2

We must unite to do away with this cancer
that pauperizes our people,^

But during the period of 1930-1932 the whole attitude

of this group underwent a drastic change* longer did they

condemn it and look upon it as something which should be

abolished. Their changed attitude was reflected in such

statements as these:

You white folks have your stock market.
Colored folks got to have our fun too.4

Number gambling is no worse than going p
out to "Lefty' Ryan's and losing $3 at a shot.J

Number gambling is really not gambling
'cause you've got a good chance of winning and
if you do win you're sure to get your money.
That's more th^n you white folks can say about
your gambling.5

1. Rev. Peck, a prominent, colored minister in Detroit.
2. Rev, Ross, a Detroit colored minister,
3. Rev, Digby, a colored minister in Detroit.
4. Quoted by Jerome Davis, Chrlst1an Century. Nov., IQg^.
5. Father Daniel in a conversation with me.
o. Statement of a number player to me.
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"The numbers" Is not an evil because
the money is spent right in our own community
and the bankers are our best charity givers.-*-

This change of attitude on the part of the ministers

is indicative of a more widespread change of attitude among

all those groups who had previously dondemned the practice,

or at least had remained aloof from it. Thus number gambling

which started out as an illegitimate activity along with

other forms of gambling quite suddenly was made a legiti¬

mate one in the Detroit negro community by winning to its

side the interpreters and guardians of the community's morals,

i.e., the ministers, Y.?7.C.A, groups, etc. This occurrence

as far as T can determine appears to be unique to Detroit

for in all other areas where number gambling has achieved

considerable importance its status seems always to have been

that of an outlaw practice.

The sudden acceptance of a previously condemned activity

is an unusual occurrence and calls for some explanation,

that was responsible for this sudden change of attitude?

Two factors in particular are important. First there is an

economic factor which grew out of the recent depression;

and second, a prestige factor which is associated with the

character of the gamblers themselves. Let us examine these

in more detail.

1. Statement of Rev, in a conversation with me.
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We have already examined the role of the economic de¬

pression in the recent perseveration of number gambling.

It seems to have played an equally important role in chang¬

ing the status of number gambling from that of an illegitimate

activity to that of a legitimate one. Of all the organisa¬

tions and institutions affected by the collapse of our ©co<-

nomic structure none seem to have been more deeply affected

financially than those directly dependent upon public support.

Such Institutions as the church, Y.M.C.A., Y.V.G.A,, welfare

agencies, and other community enterprises were faced with the

unprecedented situation of having their support greatly re¬

duced and at the same time finding an increased demand for

their services. For some organizations this situation was

too much and they were forced out of existence. Others kept

going only by reducing their activity to a minimum. Still

others, after a temporary setback, regained most, If not

all, of their earlier power. Such organizations as were able

to continue did so by virtue of the financial assistance which

they obtained from the number gamblers, here was an oppor¬

tunity for this group to establish themselves In the good

graces of those who hitherto had been their most bitter op¬

ponents and they were quick to realize their opportunity,

diile the motives of the gamblers, in this respect were

largely mercenary and of a selfish nature it would be in¬

correct to regard them as entirely so. This Is proven by
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the fact that in many cases their donations were made anony¬

mously. The motive in such cases was one of altruism and a

genuine interest in human welfare rather than in any per¬

sonal aggrandisement. Some specific cases will serve to

illustrate the gambler's activity In this respect.

With the coming of the depression a number of ministers

found themselves with heavily mortgaged new buildings in

addition to the ordinary expenses of operating a church

organization. The remarks of one Detroit minister are to

the point:

The church which I was pastoring needed
money to complete a construction contract that
had been begun on the church building. Hr«
did not wait, for me to ask help of him but came
to me and offered the full amount needed to
complete the job.1

So, as might be expected, we find that the church, in parti¬

cular, has come in for a large share of the gamblers' bene¬

factions.

Charity organizations also have received large dona¬

tions from this source although some of the gamblers prefer

to carry on their own charity work rather than trust the funds

to some agency.

Hundreds of Thanksgiving and Christmas
baskets are distributed by these men. One in
particular confines all of his charitable work

1. Statement of Rev. Peck in a letter to me, 1935#
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to the distribution of over a thousand baskets
at Christmas. These men have a deep sense of
appreciation of the need among their group and
it is rare that they refuse requests for help.
The system of giving is not sound social work
procedure, but they sustain the refutation of
helping their supporters and friends who are In
need.1

Both the Y.F.Cand the Y.'".C .A. receive large an¬

nual donations from the gamblers. Usually it is specified

that the donations should be used to pay membership dues of

individuals who othe^ise might be deprived, of using the

facilities of these organizations.

Mot all of the philanthropy of the gamblers, however,

is of this institutional type. A good deal of it goes to

the support of Individuals who are deserving of such aid.

For example, there are two young colored men attending the

University of Michigan at the present time (1935) whose en¬

tire expenses are being paid by the pennies and nickels from

3t. Antoine Street* These men know their benefactors only

as interested friends*

The gamblers have also contributed generously to the

support of athletic organizations and of individuals who

give promise of becoming outstanding athletes. In 1934, for

example, a group of these men sponsored eight fully equipped

baseball and basketball teams, Such famous negro athletes

1. Statement of w. C. Woodson, Executive Secretary of the
colored Y.U.C.A. in Detroit, in a letter to me, Oct.,
1934.
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as Eddie Tolan and Hills Ward owe much of their success

to the early encouragement, financial, and otherwise, which

they received from such individuals. Joe Louis, the sensa¬

tional negro boxer, owes most of his success to the help of

his present co-manager, John Roxborough, one of Detroit's
most prominent gamblers. Roxborough has helped many other

people in the negro community as well, and justly deserves

to be called "The Colored man's Santa Glaus" - a title which

the community has bestowed upon him.

Thus the economic depression by depriving certain in¬

stitutions of their regular means of support made it possible

for number gambling to become established as a legitime,te

business In the community. By accepting the financial aid

of the gambler these institutions and the individuals in¬

terested in them were forced to accept the business which

made this aid possible. Thus number gambling has come to

have a legitimate place in the Detroit negro community be¬

cause certain elements in the community such as the minis¬

ters, Y.l.C./l, people, and others who are more or less the

"moral definers" have found it economically advantageous to

give it such status. Here is a clear case of how economic

considerations often influence the moral and ethical patterns

of a community.

Let us turn now to a consideration of the role of the

prestige factor in giving number gambling status in the com-
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munity. It 1b a commonplace that the status of an activity

or movement, is greatly influenced "by the character of its

following. History Is replete with examples of social move¬

ments which were without status and able to make little

progress toward their goal until they had secured the par¬

ticipation or at least the endorsement of people of prestige.

As Znonlecki has observed, when an activity becomes identi¬
fied in the mind of the public with the names of certain

prestige elements it is well on the way to social acceptance.

In the history of every victorious move¬
ment we find that the decisive moment was winning
an openly positive, even if only private appre¬
ciation from some members of the community or the
group who were generally considered respectable.
Such was the role of clergymen in the spread of
Protestantism, of members of the French aristoc¬
racy who voluntarily resigned their privileges in
the triumph of democratic ideals, of the few
wealthy and refined women who In every country
by their endorsement of feminism contributed
largely to the gradual victory of that movement.1

The factor of prestige forms the basis of much of our

modern advertising also. Testimonial advertising is nothing

more than a device for identifying a certain product with an

individual of prestige. This Is clearly shown In the endorse¬

ment of cigarettes, motor cars, cosmetics, and food products

by such prestige elements as movie stars, athletes, and other

celebrities.

1. Florian Znanlecki, Boclal Action. New. York, Farrar and
Rinehart, Inc., 1936, p. 449.
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Number gambling has? achieved status in the Detroit

negro community by this same process, i.e., by becoming

identified with certain prestige groups of the community.

In this case the nrestige group consisted of a number of

colored men who were already established in legitimate busi¬

ness, These men, like others, had felt the pinch of the

depression, and rather than sacrifice their standard of

living turned to number gambling. The prestige and reputa¬

tion which they enjoy in the community is indicated by such

remarks as the following:

These fellows are not crooks - most of
them are men of very high caliber,-*•

Whenever I need financial help for any
of my work I can always count on these men.*

You can't find a better group of men,^

They are men of unquestioned integrity,
fairness, and honesty.^"

Gambling may be a vice, but it has not
succeeded in destroying some of the finest
traits possible in human character upon the
part of those who are engaged largely in It.-5

Statement of policy olayer to me.
Statement of Lr. John Dancy, Director of the Detroit Urban
League in a conversation with me, fall of 1935,
Statement of Father Daniel in a conversation, spring of 1935.
Statement of W. C, Woodson in a letter to me, Oct., 1934.
Statement of Rev. Peck In a letter to me, 1935*

1.
2.

3.
4.
c;
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Typical of this group was the late Bill Ifosley who in

addition to being one of the most prominent colored busi¬

ness men In the whole city was also one of the biggest num¬

ber bankers. Before entering the number racket Mosley had

been well established in legitimate business, having ac¬

quired complete ownership of the Detroit Tribune Independent,

the city's largest colored newspaper, controlling interest

in the 1'oFall Brothers Undertaking business, the largest

colored establishment of its kind in Detroit, and a half

interest in the City Cab Company, also the largest in the

negro community. In addition he owned considerable real

estate including three store buildings, two pool rooms, and

seven houses. It is well known, too, that Mosley and John

Roxborough owned the controlling shares in the Great Lakes

Life Insurance Company. The high regard which the community

had for Kosley was clearly revealed at the time of his death.

Seven of Detroit's most prominent colored ministers parti¬

cipated in the funeral service. In charge was Rev. S. D#

Ross of the Greater Shlloh Baptist Church who spoke in glow¬

ing terms of Mosley's fine character, his Christian idealism,

and his love for mankind. The sermon was marked by such

phrases as the following:1

1. I was unable to enlist the services of a stenographer
to obtain a complete report of this service. The state¬
ments quoted are taken from my own notes on the meeting.
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..... A great benefactor ..... A Christian
if ever there was one ..... We colored folks
have lost a dear friend ..... We shall miss him .

... We need more like him.

The Detroit News estimated that some 10*000 people crowded

the church and surrounding streets to witness the funeral.

The identification of such men with number gambling has

greatly facilitated its achievement of status. This fact is

borne out by the answers which many people gave when ques¬

tioned about the morality of number gambling. A typical

answer was this: "It* s gambling all right, but there*©

nothing wrong with it because if there was, men like Fosley,

Roxborough, and Watson wouldn't have anything to do with it."

There is a certain class of players also who have don©

much to give number gambling status. Such people as law¬

yers, physicians, and dentists who ordinarily would remain

aloof from such an activity have by the very nature of their

business been forced to take part in it. "'hen number gambling

became general in the community these groups found it neces¬

sary to play the numbers as a matter of good business and at

least outwardly to endorse it. As one prominent dentist says:

This number playing is a terrible business,
and to think that I have to help it along. But
what can I do when one of my patients asks me to
buy a number? If I don't play with him he'll go
somewhere else for hi© dental work. I can't af¬
ford to lose any business in these times.3

1. Statement of Dr. , 606 E. Veraor Highway, Detroit.
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Since professional people are carriers of prestige it fol¬

lows, generally, that activities with which they become

identified gain status. This seems to have been the case

as regards number gambling.

To sum up. Number gambling is an accepted practice in

the Detroit negro community today. This situation renre¬

sents a drastic change from an earlier period when the ac¬

tivity was generally condemned by those responsible for

defining the group's morals. Two factors are responsible

for this change. First, and perhaps most important, was the

economic depression which by depriving certain institutions

of their ordinary means of support made it possible for the

gamblers to come to their aid and thereby win the acceptance

of those people who had previously condemned their activity.

Second is a prestige factor which has its basis in the

economic depression also. Many individuals who had estab¬

lished themselves in legitimate business now turned to num¬

ber gambling as a means of maintaining their income thus

establishing an identity between gambling and the legitimate

businesses in the community.
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Chapter XI

Summary and Conclusions

Number gambling may be viewed as a reaction of the

negro community to the economic depression* It represents

an attempt, however, futile, on the part of the community,

to regain whatever income and security had existed during

normal times. For many people the hope of a winning number

served to alleviate somewhat the despair and hopelessness

of their condition. This has been neatly stated by one for

whom it served this purpose,

"/hen I goes home and finds no coal and
nothing to eat, and the kids bawling it's pretty
hard times believe me. But you know If I got as
much as a penny or nickel on that old number it
gives me a good feeling, cause it might be my
lucky day.

While the depression provided the original impetus for

the present development of number gambling, further stimulus

came as a result of the repeal of prohibition. With the

passing of the Illicit liquor traffic as a profitable busi¬

ness, th© promoters of this business turned their attention

to number gambling as a worthy successor. Thus the elaborate

organization of the liquor business was transferred to number

gambling, and the latter underwent a marked development as

a result. The pattern of organization borrowed from the

liquor business and adapted to number gambling consists of
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four basic elements: (1) an elaborate hierarchical organi¬

zation of personnel, (2) a spatial organization in which a

wide territory is controlled from a central metropolitan

area, (3) the "fix", in which public officials, principally

police and politicians, are drawn into and made a part of

the orgimization, and (4) legal aid in which members of the

legal profession become the advisors and consultants of the

organization.

Number gambling does not exist as an isolated activity

but rather as a number of closely integrated activities, i.e.,

as a culture complex. As such, w© may regard it as a cul¬

tural expression of a psychological condition inherent in

any activity involving chance. Any situation in which the

luck or chance element is prominent naturally causes the

individual faced with that situation to seek some means of

control. To effect such control the individual may appeal

to matter-of-fact aids or/and magical and supernatural ones.

Since in number gambling,as in all forme of gambling, the

element of chance is great it Is inevitable that there

should grow up around it many practices designed to control

the outcome of the numbers. The practices discussed in

Chapter V (Beating the Numbers) and those dealt with under

the heading of "Parasitic Activities" represent attempts on

the part of the individual to reduce the element of chance

In number gambling.
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The importance of number gambling at the present time

is shown by the way in which it has influenced the culture

and behavior of the community. The following are indices of

this development. First is its pecuniary magnitude. Second,
is its pervasiveness in the community, i.e., the extent to

which the people of the community participate in it, and

think and talk about It. Third is its prominence in the

press. Fourth, is the fact that number gambling has developed

an argot. Fifth, is the development of a large number of

stories, anecdotes, and verses which have numbers and number

gambling as their central theme.

Between the years 1928 and 1932 number gambling under¬

went a significant change in the Detroit negro community.

Prior to this period, in common with all forms of gambling,

it had been outlawed by the moral guardians of the community.

ith th© coming of the economic depression this attitude was

changed to one of acceptance by these same individuals, and

in some instances they went so far as to defend it. This

change is attributable to two factors. First, is the economic

depression which destroyed the regular sources of Income of

such institutions as the Y.F.O.A., Y/'.C.A., and the church.

In order to survive or at least continue with any degree of

efficiency they were forced to accept support from th© only

available source - the gamblers.^ In accepting the gambler's

1. By gamblers I mean here not those who play the numbers
but the owners of the gambling business.
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support they were compelled naturally to accept the practice

which made this support possible. The second factor is the

association of number gambling with certain prestige elements

in the community. An activity like an individual is known

by the company it keeps, and number gambling has kept good

company. !.!any of Detroit* s most prominent gamblers are men

of high prestige who before going into the number business

had had a prominent place in legitimate business. Other

people of prestige such a® doctors, lawyers, and dentists

have also done much to legitimize number gambling, ^ith the

whole community playing the numbers it was a matter of good

business for those individuals to align themselves with it,

or at least not to condemn it.



APPSHPIX A

A Copy of a Handbill Issued by the Proprietors

of the Lottery for the Information of Ticket-holders

and All Others Interested

taken from:

Jonathon 0. Green* Secret Sand of Brothers* Philadelphia,
T. B« Peterson and Brothers, 1$58, ppl 270-271.



Drawing of the Lottery

The following are the numbers which were this day drawn
from the seventy-eight placed in the wheel, viz.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
20 51 3l 24 74 77 46 36 §9 29 26 3

and that the said tickets were drawn in the order in which
they stand: that Is to say, No. 20 was th© first that was
drawn; No. 51 was the 2d; No. 61 was the 3d; No 24 was the
4th; No. 74 was the 5th; No. 77 was the 6th; No. 46 was the
7th; No. 36 was th© 8th; No, 69 was the 9th; No. 29 was the
10th; No. 26 was the 11th; No. 3 was the 12th, and last.

Those tickets entitled to the 110 highest prizes were
drawn in the following order

1 2 3 .... $30,000 789.. 000
4 5 6 .... 10,000 10 1112 .. 2,367 20

Those 6 tickets having on them the
|23A|345|5S7| 6,7 6 | 8 9 10 I 9 10 11 aaeh . 1,500

Those 100 tickets having on them the

12 4 14 7 17 9 2 3 11 2 6 10)
12 5 14 8 1 7 10 2 3 12 2 6 11
12 6 14 9 1 7 11 2 4 5 2 6 12
127 1 4 10 1 7 12 2 4 6 2 7 8
12 8 1 4 11 18 9 2 4 7 2 7 9
12 9 1 4 12 1 8 10 2 4 8 2 7 10
1 2 10 15 6 1 8 11 2 4 9 2 7 11
1 2 11 15 7 1 8 12 2 4 10 2 7 12
1 2 12 15 8 1 9 10 2 4 11 2 8 9
13 4 15 9 1 9 11 2 4 12 2 8 10
13 5 1 5 10 1 9 12 2 5 6 2 8 11
13 6 1 5 11 1 10 11 2 5 7 2 8 12
13 7 1 5 12 1 10 12 2 5 8 2 9 10
13 8 15 7 1 11 12 2 5 9 2 9 11
13 9 16 8 2 3 5 2 5 10 2 9 12
1 3 10 16 9 2 3 6 2 5 11 2 10 11
1 3 11 1 6 10 2 3 7 2 5 12 2 10 12
1 3 12 1 6 11 2 3 8 2 6 7 2 11 12
14 5 1 6 12 2 3 9 2 6 8 3 4 6
14 6 17 8 2 3 10 2 6 9 3 4 7J

each 1.000

All others with three of the drawn numbers on, (being 110)
each 300

Those 66 tickets having on them the 1st and 2d drawn num¬
bers, each 100

Those 66 tickets having on them the 2d and 3d, each ... 80



Those 66 tickets having on them the 3d and 4th, each 50
Those 66 tickets having on them the 4th and 5th, each # 40
Those 132 tickets having on them the 5th and 6th, or

6th and 7 th, eabh 30
All others with two of the drawn numbers on, (being

3960), each 20
And all tickets having one, only, of the drawn numbers

on, each, (being 25,740,) 10



APPENDIX B

Letters Received "by the New York Stock Exchange

from the Number Playing Public

taken from;

Files of the New York Stock Exchange
by permission of

Mr# Charles Klem, Director of Publicity for the Exchange



1©uiavill© 4
New York
tack Exchange January 26, 1931
New-York City

Kindly please:

rite us as soon as possibly you cant, 'that number come
out since last Saturday* Because '"e been playing Very
often as your patronage on your clearing House, \n 1
«ald before we would Ilk© to know the write numbers from
your office I remain yours and waiting patant!y for your
answer.

Your patronage

Chattanooga Term
517| Palmetto S
Te. 7-7500 12-22-72

Tear 01ra X am writting you in behalf of myself, T plays
the numbers in the Clearing House here in Chattanooga dnd
the third fourth and 5th number are the winner now this
way the winner for Ten©aday bee, 21 total sales 737,900 '
70S is the winner for ©neadny the number are from the
total sales of you Ttock company everyday It closes, I
am asking you could you get the Total sales for any day hero
In Chattanooga by 9 ore ten o clock ar© how soon could you
get is© the number her© as soon as the market close Just the
3,45 number will be enough for you to send of the Total
Bales and you said 737980 70S won that 345 number of Total
dales for today, 1 seen In Hew York today which Is Satur¬
day X suppose could you get that number her© by 0 o clock
X will pay telegram fee. Thanking you in advance for let¬
ting me here from you T remain

Xenla, Ohio
Tec, of 1974

Tear Sir:
X mm very much Interested in. buying some stock or bonds,

'111 you kindly inform m© how 1 may obtain the total stock
and bond quotations each day around 11 (a,®,) to 12:00 P,?%
Could you Inform me by wire no later than 11:30 (a.m,)

Yours truly

P,S» Please send It to me Thursday and Friday at 11:70 (a.m.)
and 'Saturday at 10:45 (a.m. 5



Cheswick, Pa#
March 6, 1934

New York Stock Exchange,
New,York N, Y.

Gentlemen:

Writing a few lines to get acquainted with you.
The reason I am writing to find out if you could tell

me how to win a few odd dollars by playing the clearing house.
The reason, I am asking you Is because you can tell me how
to play the Clearing house

And here we are allowed to play the Clearing house up
until two (2j30) o'clock In the afternoon. vou know what
number comes up at four oclock and if you do know what
number comes up'I would like to play.

But you would have to tell what number comes up. v0u
would have to tell m© by two oclock in the afternoon.

Closing I wish to hear from you "In a f©w d^vs.

cineerely yours

R. D. #1
Cheswick, Pa.

P.3. If I can play the clearing house then I will give you
a phone number to where to call and I will pay the expenses.

2225 Madison St.
Gary, Ind,
Sept. 12, 1935

New York Stock Exchange
Detroit, Mich.
Gentlemen;

please send me Information concerning the possibility
of securing or buying numbers from your Company.

Inclosed you will find a sample of what I intend to play.
Yours truly

CHICAGO
OFFICIAL mpmSLS

AUG 22 1035
1st Race LINCOLN FIELDS 42.20
2nd Race Mutuals 28.20
£r& Race 42,80

PRIZE 282 NUMBER



1401 Jefferson 3t •,
Baltimore, Md.
May 31, 1935

New York Stock Exchange,
New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen;

I am in receipt of your letter of May 10th and wish to thank
you for your prompt reply.

However, I wish to ask you a favor: this time I wish to know
if you can send me by wire, collect, daily or C & D Western
Union monthly, paid in advance the Stock Exchange number at
3:00 daylight saving time, Also please specify the amount
of money it would cost C & D Western Union,

Thanking you in advance, and hoping you will give this let¬
ter the same prompt attention that you gave my last one, I am

Bincerely

try and Bring 789,000 out this week, I think 1 will sell
some stock when it come out.

328 Mettler St.
Toledo, Ohio
Dec, 2nd 1935

DearOir:

Could you please let me know if you have a report or a
schedule for the first two weeks of December or the whole
month on Stocks or both Stocks and Bonds to be sold dailey.

If you have is there by any chance of you sending it to
me. If not could you olease just send, me the last six
figures on Stocks or both Stocks and Bonds.

Dhich I will appreciate very much. As I promise to
keep it under cover.

'Please answer as I would like to write you again.
Enclosed you will find, addressed envelope, I thank you.

Yours Truley

P. 3, To show my appreciation would you please send me your
address for your private insured and registered mail.



4/13/33
2101/2 Piedmont Ave.
Atlanta, Ga.

Hew York Stock Exchange

I am asking you all If you will wire me the amont bonds sales
each day. if I will pay for the wlrelng an will wire. Jest
what — you charge for your trouble I want to wire it where
I get it by 145 or 150 oclock, our time please answer. I
inclose stamps, truley y.

From
•Vlikes-Barre Penna,

Find enclose 50/ for J weekly N. Y. stock market tickets
which the N. Y. stock announces in the local newspapers and
for the ?!0,000 premium of -J weekly N. Y. Stock market ticket.

Yours truly

please answer
ritrht away —

Sir

i© bought ticket for Jan. 9 - 1933 and never received no
reelppt please let us know if you recleved our money all of
serle A no, 444431-A

I remain a 44 Ethel St.
Eoonsocket, H. I.

P. S, Agent here say he didn't recleved no recipt.

Dear Sir

Ehat is the stock number on Oct 24th
Thanks

218 K Soane St.
Charleston, W, Va.



Sep. 5-33
802 IT ave

Belroar, NJ

Korrie Exchang plea© send roe atonce all Information, have
change "Races if so what Race. I Play 3*5,7 also send roe
the price© on your Number hope too to here from you by
Return Wail

802 » ave Belroar NJ

Columbus Ohio
Oct. 31, 1951

The N. Y. Stock Exchange.

Please send me by Telegram C.O.D. the Shares Sold on Stock
Red, ?orning No later than 12 P.P. if possible. I am
Interested in Some - I am Inclosing the Paper So you will
Enow Just what I speak of. I must have the awt by 12 P.l%
Columbus time.

599J Vt. Vernon Ave.
Apt. 1

I shall pay for Telegram.

The Monterey
North Asbury Park,
N. J.

Stock Exchange

Dear Sir
Kindly do roe a favor by telling roe how the

do? Is it the highest number that counts you take 3 numbers
for 5 cents and I see tonight Tues the closing number is 130.
Is that the way, they do It & how do the winner wins I know
it is gambling but can't see how you make and how much on
the number.

Kindly explain
■And oblige

Jan. 13th, 1931

P. 0. Box 734
Newport
R. T.



Gctomber
18 - 1932

dear sir: I saw In the new york herald tribune market terme
and I am ask for book 06 and will you send m© on© and a good
number im the fall river racies first and second racles.

8 pone ave.,
new port R.I.

November 11-4-18-32
R #3, Bkernersville,
N.C.

Dear 3ir:

I am write to you to ask you to send me the number for
one week of Chicago Butter and Eggs please and let me here
from you all son. Please send me them at once.

from

of Bkernersville, N.C.
R. T• t). 3, Box 87

Zanesville, Ohio
January l6th/34

New York Stock Market
New York

To the manager Dear Sir I would like a book of your clearing
house number I would like to play some of your numbers please
send me a book and instruction how to do as I never play
befor. please answer at once and send me a book as I am very
anxious to play.

Very truly Yours
120 Harrison St.
Zanesvllle, Ohio

Mar. 8, 1975
New York
Stock Exchange
Dear Sir I am wrlteng you to ask where I can write and get
my numBers from every day as I am not in '\ny Place the same
day. I would like to Play the NumBers every day

0 Slldge



New York Stock Exchanges

Ernest - Pa
9-16-1934

I would like to get the in side dope dn this NumBer
that you All publish Every days write and let me no if I
can. For the foiling day X would like to no It the day
Be Fore so I would have it in advance. I am send you a
coppey Of how It come to this is how I want it. Every
day Reddy Add 839-085 shares sold 9-£5-day~193ji.

Address
Ernest Pa.

The New York Stock Exchange
New York N Y.

Dear Sir I am wrlghting you for some Information on what
we call The Chicago Butter and Eggs and I play numbers and
I wont to know what kind of a Book have you. Best on it.
Some Say That The Number Came out of the Total Sales; and
I have played all of Them and haven mad© the right one yet
and I Will Inclose Both the Total and The Chicago Butter
and Egg. The Number was Saturday 803 and her© are The
Receipt of the Butter 4809
The egg 5 0 3 8
So I will remain

1456 freemont pis
Knoxville, Tenn.

Slkridge;
Fayette County
Test. Fa.

To whom it may concern? Sir:

Will you please let me in on the Stock exchange and
the sweepstake's I am very anxious to know how to buy the
tickets let me know at once all about it please.

Yours Res'p.

Box 27
Elkridge,
Fayette. Co.
West. Va.



Beaver Falls, Pa. Aug 25— 1934

Will you kindly if Possible Send me the total of Shares
Sold Friday Aug. 24, 1934. And Sat Aug. 25th, I am
interested in these as 1 am doing buisness with Brokers
in Penna. You will find inclosed a Self Addressed and
Stamped for Reply, I will will be Very Thankful! for this
information if Possible.

Thanking you Very much Repct:
420 - 8th Ave
Beaver Falls,

Pa.

Columbus, Ohio
January 26, 34

N. Y. Stock Exchange,
New York City, N, Y,

Oentlemens
Would it be possible for you to Wire me, at Vy Fxnense,

the amount of Sales of N. Y. Stock Exchange, for January
30th, 19341 by at least 2:15 l#2f*

Thanking you for your kind attention, I remain
Very truly yours

7$3 Kerr Street

Marlon, Ohio,
August 20, 1934

New York Stock Exchange
New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

Will you kindly advise me by wire collect, the total
number of bond sales on next Friday, August 24th, at the
earliest possible time on that date?

Thanking you for this favor, I am
Sincerely yours,

1. This letter and the two following are from the same man.
The first two were typewritten; the last one was in very
poor handwriting.



125 Fies Ave.,
Marion, Ohio,
September 1, 1934

Mr# Charles Klero,
New York Stock Exchange,
New york City, N. Y.

Dear Sir:—
ill you kindly wire roe each day "collect" the daily

bond sales figures, that is, the figures that are published
each day.

I would also appreciate your sending roe Friday's figures
September 7th at 11:30 that date#

Yours very truly,

125 Fies Ave.,
Marion, Ohio.

(In handwriting): P.O. A Nice Presant For this Favor
if you do it.

Pentember 8th, 1034

Mr. Charles Klero
$ew York Stock
Exchange N. Y.
Dear Sir

I am sending this clipper to Explain or show you Just
That I want this Favor would Mean a great deal to roe Just
a Poor Man No work trying to Save My home to be honest about
it the Bond Sales Figures are Playd here an if I culd (let
them about 11:30 an the Same day the gets them would mean a
lot to roe. I would also pay for this Favor an an Say Nothing
About it I am also an .X. Service Man Fill you kindly do
this Favor for roe.

# Notice the X under the figures that is
what I want Just those that a all you Need to Send dont Even
sign your Name Just send it wire Collect an if Iro wrong by
asking this favor, Mr. Klero Just Forget it. but if you will
send these figures would appreciate your sending the figures
that will be In the Papers on frlday Eept. 14th an send them
on that date at 11 or il:30 on friday truly hope you will and
I will Make it right with Mr. Klero

Please do this favor
Yours very truly

125 Fies ave.

Marlon, Ohio



November 15th, 1935
New York Stock Exchange,x
New York City,

Gentlemen,-
For many, many weeks I have been trying to "catch" the

New York bond on No. 375 - and in looking back noon mv records
for over a year I note this number has never come out on the
Bond - the final three figures of the dollars on the daily
transactions of the Exchange as published in the dally papers.

Is there a reason why 575 has never com© out or has it
Just happened so? Also I note "000" has never dropped - there
must be a stock exchange superstition against throwing this
particular number*

If by any chance 375 could come out once it would save

my home and something else besides* Please let me know if I
should continue playing 375 or had T better change. And
thanking you kindly for your consideration in reading this,
my letter, I am,

Very truly yours,

P. 0. Box 1334,
Tampa, Fla*

November 18th, 1035
Secretary
New York Stock Exchange,
New York City.

Dear Sir,-
I wrote you last week regarding "375" as having come out

so seldom on the daily transactions of the New York Stock
Exchange - on the last three figures of the "dollars"(not
including cents); and in connection with my letter I am
wondering if it is possible this combination will come out
soon.

It would mean nothing to the Exchange but so much to the
writer, as I have some obligations which I could pay off if
this number came out soon. It seems as if there must be some
hoodoo against 375 as it has not corao out in over a year -
and a combination like that looks like it would come in that
length of time.

Yours very truly,

?. 0* Box 1334,
Tampa, Fla,

1. The following three letters are all from the same man.
They were typewritten and oh letterheads of the Board of
Elections, City of Tampa, Florida.



November 29th, 1935
Mr. Jason Westerfield, Asst. Secty.
New York Stock Exchange,
New York City.

Dear Sir, -
Thank you kindly for your letter of the lSth in reply

to mine of the 15th inst- X regret very much the fact that
my two letters, because I wrote another, follow so closely
the outline of the many you receive, according to the re¬
print you so kindly sent roe. I shall never again be guilty
of writing such letters as it classes roe among those who
apparently try to influence the Stock Exchange in "placing"
certain numbers.

Again thanking you for your letter, X am,
Very truly yours,

P. 0. Box 1334,
Tampa, Florida

Postal Telegraph
Hockyroount NCar 8 800A, Sept. 8, 1933
New York Stock Exchange
NYC
Wire roe the total number of stock by nine oclock.

July 20, 1932
QU93 10 XU s Savannah Oa 20 1112A
New York Stock Exchange
NYC
Yesterdays Number 649 What is Todays Number Answer

Minneapolis, Minn.
Oct., 1934.
New York Stocks
N. Y. C.
Please wire Collect Active and Inactive Sales for Wednesday

Lincoln Smoke Shop
721 Henn Ave.

1. The six following messages were sent by telegram



Dayton, Ohio
Wall Street Stock Exchange
Wire Total Stock; and Bond Exchange Today

Korgantown, West Virginia
Oct. 18, 1934
P. M* 1*41

New York Stock Exchange
N. Y. C.
Number For Today Wire Answer By Western Union

New York Stock Exchange Transactions
11 Wall Street New York N. Y.

Our Telegram Date From Uorgantown WVlr Signed
(no. 35) Senders of Telegram Request Reply In Thirty Minutes
Or Reason for None

Western Union T©l,Co»

Pittsburg Pa,
Jan. 26th, 1935

Dear Sir
I am writing you this letter for I am a widow with a

family of Six* I have a ticket on the report of the stock
sales. And if your number comes up two days In a row you
win 3500.00 The days are Thurs and Fri. I have numbers 459
(Thurs) and 348 (Fri) If your sales would be 8 (45.9) 06
Fri 8 (348) 29 1 would receive the prl»e. I know you may
think me insame for writing you this letter. But I have a
little home on which I owe 3750.00 on and I am being pressed
for it by the man who lent it to me, I am not trying to get
rich quick all I want is this money to save years of hard
work which we have spent to get as far as we have.
This will carry us over untell my boy can go to work and pay
the rest of tho money. So please try and heir me by nutting
out my numbers on Thurs, 459 and Friday 348 of this week.

If this is not the right Place for this please try and
give it to the right party. Hoping you can help us.

Yours

'ft Ferried Mother



I am a little girl 11 years old and please let the main man
read my letter,

Dear Mr,
I am writing to you to tell you about a nomber and wonderln
If you can fix It so it will come out on the time I can get
my 10 ct I will have my 10 ct on the 30 of Oct I am a little
girl my dady out of work and mothr is SIok and we dont have
verry mutch to live on and god Just told me to write to you
Mother has played a pennie on the stock and Bon but If you
can put this nomber 225 out on the 30 I will have 10 ct and
I will give it to Mother and tell her to play It on this
number 225 please put this nomber out on this day I wont tell
know one T wrote this My Mothr and dady dont know I an writing
this please put this nomber out on the 30 of Oct, and I Know
god will Bless you, fore I will pray for him to Bless you I
am 11 years Old, put this no In stocks X will tell you
what nomber 225 in Stocks X will look fore this nomber to
come out in Stocks on the 30 of Oct, god will Bless you X
know I woude love to print my name but X am afraid mothr
and dady mite see it in the papers I will pray that god
will bless you and help you and will let you put this
nomber out on the 30 of Oct, the nomber 225 X can (ronbent?)
that nomber, Ood bless you is my prays,

(Postmarked Columbus, Ohio, Oct, 22, 1235),

April 19* 1933
Dear Sir,

As I am a poor fellow no work for 19 months w© have men
here that books number of your stock exchange today 508 was
to be In the gazette paper and Instead was 97^ he has us
people all to play very heavy on it then when It dosent come
up he says It must have been a misprint or It must not sent
rite from your place now he says to play heavy it must come
up try Sat. X have a small truck which I do what I can with
it but X have 4 small children X haul ashes rubbish or any
thing at all for a few cents X will be very truthful with
you Sir I play 10 ct, on 508 and If it comes in our paper
here then I will 32.50 and it pay my rent is 12/00 for 2
months and and some insurance up and buy a little extra to
eat we bet help but not much when you have 4 kiddies to feed.
Dell Mr* President I will thank you a thousand times for the
nuber and will pray for you,

X remain
Yours

Thank you.



701 J- E« Chestnut St.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
March 26, 1932

Dear Sir;
Mr. Presidient I *m a poor fellow trying to work my way

through life and educite my self. Wy father Is dead and
My Pother is old. And leaves it a hard road for me to
travel, "Vhile thinking what I could do to help my self.
I thought of this pian. Mr. Presidient will you kindely
put me next to how to get these numbers of stocks that they
sell each week. 'That place I get them. If you will do
this I will thank you and what ever the charge may be I will
try and pay it on return mail.

410 - 2nd Street.
Ellwood City, Pa.
May 21, 1934

Mr. Pichard Whitney.
Dear Sir

Being mindful of your re ©lection as President of the
N. Y. Stock Exchange might mean much to me proving I am on
the square. After sincere consecration Mr. 'vhltney forced
me to believe that the information you could give me would
mean much to me.

Mr, "hitney I am asking of you a personal favor which
you should dread any betrayal, I take an oath to Clod to
keep all Information regardless and not mention your name
Mr, Whitney the question is, The N. Y, Stock transactions
total is published in the Pgh Post Gazette every day, 'then
and by who is this publicity don© and why instead of the
exchange as in the past.

Mr, Whitney another question Is there any way possible
for an individual receiving this total before it reaches
the paper, for instance in the morning. If so would be
courties enough to favor me with a total for three morning
by telegram paid on this end. For instance Tues. -ed. Thure,

Now Mr# 'hitney if this important to me it should be
also to you. Now if this is not in your power, let m© be
known to the on© who is in pQ^?er, I am a friend in need and
you a friend indeed. Building on your information.

Respectfully yours,



Stock Exchange
Hew York City
New York

dear
sir Pleas send me a number that will hit I have a

large family and nothing to go on I play and play I cant
never hit

Clarkaville, Pa,

Dear Mr* 'Whitney
Mr, President

*'ould you please get the stock report to give us the
right number it comes in our Post Gazette here and I play
5 ct, a day on 745 and it was to be up on 11 of Dec, the
man says it is a misprint fro$ your exchange there I work
for a living cleaning of any kind and support 4 small
children my husband is a habitual drunkard and cannot live
with him to raise my children with him, I would like to
give my little ones a nice Christmas the booki© man says
222 three two and 745 is to be up by the 21 of Dec, so I
am trying so hard to win on 745 Mr, President you will see
how are the numbers the man says you go by on Wednesday it
was 322 the nuber then he ways it was to b© 222, I will
thank you a thousand times and praye for you and your family
wishing you a Merry Christmas and a very happy New Year and
lots of luck and good health.

Sir
Try and sell enough Shares so The Buy Could be something

like this 5291000 orsomething just so 529 is first lots of
people is Playing 529 and if it would come out - Would make
lots of people happy for thanksgiving,

A friend
Postmarked Charon, Ph., Nov. 15, 1034,

Envelope addressed as follows:

New York Stock Market
No. 6 Wal street

New York
E, 6 city



10/16/33
New York Stock Market

N« Y.

Dear Sir to whom It may concern
Vould you please Grant me this Favor. *ould you please 'VIre
me N. Y, stock transactions Figured up just as it is on
clipping of associated press if a you would Grant me this
great favor T will go Half on all wininings with you, if T
should play a dime on Number the amt X would would be Forty
Five Dollars that would mean £22,50 for your trouble of
sending me the transactions a person can play the amt of 254
on the Stock Dailey, if you will do this for me I will Send
your part in an Slip I played to show I am Honest an mean
what T say, the total amt would have to reach me by 1 IS
p.m. as after that time they refuse to except numbers- the
numbers comes out Daily, you may understand better by the
clipping I am sending you. I do wish you would be interested
In this Deal, as I am only a poor working Girl an trying to
keep my Home together for my Grey Haird Daddy, an I need
money so this is why I am writing you to send me transactions
figured just as it is on clipping of Oct. 16 an T will be
Honest with you so Please give me a chance to prove myself,

I thank you an wish to hear from you real soon

624 5 ave

McKeesport, Pa.
P.3. Don't think I am a colored person because I play the
Stocks, 0 yes, I will pay for wire at this end.

Mr. Robert "Diitney
Dear Sir.
Gould you please give us the 222 they call it 3-twos or three
777 on the stock all the men tell you to play them that they
are to hit by Saturday and we have been playing them for four
weeks now and they tell you play it heavy so we are playing
5 ct* on them and the books!e said we will get §25.00 for it.
Mr. Ghitney we saw your picture in our paper and so we
thought we would ask you for it as it would be a great help
to us all we play is 5 ct to try to get something for it but
we do with out something else. thank you lots and wish
you lots of luck and happiness with success

I thanks you
A Mother

(Postmarked Pittsburg, Pa.)



Scottdale, Pa
March 21, 1934

To whom It may concern:-
ould it be possible for the sake of a woman who needs

some money desperately to make the numbers in the total
shares of stock sold on Saturday March 24, log4 read 7^8,
That is the last two numbers in the thousands and the first
number in the hundreds. For example 3*4(758)32

3,476832 - If the number publishes would only contain
those 3 numbers in that position it would mean 1540,00 for
me which amount will enable me to receive hospitilization
that I need to regain health. The other numbers (but those
3 can be anything.)

Thanking anyone whose power it might be to do this. I
am praying that my hope could only be realized.

Sincerely

304 loucks Ave,
Scottdale, Pa.

Pittsburg Pa
Nov. 24th 1933

Dear Sir
I am a man in desperate need of money, I am married

and we have five children We are about to lose our home
which I have been working for the last 12 years to raise my
family.

There is here a number racket which pays 4|? to one. For
about a |l.50 I could save my place. The number is picked
from the shares sold as on Ted. Nov, 22 the shares sold was

1,574,035 Shares. The number was then 740.
Now if on next Tues. the number would read 1,526,346

(263). Then on Wed. it would read 1,673,496 (734). then I
could play my $1.50 by knowing 734 would follow 263 otherwise
I will not play as I need every cent I can get to keep things
going. Hoping I may have some luck and if I do I will bo tne
happiest man on earth. Yours Truly

Worried

Dear Sir
we have paid for a number to come from you people to put

in our Gazette paper so you never gave it to us it was 536
they sent it telegram said it should come up in two weeks so
please have them here to publish it as we try so hard to win
a few cents. Thanking you and am unemployed, please sent
it 536



Dear Sir
Now that Pitte is playing your stock No, why not give

us a break here we people have tried so hard to win when
they played the other No. the head man would see a No. and
If it played extra on it he wouldn't pay all. My husband
and Son both are out of work and sells apples on corners
here in the city I have 3 email children and hard for me to
get work. My husband and Son both keep 5 ct a day for to
play 745 and 432 they said the other no. they woul&nt pay
but now they say they dont want no one to put much on it and
then they will pay I dont think you people would do such a
thing as not to- put it in the papers the men here are all
for them selves to please try and give a family that is
trying to win to help along Sir X am asking this favor for
a few others around me that try to win for 2 ct. X thank
you & will surely pray for a little surprise and all so pray
for your success in life. I thank you again.

i-ones sen Pa.
Jan. 4, 1933

To "Thorn It May Concern.
Dear Sir:

X am Writing to ask a great favor of You.
I Just lost My Job a few days Ago* And Am out of work

and have a little money left.
Play the Clearing House now and then and X can never

hit!
Now here's the favor X am Asking you; Could you Please

send Me a good number that you think will be out in a little
while.

Xf you give me a good number X am willing to Pay you^
what you whant for it.

Please send me this number soon as Possoible.
Or else tell me the Price you want for a number.

Write to Address
You will find a 3 cent stamp to send a answering letter back.

The stamp will be in the Envelope.
Yours truly,

Send to Address.

House No. 2 - 12th St.
Monessen, Pa.



Dear Mr, President
Please give us the number 642 as they tell us to play

heavy as it should of been in our paper here on Wed, and
should be this Wed, or Thursday unless the morning paper
on Sun telegraph prints it different which they had for too
weeks because they had to much to pay out the number men here
give them 50 R (?) 30 and we play heavy as they tell us in
a nuber,

thanking you a hundred times
am unemployed 19 months 4 children and wife to support

but try and play 10 ct on it,

(Postmarked Pittsburgh, Pa., June 23, 1933)

Pittsburgh
Sept the 2

Doa r Ur. Pre s1dent
Please give us the number the bookie men tell every one

this 6 the ward district to play it very smart as it is a
winning nuber for tuesday or Wednesday some people are play¬
ing f1.00 on it but we cant play it so big my husband has
10 ct on it 549 he had told the men it will be put in the
stock market number 549 straight as that is the way it is to
be dear Sir he has a big amount on it 1 will thank you a
thousand times for it as it will be a big help for the 10 ct
my husband will get 25.00 and as our family is 7 would sure
help.

I thank you a thousand times and will offer you a prayer
at church for your favor and your health and good luck.

A Mother

Dear Sir
Please put number 225 Is paper to help a very poor

family here we are getting help here and my man was told to
play 225 and 230 by a very wealthy man he books your no. you
put in the gazette paper here the stock and be plays for my
man and said if It came up he would get 25 and he takes out
what he owes for playing so please help us out he has played
for 3 weeks now bo please help us out by printing the no.
225 and 230.

I thank you from my heart and wish you lots of luck and
work as we have not had any thing fit to live on for 8 months
it will help us eat and pay some rent.

and
family

thank you again,
(Postmarked Pittsburgh, Pa,, July 17, 1932)



Dear Mr# President
Before leaving please have Gazette paper publish 459 -

642 - 393 the men tell us to play them If we want a little
extra# well you no It is very unhappy to be poor but I play
2 ct on each I will be truthful I will get 8,00 If you give
It to us I will thank you from the bottom of my heart for it

I remain

230 Kincaid Str.
City

Mr. President they told us to keen till 30th day Sept# It
must appear in the stock we have had it for 4 weeks now.

I thank you again#
and hoping you are successful in your new place of business.

Thank you.

7/20/1933
996 E, Spring St.
Columbus, Ohio

To The New York Stock Exchange Bank

I am asking a favor of you gentlemen as X am old and cant get
enuf work and I haven!t no way to make a living I want you
all to send me the stock number and the Revise Bond Number
We play the thousand in the Revise Bond and we take the first
three figures after the first in the stock so please send it
to me and Just as soon as the number comes out X will send
whatever you charge Because 1 haven*t ©nuf money know Bend
it for latureday or Monday.
Please Help Me By doing this and the lord will Bless vou.

996 E. Spring St.
Colutebus, Ohio

New York Stock Exchange
Is it possible for me to get a tip on the number of

shares to be sold each day or at least once a week on the
New York Stock Market# I am a mother of a large family. My
husband works one day a week so I*ve been trying to play
numbers but I can not win, I would be willing to pay for a
good number.

Please answer to this address
Duquense Pa,

P.3. I would have to have the tip before 1 o'clock week
days, 10 o'clock Saturdays#



Dear Sir and Mr, President,
Here In our city they rite Ho, and hit on the Stocks no.

you people put out each day through our papers here. I do
hope and pray if you pleas© publish a No. 475 the men here
are taking the money to play on it from their hungry children
and families the bookies tell them it is a hot tip and my
husband took my insurance and table money to play on it as
as they tell him it is a hot tip from N. Y, If it was gotten
out in our papers here I am sure it would bust it up as
they are got everyone In our neighborhood playing it for 2
weeks now my husband has f1 on it. The bookie man said if
it hits by Saturday It will bunt it up I am praying to lod
each nite it does bust up I will be a happy mother I have
to lend money to feed 4 babies, 2 the baby, 7 the oldest,
while ho plays Numbers. I thank you a thousand times for It
to bust it up. 475# Oblige a Mother,

Youngstown Ohio -

August 10-8-33
Mr.' Richard Whitney
Dear Sir & Bro-

'hich I hope you are. I have been out of work for two yrs
4 I dont like to beg but. will you send a bro Hirm (?) the
No. they playing on the Stock Exchange for X am in dire need
of something to live on Mr. Whitney X would not ask thin of
you but my wife is in 111 health and there are no work here
now only in the Mills and I cant stand examination on ac¬
count of my eyes so please help me on that way If you can -

Fraternal yours,
V 32

359 E» Rayen Ave.

July 6 - 1935
The person who gives out the daily Stock Market Report.
New York Btock Market
Wall 3t. N. Y.

Dear 31 r:
I am a stranger to you, about to ask a rather odd favor.

I will explain why I am asking it and also what I want.
I am much in ne#i of money. The depression has not

exactly been kind to me. A number of years ago I started to
study medicine and through lack of funds have been unable to
finish. Married and on© child. In plain words I need about



ten thousand dollars, I could with your help I think get
this amount together without it costing you anything In cash.
I doubt if you would help however. But I am desperate enough
to ask you.

The plan is the number racket. You no doubt have heard
of it and know all about it. In case however that you have
not I will explain it later. If I could hit three times and
be reasonably sure what the number was going to be, by pool¬
ing or pyramiding my winnings I would have enough. If I
had a larger stake to start with I could play more the first
time but my finances are very low, I will give you three
numbers to come out on certain days* If you care to have
them come out all well and good. If not T thank you all the
same. I will play them on the supposition that they will.
The first day I will play 50/ the following times I will
play ten dollars. If the first day wins, I doubt if I could
play more each time and be paid,

As an illustration of the working of the number betting
the stock market total sales for the day on June 29 - 1935
was 2 (529) 80 ao you can se© from your records. The en¬
closed or encircled part of the number is the figure they
pay on. The odds to win are a thousand to one. The odds
paid are five hundred to one. A person would be foolish to
try to win normally as there is 2 to 1 that you lose. The
bookies have made out very well on their racket and could
very well afford a loss that would help me so much.

The numbers end dates they are to come out on are as
foilows:

Number Date
x 642 xx Friday July 12
x 973 xx Tuesday July 16
x 458 xx Wednesday July 24

I will play other numbers after the first hit on the
days not listed and lose to throw people off my trail lest
they think I am lucky and start playing my numbers,

I suppose you think I am just another darn fool but I
had to take a chance. I have tried to be frank about it
and am signing my name* Please don't send this to a news¬
paper as it would embarass m© quite a little,

7ery respectful

89 Summit St,
Sharon Penna.

The reason I am giving you the numbers is so that you will
not have to send them to me* If I should win I will come
to see you personally to thank you.



September 9/8/33
Pittsburgh - Pa*

Dear Sir;-
New York Stock Market Clearing House.
You will find enclosed £1.00 in cash please send me Just

one Cxoog Number. I prefer a race No. a flat No. Please tell
me how long I must play it. Tf it works in my favor, Will
remember you also will be your steady customer - I find a
little note book stating your address in I couldn't get the
right no as it was wet. My husband is out of work 3 yrs.
I have 4 children trying get work - cant succeed no more.
So will try to take chance on No. Never played before -

Yours Truly -

144 South 23rd St.
S. 3, Pittsburgh Pa.

East Liberty Pa.
Mr. Whitney
Dear Sir

You are Just thee man that could help to restore
prosperity.

You can place daily in the hands of the masses between
3 and 5 hundred thousand dollars. And $4.40 out of every
$4,50 they win daily will be spend buying necessities. They
play thee dlgist all over the country and use this system.
I am enclosing Illustration and the big raccateers pay off
on the figures you give the Associated Press.

Shares Wednesday May 3rd
4,637,560

Illustrations of the system the players add three two and
three ones and play these figures following day,

4,637,560 4,637,560
—Hr— ~

Meaning the players would play 597 and 486 the following day,
Mr. Thitney if yu see the associated press gets this figures
for one.month you would do wonderful thing to help prosperity
and will swear to keep your prosperity act a secret for life.

Yours to help prosperity and the masses.

May 3-33



303 Grant St, B.C.
Atlanta Ga.
April 3, 1934

Dear Sir:
I am writing you a few lines to let you know that I

want to make a deal with you,
I want to talk to you over the phone and since I want

to have this talk, will you please writ© me and give m©
your address and the phone number,

•hen you give me this Information mentioned above, I
will be able to call you any day except Saturdays and
Mondays, Please tell me the date, hour and any other In¬
formation that will make it necessary for me to talk to you.

Columbus Ohio
Deo. 12, 1934

New York Stock Exchange
New York City
N, Y.

Dear Sir:-
Thru information from Mr. Martin Sg&n of J. ?, Morgan

I wish you would send me the prepared and Published lists
of the revised sales of the dally sales of the Stocks and
Bonds, I would like to be able to understand how the re¬
vised list is figured. Out W#st, her© every body seems to
be gaining on the revised sales of the Stock and Bond
Market,

Would there be any way I can secure these figures on
the dally revised sales in stock and bond mart before
o'clock our time here in Columbus, Ohio.

X would be willing to pay a return on these Winning
Numbers.

I am taking this method to pull myself out of debts.
Please give these computed lists of the revised list

of sales On Stock & Bonds daily.
It is said that these figures are given out or made

up a head of time each week.
I will appreciate trhat information you can give m© a

long these lines and maybe later on X will be able to buy
from the Stock Exchange some interesting Investments.

I remain
Respectfully



Sarasota, Florida
P.O.Box 1471
Jan. 3f 1935

Chief Clerk
New York Bond Exchange

Dear Sir
Do you need some money? Let me make one thousand per.

week for you.
If you can give me the total business receipts for one

day, now I would have to get this information (8 hours) eight
hours before you turn this report over to the news. In other
words I want this number here by noon. If you can do this.
It will help us both. And you will soon have all the money
you want.

Your Mondays total was 8997.000 Now what I want is the
last three numbers as 997. You can call me over Phone #24667
my private phone, or wire me.

Now I am no crook you can depend on me. I will mail
you one Thousand each week, and I know how to keep my mouth
shut I know how to keep my business to myself.

I am not trying to set no trap I am up against it and
I know I can get out of the strain I am in in this way.

You just try me once and your money will be sent you
on the next day.

If you have your doxibts about me you can write to Mayor
E. A. Smith Of Sarasota and Mr. Pearson High Sheriff of
Sarasota Co.

I am a Negro I have a small grocery store here and cant
pay my debts. I have always tried to live a clean
honest life I am not afraid for you to get my record.

Please let me fciear from you
Yours respect.

None s sen Pa
Feb. 14, 1933

Dear Sir:
I am writing you a letter asking you to help me out.

I am out of work and have a little money left and I play the
clearing house. Wish the number come out from the New York
Stock Exchance,

And I would like for you to secretly give me a number
that yu think will be out and on what day it will come out on

And you can send me the amt or price that yu want for
the number and I will gladly give you the price. Please
send me as soon as you can

Yours truly

House No, 2 - 12th St
Nonessen, Pa.



Nov. 3, 1933
New York Stock Exchange
Office Manager*
Dear Sir:

I have a money making proposition for the first man that
will read this letter* And it will stay a secret between
the two of us* I do not know you Sir, and you dont know me,
and I am game enough to ask you to Join me with my idea to
beat the number racket. "They got my money* I am Just
hoping that you'll not fear from me and you'll trust me* I
am honest and will not ffftttse you any trouble* All I want
from you is the N. Y. Stock Exchange numbers head of time -

day before, or same day on mornings so I can place the num¬
bers on the Solicitors book on time to cash in on it* The
numbers on the N* Y, Stock Exchange cut off last two figures
and send next three "like this 28595$#" those three numbers
in that place are the daily winners. Please let me know if
you could do this? Then send me numbers twice, or three
times weekly or as you can* I will compensate with you and
I will asure you of a nice income. We can use the alphabet
for numbers aBC so on up to ten, send it in Telegram or the

123
best way you think it will reach me on tlmek later on we can
change the alphabet to the name of the stocks* X am asking
you to trust me if you could send me these numbers. I am not
a federal or secret service men or a racketeer cheat or a

double-crosser. I am honest and you do not fear 1 wish I
could shake your hands and be a close friend with you. I am
young yet 26 years old. If we cooporate in this you don't
have to mansion your name even when you right to me Just
direct me where to send money for your work. This is the
best way I can explain myself. "I have been paying for hot
tips but I never won anything. If I wrote for anything out
of the way please correct It. I am waiting for answer© "I
hope it Is yes"

Yours Very truly.

38 Orchard St.
Sharon, Pa.

Owens, W* Va.
Feb. 25, 1935

Dear Sir
I am writing you in care of the Wall Street Stock Farket.

Pill you please dive me a few tips on the market for the month
of I'arch then I Will play the number and send you half the
money I win keep this a Secret.



Jan. 11. 1934
Sharon, Pa.

Hi ehard Whitney
President of,
N. Y. Stock Exchange

Dear Mr. "'hitney;
'ill you excuse me for farcing my way with a Proposition

like this. But I hope, If you're in the position and possible
for you to do it that you'll trust me. I am not a racketeer,
or a spie. The proposition Is: If you could furnish me with
sure tips, numbers off th© New York Stock Exchange about twice
a week, I'll make you fifty thousand dollars or much more
between now and September. Se will go fifty-fifty, we can
use some kind of a code for the numbers. But if you're not
interested in this will you send me than only one or two sure
tips Just a brake*

I am 27 years old and never got the brakes yet, but I
am honest and my word is good. If we'll cooperate together
I'll take all rlsponsiblllty your name will not be mentioned.
If you could control the numbers like this have so many marked
for to-day tip day 19?^8913S These three are the winning
numbers leave last two off. And than make the difference up
the next day when not playing.

I'll be much obliged to hear from you soon,
Very truly Yours,

Baltimore 12-4 day
1932

1365 Strieker, Stock Exchange of New York.
Please sen m© a number please sir and if I beat this number
you will be to the god if you give me the number, will hit
2 days streath i will go fifty fifty with you. 1 am in hard
luck and ask you to commerdate that much if you will do eo
1 will serve you rite.

13&5 Strieker.
Please send it at once yours truly. Please let me no how
tnannie day to play these number before there come out. 1
will no when you will get you money

13^5 Strieker St.



4732 Juniper st.
Pittsburgh, Penna,

Date 10/23/31
Dear Sir-

I am interested in the Hew York Stock Market figures,
which are published in the Paper. They are published every
evening 7*30 P.M. If theres a possible chance of getting
these figures each day anytime before 1,30 P.M. there would
be a fortune waiting for us. I am a married man with 2
children and I been out of work fore 2 years.

If you will kindly help me out with this, T will give
you 65 percent and I 35 percent, that would put me on my
way to happiness. We could make abut 3 or 4,000.00 dollars
a day, if interested please reply and I would call in person
to do business.

I remain yours Truly.

P.3. I am sending you a copy from fridaya figures, Oct. l6th.
Sales 1421773.

Cleveland Ohio
New Yore, Bon. Co, 12/11/34
to Who Head This letter, i Wood Like to have The Number of
The New York Bonds Volume.
Send me the Middle Number like this With the x under it
11,639,000 I Want the Thousand Number

x if you Send me that Number by Telgram Before
10 A.M. 1 will Pay for telgrams on this End* and ""ill send
you I50 dollars Every time you send me that NuMBer We Both
can make money That Way You Send the NumBer and I send You
|50 dollars Every time You send it Try Me out once Enny Way
and See for Your self.

To get the NumBer Right Send it just like it Will go
in the paper the day You send it

Yours truty

2157 S 87 St,
Sweet 3

Sned your Name and Adross plese.

Pontiac 9, 1932
Bear ©Ir

say I arc drop few line to ask your about N. Y. stock
sales. Could you give Me the total sales the day befor if
you can I can Make good Profit drop Me few line
P.3, Just between Me and your

Yours truly

76^ Edison
Pontiac, Michigan



Jan. 1. 1933

25Of Salem St.
Balto* M.D. ,

Dear Sir. -

I am Writeing to you to fine out How Much does your
Schedule F cost for this years cope (?) the Hew Y&rk Stock
exchange I would like for you to Send me one of those Books
if you will, the Number Part of the book for 1933. If you
can Please irlte and tell me the Price By Friday or Saturday
morning I Will Send you the money for it. I would like to
have one in the House for My own Self so I Will look to here
from you as Soon you can So I will close now. from

2507 Salem St.

(A reply from the exchange asking what book she meant brought
the following letter);

2507 Salem St.
Baltimore, M.S.

Dear Sir:
I Just Recieved your letter Sailing you dont understand

what I mean about the book I Mean the Book that you hits Num¬
ber By So you Send Me a Nice Book and if I hit I will give
you a nice tip of it let me know How Much. does it cost for
one So I know What to do a bout it. I hope you Will under
Stand it now So I Will Close Now. From

2507 Salem St.
Balto, F.D.

Atlanta, da.
Nov. 13-34

N. Y. Stock and Bond Market,
To whgm may be interested;

If you can give me total bond sales before 1 P.M. your
time or 2 P.M. our time daily, we can make some easily money.
The only numbers I am Interested in is the three middle numbers.

Please communicate with me at the following address—

30 Marietta St.
Atlanta, (la.



Mr* F. F. Boyd
Dear Sirs

I received your letter That was Wrote on the 20 of Nov.
I wonder if you could give m© the number for 2 times

give me 634 for Dec. 12: 1934 and 742 for Dec. 19:1934* If
you would I could make you 350,000 and myself ^50,000 if you
will do that write and let me know by the 8 of December 1^74,
T will send you your tnoney on the 14 and 21 of December 1934
if you can do this at all, wire and give m© these 2 numbers
and I will sent you yours money,

Hoping to hear from you soon.
P.3. If you do this I will not tell anyone. I Just keep it
to myself for example I will show you what number 1 need
those three that I have mark*

863410 total sales stock

Council Bluffs Iowa
10-19-32

Dear Sir1
vould you please tell me the name and address of the

party who totals the sales for each day of the stocks sold
on the exchange. Thanking you I am.

Yours truly

c/o Chicago and North¬
western Fy.

Council Bluffs, la.
10-27-32

Mr. A. Q-reen
New York City
Dear Sir -

For the next six months a party at Omaha Nebraska is
giving valuable prizes for the ones holding the most numbers
in his stock market "contest" each number contains four
figures. And they use the second, third, fourth, and fifth
numbers of total sales of New York Stock Market as published
in morning newspapers. See slipping attached - winning num¬
ber for Oct. 25th would be i486.

If the total as published is correct I would not be
interested in knowing who compiles same but If it is esti¬
mated or approximated would like to get in touch with the
person who furnishes the total.

Yours truly

1. This letter and the one following were written by the same
individual♦



Harrison West Virginia
Sept 25, 193A

Dear Freind:
I asking you to give me a little help that will help

me and to you if you will do as X am asking you*
Can you or will you give me the Total 'Sales of The Stock

Average at any day you desire or give m© a number to play
and I will Cuarnnteed you at least Two Hundred Dollars or more*

Please answer and let me know by return mail*
But if you can give it to me on the same day you desire

after answering my letter. Send a Telegraph to Charleston
"*Va. 10:30 o1clock if so. Please let me know what day you
can do this and I shall wire you the amount you desire if myoffer is not accepted. In lest time than 2 hours after 5s3&
or before*

Oblidge

P.S, I am inclosing a stamp for a answer.

Columbus, Ohio
Monday 21, 1933

Dear Ones.
Would you Eindlf get me the Stock prices a little earlier?

Your money is still good and if you send it in time I
shall send you more than 1-20.00

Yours truly,
P.S* I only play once a week for fear some one gets wise,
I shall look for the no, of price before or at week end

Yours truly

450 Edward St.
Columbus, Ohio

1422 Madison ave.
Balto. I'd

Dear Sir
Inclose you will find a slip of total sales if it is

possible would you b© kind ©nought to send me any day between
this and Bat« Horn be fore one oclock the total sale by fore
one oclock the total sale by telegram and I will pay the
cost on this end and send tn© your name and I will share what
ever X make out of it with you I must have it by one oclock.
I hope that you will send at once thanks In advance.

this is what I mean

1422 Madison ave.
Baltimore Md»



Pittsburg. Pa.
Jan 22 f31

Dear Sirs

I am an official of a Life Insurance Co. here and this
is my reason for not giving my name in connection with com¬
munication. I made a special trip to N« Y* in order to get
your address because I will take no one in my confidence in
this matter, and that is also the reason I did not give this
letter to my stenographers.

In an article in the Pittsburgh Sun Telegram on Jan 2nd
you were reported to have said in connection with the pub¬
lication of Stock Sales daily totals that only the Pillion
and Hundred thousand figures of the total shares reported
sold for the day, were of any importance to brokers, and
that ciphers could be used for the balance of the figures,
and since there has been no change in the figures being
published I am going to play 648 on Jan 28-30 for a suffi¬
cient amount so I can send you #1000,00 which will represent
approximately half of the winnings. The other half I will
use to relieve some of the hardships due to the depression
here, and you may wish to do the same in K. Y.

The amount to be played is limited in order to not be
noticed by the ''number bankers" who handle about #50,000 in
bets here each day. Each of us could contribute §1000.00
each week to the needy without hardship even to the number
bankers.

548 has not appeared in 5 years, and should it come up
before Jan 29 I will play 661 the three days mentioned which
has also not come up for five years.

To avoid taking anyone into confidence I will remitt
by sending 20 letters each containing §50.00 currency by
regular mall without return address, exactly as this is sent,
except will send 5 different envelopes four times at in¬
tervals of six hours.

548 will have to appear as follows; 64 the last two
figures in the thousands and 8 the first in the hundreds,
example xx648xx if 648 or 661 is In number Jan 29-30 or 31.
Otherwise will assume you will not cooperate.

Respectfully and Sincerely
submitted*



From
____________

907 Vine St.
East Liverpool Ohio

June 12
Dear Btr. Whitney:

Please read the contents of this letter and think it
over before you pass it up. I got your name from The Pitts¬
burgh Post Gazette of this date. I saw a picture of a group
of hen from Various exchanges.

Now here is my motive for writing you this letter. No
one know X Write you this letter and no will ever know.
Since you are President of the Stock exchange I think you
can give me the information X would like to obtain and"if
you will it will mean $450.00 to you each time you pass the
word to me. And the information will be held with the
strictest confidence and secrecy as I would not Violate a
Confidence No, never.

There are a number of Greeks in this town twenty in all
to be exact that run a number racket and it is based on the
numbers taken from the N. Y, Stock exchange. They pay 4.50
for each penny played provided you hit the lucky number.
tl.00 invested pays $450.00 of course. They have a quarter
million dollars capital and they always pay their hits four
hours after the number comes out over the ticker. I under¬
stand the stock exchange closes at 12 noon Daylight saving
time. Numbers can be played here until 12:45 Eastern Stan¬
dard time that Is 1:45 your time. I would play ?-2.00 on it
and send you ^ or $450,00 by W. U, Telegraph and if you
would send me a number once a month you would receive -45.00
for your share, I would not tell anyone else the number.
Now if they couldn't have the shares counted by the time I
would have to have the number if you could send me a number
and have the three numbers I need to come out the three you
sent would be O.K. The number of shares sold June 11th
(Monday) were 759,080 shares. The number that hit was 590.
You count five numbers over from the right to left and then
3 back and thats the number they figure for the number racket.
If the shares are 1,650,485 the number would be 504 I suppose
you understand how it is figured. T forgot to tell you on
Saturday all numbers have to be in at 11 o'clock Eastern
Standard time. If you will do this for me you will get your
share promptly and never would I tell my own husband that X
got the number other then Just a lucky hit. My husband can
only make $34.80 a week at 6 days but at present he is only
working h time. We have four girls 17-15-13-11 yrs. all go
to school w© have to pay $25 per mo. rent and at present
owe $260.00 rent if you would send me that number Just once
I would pay up my rent and be oh so happy. Faybe you have
plenty of money and don't need it but you could do this once



for me te piay Couldn't you? I have two girls talented
in music we have a piano and 1 could Give them a start. If
you will do this use the code X am sending so the Western
Union wouldn't get wise and be sure and send it as early as
possible so if they are 15 mln. or | hr, late getting the
telegram to me it wont be too late for me to play it. I
will be the happiest woman in the in the world and I will
think of you as my savior and friend and remember you the
rest of my life. I aw 38 years old Born in Bellforte France,
Mar. 19, 1896,

In the telegram you could say. Will be at your home
Wednesday and use the code letters of the number as initials
at the bottom of the telegram. Pope X get a telegram real
soon and you will get your $450.00 the next day and each
time you send the number you will receive $450.00 as your
share. And I will be so very vary happy and I can life a
load of worry from my mind with just a little effort from
you. Please let me hear from you and try to arrange to send
me the number real soon. You have nothing to lose and I have
everything to gain, and I swear to god I will never tell
any one else the no. or where X get it, Trust me at one©
and you will find I am honest, here's hoping I hear from you.
Please don't make this letter public destroy it but keep
the code I am sending you and may God bless you and I wish
you every happiness and the best of luck.

From a young Pother The Depression has hurt so badly.
Drop me' a line and I will get it personally for I will

watch for it every day.

1 - P 6 - S
2 - £ 7 - C
3 - A 8 - K
4 R 9 - U
5 - L 6-13

The code is part of my name if the number is 480 sign the
initials to the telegram as R.H.M. and the number has to be
read 5 numbers from the right to left and 3 back to right.
Thus 6,840,560 shares it would be 405*

days number can be played here till 12;45 Eaet,
Standard time on Saturdays till 11 o'clock E.S.T.

And Many Many Many Thanks in Advance
and the best of luck



Dear Sir
Fleaae make these two numbers come out on the N. Y,

stock in Pittsburgh for Fri. and Sat. If this comes out I
will send you half of what I get. And will send it to the
same address.

Friday Saturday
0,024,400 0*056,500

P.5. If this number comes out be sure and watch for a let¬
ter next wek. I want to have some money for Xmas.

Monroe, Mich.
Oct. 23, 1934.

New York Stock Exchange
Dear Sir

I wonder if you could give me the total Stoack Sales.
Before 10:00 A.M. in the same day Witch they are put

in the paper. Take the total sales for Oct. 22, 1934 total
sales was 574.090 those three that I have mark is the only
one that 1 want to Know,

if you can give me those three numbers in the Stock
Bales, In day Pitch they come out in. If you can write and
let me know and I will make you and I some money

Hopeing to hear from you real soon

Jan. 18th - 31

To 'Vhom It may concern -

If you can in any way coromunicat the H. Y. Stock Sales re¬
port to me in advance of publication - It will bo your
"fifty" in a betting proposition - which is paying 6 for 1.
ff you will favor me with your cooperation In this effort -
I shall very deeply appreciate the same. And assure all
will be strickly confidential.

for instance, I should receive Tens-lay's resport on
on Tuesday flight or early Tensday A.T . In order to have
our bet placed, before publication.

After your favorable reply to this note - I shall
further explain.

Trusting you for a Confidential reply.
I am very truly yours,

2429 T, Oxford St, Phila. Pa.



May 9-35
New York Stock Exchange dear sir Just a line to ask you
how much would C& service Be for the total sales shares
Every day Just as soon as it out in new York we will Pay
for it and we want it. By Cd an will let you let me na how
much it will Be I will Pay you 30 days at the time for the
nuirBer and would love to Heere from you at once I will nay
you for the service and Please let me Here from you at once.

Prom
1401 Jeffesan st
Baltimore md

Youngstown Ohio
June 3, 1935

President N. Y. Stock Exchange:

Dear Sir:
Can the N Y Stock reports be fixed. If so Please give

me the last two figures in thousands and first figure in
hundreds for Saturday June 8, 1935.

I will keep this a Secret and split what ever, way you
want. Pays 500 to 1 on all numbers except 000, 100, 101,
125, 313, and. 725 they Pay 300 to 1. I need 1,500 to Pay a
mortgage off. Yours. soq Fahoning
ave. Youngatown Ohio. If interested wire me the number.
A1 32 03 D4 and so on. Till Play M6 dollars on number. I
am Just a young Faired man.

1021 t. Horah St.
Salisbury N.S,
October 8-35

New York Stock Exchange
General Office
New York City

Dear Sir:-

I am sending this letter trying to get some information
concerning Butter and Eggs. I am in a small racket here, 11-
and the only chance I have to get the best of this racket -
I must know (a day before) the final average on the total of
butter and the same with Eggs. T will send you $1.00 per
day without fail - if you try and send me these reports.
By your close checking you may be able to send me (the about
report) of the next day.

Yours Very Truly

1021 W. Honah St.
Salisbury N.S.



Dear President
I hear much talking about Bond and Stock sale. And

also there I know that People get nummers from Detroit to
play. They have to pay |5«0Q for a nummer that comes out in
3 days. He is really good in giving numbers out. I ask
his name but they keep It secret.

I just thinking over that and I wonder if there would
be one send me twice or once a week a stright stock number
by giving the numrrer in Alphabet D.G.H. 478 or It was 487
D.H.O. by Telegram. If I get the Telegram by 12| o'clock
noon I can get it in my 1 o*clock. I never would play more
as a Dollar or '1.50 but would pay the one that give m© the
Nummber "250.00 for each nummer. Indeed I keep secret too.

I could only play a dollar as they not allow more too.
I Just thought It would be a good idea too.

Dolumbus, Ohio.

Maple drove Ht.
Hubbard Ohio
tTune 1033 v

New York Stock Market
Mew York

Dear Sirs;

I heard from different people that they have a hot tip
from Mew York. Hot numbers. How much is a hot number? I
vould like to have one just to get a little money and climb
out of a hole (pay debts), "hen you give numbers "if you
give any" do they always come out as you send them (straight
or Box) "Tas 223 a tip from Mew York?" It came out 232,
I'll do my best to make It right with you.

Kindly answer this letter as it means a lot to me.
"Thank you."

Yours truly-

Maple Grove St ^
Hubbard Ohio,

Answer tell me how much a number cost. One that "Gil come
out soon. Please.



Beauty shope,
1436 orlean st.
Balto M.d.

Dear Sir:
Just a few lines to ask you about your stock sales to

ask you that each day when you close out you total would
it be possible that you could call in to roe by phone no.
Wafe (?) 2368. ask to speak to 1436 orlean st.
see it is a number Racket here, and only way you can win
is to get a tip now if you would call the total in for that
day before 12 o'clock I be sure of winning and will grantee
you one hundred to 3 hundred dollas a day but twice a week
or 3 times a week because you have a day chance to receied
your, I been the New York Stock No for 2 year haven hit
yet. and would split with you twice a week now to date is
the 10. and your total in the Balto paper is 990,000 shares -
that made the stock number today 900.

Please write me and let me no. and if we can we take
it slow and for a long time 3 hundred dollars a week. I
grantee you all they have this number racket here and the
Banker have mad Billions of dollar they can stand to loose
a little now, see I have to get it before 12 o'clock in
the day. this paber is out about 2 o'clock I think that is
or 4 o'clock and may we play our last no. ticket at 2 o'clock
and I have to no the total that will be public in the
Evening News.
Yours truly . 1436 orlean st« Bate.

(tfter a reply from the Stock Exchange stating that it was
impossible for anyone to know the number before the trading
closed in the afternoon the following letter was received
from the same person that sent the letter above.)

. ' s
Beauty shoppe

1436 Orlean st.
Balto Yd.
4/13/35

Dear Secretey-
You letter recleved. Very sorry it seems as if T am

dreaming I am in such hard Business, now I mad© arrgemet
that at 2-15 the article can be Place, and I am willing to
split fifty-fifty, Yith each day I have it. Using a code
send me a copy of code bean use, I am only a player have
lost all never had a break, this is a copy of lost to day -
cant cash a bet. and the stock today - 018. Race - 9^4, I
get clost but cant hit please send me in this Envelope and
article. I read my own mall no one will no. please send me



a copy of 1 234 56 that how it is readin parts, Write and
tell ire how old is the New York Herald, I fcerfed it was there
bundred-and fifty of age code. When do the New York saving
time bengin see here is no saving time you closed early and
are still on the same time write me at once, I could not
find answer to question I had in mind. Please make me
understand by writing or calling.

Yours ^es -

S.p. Trite and tell me when the daylight saving time began,
that make you close early and T guess by that time you bets
will be Place at 1(o'clock on Saturday stock bets roes In
10 A,m, - if you will call me over tel-phone at 2 o'clock I
can place my bets at 2,15, then with your home address you
can recive a tel-Gam containing 4 hundred and fifty split.
Trite me and let me no by rtrn mall. I will be at the tel-
phone on the date waiting you let me no in this lettr.

1290 ?"t, Vernon Ave.
Columbus, Ohio.
Sept. IT, 1032

Mr, PIchard Vhitney-
Dear Sir

I am a young man, and want to enter college this fall.
But my finance will not permit me to do so. And my reason
for writing you I wonder If you would heir me. Not by giving
Cash, but if you could send me the Big board bohd sale or He-
vised Bond sale figures once or twice a week. So I might
make ©nought money to pay my tuitions, Tf I could get it
once a week. I could make my self twenty or twenty five
dollars and I could play It for you also. To pay for your
kindness. The figures in both are played from the Thousand
figures or the three middle numbers. There is no work and
I want to enter college ever so bad. You can wire me or call
me long distance. If you call, call Fairfax 0103. and ask
for P. Smith or wire to the above address,

I will certainly appreciate you sending me the number.
As you know If you can cend it so I might get it by twelve
thirty though the week or by ^en Thirty on Saturday, if
you will be kind enought to favor a poor boy In that way I
will assure you no one will ever know anything about it, T
will send yours by telegraph Just as soon as f get paid,
Please write and let me know whether you can do it or not.
Thanking you in advance,

Sincerely yours,

After receiving a letter asking about the number racket which
Stock Exchangeofficials sent to the writer of the above
letter he replied as followst



1290 Mt, Vernon. Ave,
Columbub, Ohio ,
Sept, 25, 1932

l'r. 3-reen:
Dear Sir:

I rec'd your reply to my recent letter and I im very
sorry to know that you cannot help me. There is a couple of
clearing houses in Columbus and they are backing the Revised
bond sales numbers. And T thought if you could or would be
kind ©nought to wire it to me once or twice. The number
tickets must be in about Twelve Thirty A,!', oclock on the
weekdays air1 at Ten-Thirty A ,F. on Saturdays and then they
pay off around Four thirty in the afternoon. The number
which T wish you could send is the thousand figures as these
numbers read. Tf the total revised bond sales reach
4-10 (789)300. The number encircled are the numbers which
they read and pay on every day. That there is buseiness on
the Stock Farket. If couple of times I could make ©nought
to pay my expenses in school and I could also send you as
much pb a Hundred Dollars each time you send It. I could
play thirty cents and get "180 one Fundred and eighty dollars,
that would be *Q0 ninety Dollars each. Twice a week would
make us both some money, Tf you will please send it, No
one will ever know anything about it. That Is the reason I
am writing you because I know your*re the one that can give
me the total revised Bond Bale figures early enough to get
our play In, I suppose the market closes business about
twelve o'clock each day. Tf you could possibly wire me that
number any day before 12:30 o'clock. You kno't know what a
burden you would be taking off of me. and a big help toward
my schooling, I know you could send it and no one would
know anything about it, Please write me and let me know
what day you can or will send it. As I might have a new
address and I" can. If you can send it I think my new ad¬
dress will be 689 E, Capital St. and. X repay you each time
you send it. As you know there is no work and I am to honest
I don't or would not steal a penny and this way of securing
money is honest and as long as no one knows where the right
numbers comes from. They will pay off as you might not know
they pay 6.00 for 1 cent, on guessing the right number, for
each and every day, as yesterday the number they paid off on
was 789. You know what position that number was in. Please
think this over and try and help a poor boy out, as this does
not cost you any thing and I will pay the wire on it, and pay
you 490,00 dollars every time you send it. Hoping that I
will hear from you any day this week with the number, Address
it to 689 E, Capital St, Fire me Just put the desired number
in the telegram and I will khow what it is or you can write
the whole Revised Bond sale figures and I know which one to
play from. Hoping to hear from you real soon.

Bery truly yours



Pittsburgh, Pa*
January 3, 1931

Personal
To the Manager
Of the hew York
Stock Exchange.

Dear Sir:
After reading in -the paper that you were going to with

hold the dally figures in the exchange to discourage "Num¬
bers" gambling, the thought came to me that if you would
compare the stock gambling with the other you would find that
considering it from every angle you would be better off not
to make a statement of that kind.

!Ty savings of a life time of hard work are all tied up
in the stock market at an appalling loss, as you could easily
check on the books of my Broker Post and Plagg. yet I am
not a hard loser, but have resorted to the "Number" game to
try and retrieve at least a part of my losses, the only un¬
fair part of the latter game is that of changing the figures
to suit the "Racketeer" that is where I call the game crooked
and that would be up to your own people.

If you still continue to pubileh the figures help it to
be strictly on the square.

Very truly

728 Litchfield "t.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

1/13/51
Dear Sir,

In regards to numbers I fell some of them have been
tampered with as looking over my cards I have found they do
not correspond and I think that the bankers are looking after
themselves as they have a man to switch number so the poorer
people cant hit any number - en I know this to be a fact as
we have proof on tip cards.

On Jan 2nd 739-277 neither being right - would like to
know if you call this fair play, as a lot of poor people are
playing and want honest dealings - would like to hear from
you no please take notice and attend to this.

Sincerely

dsn. Delivery
Buffalo, N. Y.



Dec. 18 — 1932
284 Parson et.

Dear sir
I am write you for someklng right in these Bond. I

was in new york thoday and the no was 374 and it was here
898 - that on the 15 and that not right. I like to play
the no I knot that and it been going on they turn the no
rong and would like to chch the no it some time been play¬
ing for 13 month.

this
_



APPENDIX C

Services of St. Ruth's Spiritualist Church
Orleans and Konroe Avenues, Detroit, Michigan

Friday, Jan. 18, 1935
81OO o'clock F.N.



Congregational 31nglng -

"Let Jesus load you; let Jesus lead you;
Let Jesus lead you; let Jesus lead you;
All the way from earth to Heaven,
let Jesus lead you all the way."

Choir - "I will follow where he leads

Repetition of Lord's Prayer, ending, "God is infinite love,

all in all, be it so. Amen."
Choir -

I/adapi ;;mipy.$i

7e are indeed glad to be out her© together; indeed glad

to see so many people's faces and ask undivided attention. "re

bring Dr. Palmer to you and he will speak to you out of his

heart of hearts.

Dr. Palmers

Dr. Johnson, associated members and friends, peace be

unto you as I come before you tonight to teach you Clod's word

and to endeavor to tell you the truth about how we should

live in this world and what is our duty and how we should

live before our fellowmen. I am going to read you some

portion of the fifth chapter of St. Mathew, about the twenty-

eighth verse. I am going to take my subject from this

twenty-eighth verse, and I am not going to be before you

only a few minutes, so I want us to turn our minds within and

send us good thoughts while I endeavor to expound to you the

word of God and nothing else but the truth.



But I say unto you, that whosoever looketh
on a woman to lust after her hath committed
adultery with her already in his heart, and if thy
right eye offend thee, pluck it out, and cast it
from thee; for it is profitable for thee that one
of thy members should perish, and not that thy
whole body should be cast into hell. And if thy
right hand offend thee, cut it off, and cast it
from thee, for it Is profitable for thee that one
of thy members should perish, and not that thy
whole body should be cast into hell. It hath
been said, whosoever shall put away his wife, let
him give her a writing of divorcement. But T
say unto you, that whosoever shall put away his
wife, saving for the cause of fornication/
oauseth her to commit adultery and whosoever
shall marry her that is divorced, committeth
adultery. Again ye have heard that it hath been
said by them of old time, thou shalt not forswear
thyself, but ehalt perform unto the lord thine
oaths.

I'm taking my subject from the twenty-eighth verse -

about this woman. fter I go into this, I want you to send

me the best you have got that you may be able to see who this

woman is, We understand we hove been looking at this picture

of woman as a beautiful thing, as representing the luxuries

of life; picturing this woman as on the carnal side of life,

but not the way she has been preached to us from time to

time, but in the light of things that the carnal mind desire,

When you look at this woman, we don't want you to take a

picture of this woman sitting here, but as the things you

cannot give up life; things that the heart crave for - auto¬

mobiles, clothes, luxuries; some of the carnal side of life;

that what we lust after, what we find ourselves are in the

lower seat of our consciousness when w© become grafting and



lustlng; and pulling after that woman - money, good clothe©,

everything pertaining to the lustiness of this life* But

we find that 3-od Is unfolding His word that men and women may

see and understand themselves, that they can meditate on the

divine cower to unfold that knowledge that He has given*

There are two sides to this subject - the carnal side and

the spiritual side* lod help me this night* I want you to

know what it mean© by putting this woman and. how you should

put her away* When we become so Ignorant to the fact that

we doesn't understand ourselves, then we don't know how to

put that woman away, but we can get this picture that this

woman represents, the weakness of the masculine part which

is man, to lust after the feminine which is woman. Not only

the feminine, but what we want to say Is, that we lust after

isn't only the feminine part, but after the luxuries of this

world that will cause us to sin and go in darkness after the

evil things of this -world* lod has laid a plan for us to go

by - a plan of coming in touch with that divine power. He

showed us when He went up on Ht* Olive in the high state of

mind, where we can live above the carnal things of life. He

want to show you how to cut off your understanding from these

things* If they offend you, it doesn't mean to cutt off your

material hand, but that you should cut off the things that is

causing your mind to go into that state and lay the sublime

aside*



That woman is the taek of this world, but the things that

we love in life. When we lay Him aside, we are divorcing that

woman# If your eye offend you, pluck it out and let's become

single. en our right hand offend, let's cut it off. That

spiritual high within can fit right on your understanding of

the spiritual side of life and keep you marching up this

changed highway and dismiss the evil things of this life and

live pure, holy and sanctified In life.

Sod help me to speak the truth. It Is good. We have

been blindfolded so long and the teachers who have been

teaching us have not been telling us the truth.

Congregational singing - "'then the Saints Go Marching In."

Madam 111 lain Bi

I know we enjoyed that lesson tonight because Jesus was

teaching it to us. You know, the word of God is right any

way it comes. You know, it makes us feel good anyway, nr.

Palmer, he did not have long enough to get said what he wanted

to get said. We will have Madam. Holmes to come forward now.

Congregational Singing - "Lord I Want to be a Christian In

My Heart."

Madam Holmes:

Dr. Johnson, officers, members, also associated ministers

of the gospel, we want to thank the Lord for keeping us well

this day, for sparing us to be able to come out again to the

Temple of God, and I want to say too, ask you for your best



thoughts while we try to give you a word of the Lord, What¬

ever the spirits permit us to say we will say in the name of

the Lord and we ask you to pray for us to deliver to you what

the Lord permits for through the spirit all things are well,

We want to again study in the same chapter just read, hut we

will begin at the forty-third verse -

Ye have heard that it hath been said,
thou shalt love thy neighbor and hate thin©
enemy. But I say unto you, love thine enemies,
bless them that curse you, do good to them that
hate you and pray for them which dispitefully
use you and persecute you. That you may be the
children of your Father which is in heaven, for
He maketh His sun to rise on the evil and on the
good and sendeth rain on the just and unjust. For
if ye love them which love you, what reward have
ye? Do not even publicans the same? And if ye
salute your brethren only,what do ye even the
publicans so? Be ye therefore perfect as your
Father which is in heaven is perfect.

First, we want to say that we enjoyed the wonderful mes¬

sage coming from brother Palmer, Rev, Palmer stated to us

about love, "e see these two characters that were mentioned

In these two lessons - the woman and divorcement. We would

see this woman as Jesus was demonstrating to us, as love,

showing us how to lov© one another, doing unto others as we

would have them do unto us. This lesson - looking on the

carnal side of life, showing divorcement in a spiritual way,

as turning aside from that which is wrong, taking hold of

what is before us, turning away from an evil mind. Then we

get tired of a thing, we are ready to let it go, Re see this

woman as a beautiful character, one that knows what It means



to strive after a thing and seek after God In spirit and

truth. If we want to get in touch with the Father, we want

to see her In this lesson as love, and Christ shows us how

beautiful it is for us to also love our enemies. We cannot

do it of ourselves, but in the spirit, Jesus shows us how in

the teaching of disciples on the mountain. He was showing

us that we roust love our eneroles, do good to them that per¬

secute us, even love those who hate us. "-fe cannot do it of

ourselves, but Jesus is showing us in this beautiful lesson

that love takes the place of hate - doing good to thero.

see in this beautiful lesson how He tells us to love as little

children, lay aside the things that so easily beset us which

is ourselves. So long as we are wrapped up In self, w© look

at our brother and we hate because we do not look as Jesus

has. taught us. fe know that God loves us because we are all

children of God. How necessary it is for us to love one

another. For if we love them, those which only love us,

what reward have we? The sinner has great respect for them

he knows love hiro. But He is showing us how beautiful it Is

to love everyone. Every roan and woman is a manifestation of

God and, he is showing us that we must be perfect even as He

was as His Father, and He was showing us a lesson through

the Father and it is through Him that we get to the Father;

and showing us that the sun rises on the evil as well as the

good. W© roust follow after Christ in spirit and in truth



and life ourselves up above this life and let our light

shine through out souls, We are striving every day of our

life to be as God has taught His disciples. We are striving

if we can't do anything but say 'praise be to God* to those

who are good to us, or even to hand a glass of water to the

thirsty, but do it with all of our heart, not with an out¬

ward show to the world, and holding within our mind continual¬

ly the lord and Savior Jesus Christ. Let us love one another

even those that hate us dispitefully, us© us selfishly. The

greatest persecution that a man has is in his own mind. You

know if we could get up our mind above adversity - but it is

hard to see the truth while w© are overcome by the evil. If

we lift up our mind, there is nothing that would hinder us.

W© thank you for these remarks.

Congregational Singing - "3tand By Fe,M

Fadam Williams:

You know, I could Just sit and listen because my soul

is Just filled. You know, Just so many wonderful thoughts

and beautiful things have been said. You know, we all know

that woman was made for a man, so was the luxuries of life,

but we let that lust cut us off from serving God. God in¬

tended that we should have automobiles, good clothes, and

luxuries, but we must first look upon them as the blessings

of God. You know, everybody wants to live good; everybody

wants luxuries. You can have an evil mind and you have got



what you want. W@ have a blessing of God in the greatness

that we have achieved. That is what those things are for,

what you have accomplished, but you know we forget. *?• for¬

get to do our duty, forget the churchj we eommS.t adultery on

God. Brother Parker brought it home to me tonight. You

know, we pin so much on a person. B©$aus$ I don't run

around, that doesn't mean that I don't commit adultery. You

are committing adultery every day of your life. Let your

right eye offend you, pluck it. It don't mean reach up and

pull it out, but whatever you are doing that disturbs God,

cut it out. You know, Just self, self, desire. Gut it out

and live in the spirit. You know, once you have been woke

up, your mind is awake. You are getting something inward.

Your whole body is trying to heal one little evil doing that

you have done that has cut you off from God. You know, if

you have Just one thing that offends, all our members must

be subject to the ill of God. I could Just talk on and on

forever, but I must cut off. I want to leave this with you.

Don't you see how wonderful it Is to have a teacher to come

to you and unfold the spirit. W© all looked at it Just on©

way and the entire town was committing adultery and doing

everything wrong, and thought we were doing right - Just

like the foolish virgin. If I obeys the will of God, he

will give m© everything I want. Don't be lifted up in self.

You know, having this wonderful teacher her© tonight, it ie



a blessing of God.

Congregational Singing - "I'm A-Gonna Give All I Can For My

lord."

Madam Johnsont

These three sermons tonight - my little daughter, Mrs.

Holmes and Br. Palmer - It mad© It so plain to us. I wouldn't

say it at all, but I bear witness to the truth. It made my

soul feel good. I feel happy all over. The word of God Is

truth. Brother Palmer backed up the teachings of Christ.

Then lust is sin and you have the spirit of God ringing in

your heart, then we won't have no desire to lust. T© want

to get the power of the Holy Ghost within. lust is a sin to

God, an enemy to God. Go we should keep our minds and bodies

free from lust. e can lust in the mind, and when we do,

we are sinning. let us be perfect, even as the Father Is

perfect. Jesus said there is none but the Father, but If we

have the Father within us, then we can live up to the stan¬

dard, because we was made a holy people, so let us stand in

that order of God. But \ve fell from man, so let us rise and

shine and wake up our body and not let sin lust in our body.

God wants us to search after righteousness. I thank God for

the word of God because every word is true. If anyone wants

to live in Christ and don't want to let sin lust In their

mortal bodies; I want to see If there Is one; T want you to

come. Just strive for righteousness and truth. It Is



beautiful to live this way. He will give us everything we

want, everything we need. Sometimes we want too much, but

He gives us our needs. He knows what every man needs. If

anyone wants to come, come while the choir is giving its

selection.

Madam Vllllama:

"*e have done as the Lord commands and yet there is room.

Pray that we may teach the word of the truth. The officers

will come before you.

Mr. "<111 lama:

I think we had a wonderful sermon tonight; three of

them - your eye, pluck it out. The greatest of those com¬

mandments is character, you know, so I want to ask you for

some money.

Collection.

Officer, Iniys

My good friends, I am going to ask you for $1*47*

Friends, we he.ve got only about a dollar. It's a little

chilly out, but let's stretch out our fingers and get busy

and give some money. Money Is the fruit of all evils, but

it has its own purposes. I mean everybody, so let's get down

in our pockets, now give me some money.

Madam Johnaon:

Those of you who want a test message, those of you who

have the little card, my pupils will speak to you. I think



they are wonderful, don't you? You know how when you are so

hungry and just a bite of bread gets down in you, don't it
feel good? Just life they preach, they can reap, so every¬

body buy a ticket tonight. (At this time a oenny-collection

was taken. later, a silver offering was given, evervone

contributing received a bottle of holy ointment.}

Song by Choir.

Rev. Johnson (while collection is being taken)

Holy ointment will not do you any goo-^ 1* vonr thmimhts

are not right. You have got to have the right minds to get

anything good. You are getting fifty cents worth of oil

for a dime tonight. You can count it as a blessing. If you

stand in need of it and it Is right, He will give it to us.

If our thoughts are not right, you will know It right quick.

Let ue lift our minds tonight.

Prayer by Rev, Johnson -

Ladaro Johnson:

I know our hearts are filled. The mediums will please

come forward. We are going to ask Rev, Williams and Rev.

Holmes, two of the mediums here, to give you messages. Just

first raise up your hands; they will give them to you, (Rev.

Palmer also acted as a medium,)

Lessee 1.

A very bright condition stands around you at this time.

You are holding something in your hand. Alright? You under-



stand? Hold fast to this as the spirit tells me you will be

successful. You will be successful.

Aeasage 2.

The spirit tells me at this time you are not feeling so

well. You have a cold? 1 feel a hoarseness in my chest.

The spirit brings a clearing-house number to you also. Com©

to me after this service and X will give It to you. Alright?

Message d.

Alright, honey, I want to com© to you tonight, and watch

yourself very carefully and it's alright. Watch yourself very

carefully. There is a green vibration around you, my friend,

and through the beautiful spirit, I see you will be very

successful In receiving your desire. A kiss will come to you

in receiving this desire. Watch yourself very carefully.

Alright?

Message 4.

I want to come in touch with a spirit - alright. Some¬

thing means much to you. Have you had a vision lately?

Watch yourself carefully. There is a wonderful power around

you. I want to get a nervous condition from around you.

You are striving forcibly. Alright? I want to say to you,

look forward and you will be successful. Alright? Watch

this vision. Urge hard. You will have much power coming

over you and you will be very successful, dear. Alright?

Message 5.



There is a vision of something. Watch yourself care¬

fully and something tells m© this condition will be success¬

ful. I see you striving, dear heart. *ateh yourself very

carefully, dear heart. Alright. Alright? It comes so

close to you. Watch yourself and you will be successful,

said the spirit. Alright?

Message 6.

I want to come in to you, dear, and when I come in

touch with, alright, a beautiful cloud is over you. The

spirit brings cotton to you. Watch yourself very carefully

and you will succeed, said the spirit* A bridge is standing

before you and you will be successful in crossing this con¬

dition. You recognize this condition? I am a travelling

spirit. I want to say to you, alright, I want to say to

you, the year brings a bright message here to you also.

Also, I want to say, there is a big crossing; watch yourself.

Alright. You will be successful In receiving your heart's

desire.

hessage 7 (to Rev. Johnson).

You are striving in the spirit for work and the spirit

tells me that you will be successful. I ee© you striving for

a higher position and I want to say that you are striving very

forcibly with a carnal mind, striving so hard to overcome.

Alright, alright. I must say to you, dear heart, you are

pulling very forcibly. The spirit claims you are overcoming



this condition, alright, darling, when I come in touch ivith

you, the spirit tells me you have saw this little vision.

A very strong force fighting against me. I see bright

lights when I come in touch with this condition. Now I feel

better. Alright?

Hoy. Johnson:

You know, there Is more to these meetings than gi%ring

numbers. I mean, this Is a thing that has kind of blinded

the eyes of people. They only want test messages. Everybody

is looking for a number. If left with me, I would have them

all fixed and out in my hand to give them to you. If you

don't give the readings to the people, they think you don't

want them around. I don't want to be a preacher. I want to

be just what Cod wants me to be. You all want me to read -

to tell you whether you are going to hit that man's policy

house or not. I can't blame you for that. Everybody wants

something. It seems, though, that people who don't need gets

something and people who needs can't get it.

I see something I don't like. Somebody getting out a

pencil, getting ready to write. I don't Ilk© that.

Congregational singing -

KessageJ,.

I come to you with a very disgusted condition. You work

with coal, dear heart? (answers no, ma'am). For some reason

the spirit brings this manifestation, (answer: I hauls coal



alright. I don't take it home. I mean ,Alright, the

spirit tells me - I got a red wagon, truck or something, and

two horses. The spirit brings me in contact with the busi¬

ness of the wagon a long, long time ago. I want to say, the

spirit is bringing to you prosperity and success, shows me

that you will be able to get what you want. It comes yellow.

Do you understand the message? (answer; what I am looking

for is dough. I mean money.)

Mesj&a£e_2.

Son, I want to come in contact with you. For some

reason I am getting a beautiful baby. So beautiful. The

little spirit is there with you. You are wanting to know

when you will be able to overcome a striving condition which

has been with you for sometime. Some things you are doing

are not right, but you are trying to overcome. Be careful

in this, for somebody else has got pants on too besides you.

You will come out alright. And the spirit shows me a white

woman in your life. I get an old face for some reason. You

have something like a responsibility within yourself. Alright?

And the spirit shows you are a good man, but you sometimes

go to the contrary, but watch and be careful and you will

come out successful in your undertaking. Watch this message.

he asaae 3.

I hear the name of 'John' so forcibly when I come In

contact with you. John brings a little worry. Alright? I



want to say to you, bless your heart, the spirit brings me

In contact with incense. Burn some and you will get your

desire. You are trying so hard to figure this out, As

the spirit brings out so beautifully by so doing, - brings

me in touch with you with the number 141, You understand?

Use it, says the spirit and you will come our alright,

Message 4,

•Yhen I contact your spirit, I am contacting a personal

condition, you understand me, bless your heart. The spirit

says, pray and pray much and you will be able to bring your¬

self out alright. There is a vibration of a sister which

comes so beautifully comes to you and leads you. She is

walking with you and will carry you to prosperity and suc¬

cess, 3h© can bring you out alright. You will come out

alright. Before this time tomorrow night, you will be

blessed. Watch yourself.

Fessage 5.

?hen I com© to you I am despondent a little. They are

putting a bouquet on you. Understand? You are kind of tired

and worried a little, and have not been feeling so well. You

are going to receive a letter, says the spirit, ^he spirit

is crying for you, Quit working so hard, for you are not so

strong. It is too much for your size. Always take a lazy

person's portion. Don't walk so fast and go so many places.

Anxiety is overshadowing you because there is something you



ought to look into that means a lot to you. Keep away from

it because it is useless. You need some rest.

ressa^e 6.

As I com© to you, I get a man very prominent in church

work. You come to me like an officer in church. You want

something to get yourself some money. I contact with a

wanting condition. You want to be successful. In three days

the spirit is going to bless you with your desire. There is

something you are looking into tomorrow, like something hitched

to a block of wood. Watch yourself very closely here. The

spirit brings this church for some reason and so many colored

people in this church. Alright? Do you understand me there?

Alright. Watch yourself.

Message 7.

Alright. Your thoughts are so very strong and powerful

that you have made the letters around you there. Yes, I see

a matter of a financial condition. I would like to say a

pretty girl is coming to you bringing you blessings. You

are so over-anxious about this condition, striving for some

little time and it has not worked out to your satisfaction

yet. The spirit brings me in contact with a busy spirit,

trying to bring something right away so you can be blessed.

There is a change in your mind that you are going to make.

There is a beautiful spirit singing and a beautiful girl

bringing this condition. The spirit shows me three large



whit© potatoes. I don't see your condition changing right

away or materializing very soon, watch yourself along said

lines and you will he helped by the spirit.

Message 8.

I want to come to you here suffering with a cold. When

I get in touch with your beautiful forces, you can hear bells

ringing in your ear; like a bell far off. You suffer with

your eyes jumping? You are looking to be successful also

too, and as the spirit brings m© this message for you you

have been dreaming of black man so very forcibly. Kind of

rough. He means you good. Alright?

As I come to you, you are hard of understanding. Not

hard of hearing. You understand what I mean? I see you

going up a stairway, kind of dark. Be careful of going up

this stairway in too big a hurry. You also want to be fi¬

nancially blessed. I am undecided about the personal matter.

You have gas in your system and it works around your heart.

You are too young to suffer this. Throw that condition off.

The spirit holds up a beautiful apron, 'Vhite, with a belt

and with red In it. You will be successful.

Message 10.

There is a shadow that passes over you and there Is

also a man standing there In front of you and he holds your

hand like he would be handing you something. You work with



policy? (answer: I do) As I get In touch with you again,

the spirit shows me you have a personal affair that makes you

a little nervous at times* Watch and pray, 1 sea good

things here in the future for you. You are going to be very

successful in the things you have been looking to for the

last two years, but watch yourself very closely, I see

leaves turning, kind of fast. You understand? Alright.

There is a big, stout, brown skin man, with his hair close

to his head, A business type of man. Watch this man. I

see money coming to you soon. It's not finance you need,

but you want. Alright?



APPENDIX D

Glossary of Terms Used in Number Gambling



1. HIT - to win.

2. HOUSE - a number gambling organization.

3. BANK - see house.

4. WHEEL - see house.

5. BOCK - see house.

6. HITEH - a person who solicits and takes wagers for a
number gambling establishment.

7. RUNNER - see writer.

8. POLICY - a number game in which the winners are deter¬
mined by an arbitrary drawing of numbered slips
from a container. There are seventy-eight of
these slips numbered from one to seventy-eight.
At each drawing 12, 24, or 36 of these numbers
are drawn depending on the type of house. In
order to win, the numbers selected by the player
must be among those drawn.

9. DRAWING - the selection of the winning numbers in policy.

10. OPERATOR - an employee of a number gambling establish¬
ment whose duty is to draw the numbers in policy.
The term is frequently used also for an indi¬
vidual who owns a number gambling establishment.

11. SINGLE HOUSE - a policy house in which 12 numbers are
drawn at each drawing.

12. DOUBLE HOUSE - a policy house in which 24 numbers are
drawn at each drawing.

13. TRIPLE HOUSE - a policy house in which 36 numbers are
drawn at each drawing.

14. LOUISIANA LOTTERY - a term for policy in some sections
of the country. The term was more widely used
at an earlier time.

15. KENTUCKY LOTTERY - term for policy in some sections of
the country. The term was more v^idely used at
at earlier time.



15. A.M. DRAWING - the morning drawing in policy. Usually
takes place at 12 o'clock noon.

17, P.M. DRAWING - the afternoon drawing in policy. Usually
takes place at 4 p.m.

IB, NUMBERS - a number gam© in which the player selects for
v#ager some three digit number within the range
of 000 to 999. The winning number is derived
from various published figures such as those
of stock exchanges, bond markets, clearing
houses, and race tracks, The particular digits
selected as the winning number vary from place
to place.

19. NIGGER POOL - a term used in some sections to designate
all types of number games. In some sections
it refers specifically to the "numbers" game.

20. RACE LU7UEL3 - a "numbers''game in which the winning num¬
ber is based upon the racing results of any
well known race track. The number is obtained
by totalling the figures In the "win", "place",
and "show" columns of certain of the races.

21. 1, 2, 3 MUTUELS - a "numbers" game in which the winning
number is obtained by totalling the win, olace,
and show columns of the first, second and third
races.

22. 3* 5, 7 rUTUEIB - a "numbers" game where the winning
number is obtained from the sum of the first
three, first five, and first seven races.

23. CLEARING HOUSE - a "numbers" game in which the winning
number is derived from the daily quotation of
money cleared at some local or regional clear¬
ing house. The term is commonly used to desig¬
nate all "numbers" games whose figures are
based on the published quotations of financial
organlzations.

24. POLICY BLIP - a slip of paper on which are printed the
results of the drawing in policy,

25. HOT NUMBER - a number that is being heavily played by
the public.



26. PICK-UP HAN - a person who collects the money taken In
by the writers and delivers it to the head¬
quarters.

27. RATE CARD - cards distributed by the gambling estab¬
lishment on which are printed the odds paid on
the various games and on the various types of
play.

28. BOX - a type of play In "numbers" where an Individual
wagers on every possible combination of the
three digit number which he selects.

29. ONE NUMBER PLAY - a type of play In "numbers" where an
individual places a wager on the first, middle
or last digit of the three digit row.

30. BOLEITA - a type of play in "numbers" where an indivi¬
dual places a wager on the last two digits of
the three digit row.

31. FOUR NUMBER PIAY - a variation of the three digit "box"
play in which a four digit number is used
instead of a three digit one. The wager is
upon any three digit combination that can be
derived from the four numbers.

32. NIGHT NUMBER - a number game in which the range of
numbers is from 111-999. The winning number
Is determined by throwing dice, or by drawing
a number from a container. The number Is not
made public before 10:30 p.m.

33. DAY NUMBER - a type of play in policy In which the indi¬
vidual wagers on a single number to appear In
the drawing.

34. FIAT - a type of play In policy In which the individual
wagers on two numbers to appear In the drawing.

35. BIDS - a type of play in policy In which the individual
wagers on two numbers to appear consecutively
In the drawing.

36. HORSE - a type of play In policy in which the individual
wagers on four numbers to appear in the drawing.



37. JACK - a type of play in policy in which the Individual
wagers on four numbers to appear in the drawing.

38. (JIG - a type of play in policy in which the individual
wagers on three numbers to appear in th© drawing.

39. MAGIC GIG - the gig 4-11-44.

40. V/AGHWOMAN'3 GIG - see magic gig.

41. FIAT GIG - where the individual numbers of a gig are
wagered upon to appear in specific nositions
In the drawing.

42. ON THE: NOSE - playing a number without variations.
''agoring on a gig, for example, without wagering
on sides, flats, saddles, etc.

43. TAKE - the total amount of money collected by an estab¬
lishment for each drawing in policy or for each
day in "numbers."

44. FAY-OFF - the payment of winning wagers by the number
bank.

45. GOOD LUCK OIL - an oil believed to bring good luck In
number gambling if applied to hands, face, or
clothing,

46. INFO - information.

47. HOLY OIL - see good luck oil,

48. SUREIHO OFF - a method of underwriting numbers which
are heavily played.

49. COVER BANK - a gambling establishment which specializes
in underwriting the wagers against other houses
(see sureing off),

50. SADDLE - a type of play in policy in which th© last two
numbers of a gig are wagered upon as well as
the gig Itself,

51. STOVEPIPE - a type of play in policy in which two num¬
bers are chosen to represent a horizontal
column and a series of numbers (usually eight)
to represent a vertical column. To win in this
type of play th© two numbers of the horizontal
column must appear in the drawing with one of
the numbers In the vertical column.



52, ELBOW - the horizontal column of a stovepipe,

53. PIPE - the vertical column of a stovepipe,

54, GIGS-HORSE - a type of play in policy in which the
player selects four numbers and wagers on any
three of them to appear in the drawing.

55. BUG - a type of play In policy in which the player
selects a series of numbers any two of which
must appear in a specific combination with a
specified third number to win, A bug Is
written thus:

78 5
\ /
45

16

56. TWO-WAY BUG - a bug consisting of two gigs. The example
given above ($55) Is a two-way bug consisting
of the two gigs - 78-45-36, 16-45-5#

57. FIVE-WAY BUG - a bug consisting of five gigs. The five
way bug is written thus:

35 78
i\ /i
19- 37—15
'/ \ 1

13 53

The five gigs are 36-19-13, 78-15-63, 13-37-78,
36-37-63, and 19-37.15.

58. EIOPT-WAY BUI - a bug consisting of eight gige. """h#
eight-way bug is written thuss

18- 2-20
l\ 1/ I
3 — 51 — 4

— o—ll

The eight gige are 18-2-20, 3-cl-Af O.o.ii.
18-3-6, 2-81-9, 20-4-11, 18.51-11, 20-81-6.

59 SFIDSR - see bug.



60. CARRIER - term applied to the central number in a bug.
In the above examples (55# 57, 58) 45, 37»
and 51 are the carriers.

61. HIDEES - term applied to all numbers in a bug other than
the carrier.

62. ITALIAN LOTTERY - a number game in which the range of
numbers is from 1 to 90 with five numbers being
drawn. The game as played in America is based
on the drawings of the official Ibttery in Italy,
but is in no way connected with it. in Italy
separate drawings are made in eight of the
principal cities * Naples, Bari, Florence,
Lilan, Palermo, Home, Turin, and Venice.

63. E3TRATT0 3SLPLICS - a type of play in Italian lottery
In which the player selects one number to ap¬
pear in the five drawn at a single station,

64. STATION - a term applied to any of the cities In Italy
in which drawings are made for the Italian
Lottery.

65. 23TRATT0 DETERMINATE - a type of play in Italian lottery
in which the player select© one number, to
appear in a specified position (e.g., 1st, 2nd,
etc.) in the five numbers drawn at a single
station,

66. AMBO - a type of play in Italian Lottery where the player
chooses two numbers to appear in the five drawn
at a single station*

67. T3RN0 - a type of play in Italian Lottery where the
player chooses three numbers to appear in the
five drawn at a single station,

68. QTJATERNO - a type of play in Italian lottery where the
player chooses four numbers to appear in the
five drawn at a single station*

69. AV30-TERNC - a type of play In. Italian Lottery where the
player selects three numbers and wagers on any
two of them to appear or for all three to ap¬
pear in a single station*

70* CINQUINA - a type of play in Italian Lottery where the
player wagers on all five numbers drawn at a
single station*



71. /.130-TERN0-QUATERN0 - a type of play in Italian Lottery
in which the player wagers on any two, any
three, or any four numbers to appear in the five
numbers drawn at a single station,

72. TUTTE LE RUOTE - a play in Italian Lottery In which the
player wagers on the estr&tto semplice, es-
tratto determinate, ambo, terno, quaterno,
oinqulna, ambo-terno, or ambo-1erno-quaterno
to appear in any of the eight stations,

73. CHECKERS - individuals employed by a number gambling
establishment to check the wager slips for
winners.

74. TIP SHEET - a circular giving tips on numbers for the
player. In most cases they are weekly pub¬
lications and are sold at newsstands, drug¬
stores and smoke shops.

75. LUCKY INCENSE - an incense which when burned Is believed
to bring good luck to the number player. In
some kinds of good luck incense the number ap¬
pears in the ashes of the burned incense,

76. CONFIDENCE MAN - an Individual who specializes In selling
numbers to the number playing public, Guch
individuals have no connection with the number
bank but give the Impression that they have
inside Information on what numbers are to ap¬
pear at a given time.

77. HUMEROLOG-1GT $ an individual who specializes in selling
numbers to the number playing public. Differs
from a confidence man In that he does not
profess to be on the Inside but that he has
solved the mystery of numbers and has devised a
system.M

78. SQUAWK - a person who returns to a confidence man for
his money after he has failed to win on a. num¬
ber sold to him by the confidence man.

79. SQUAWK-MAN - a person employed by a confidence man to
get rid of squawks without returning their money.

80. COME ON CARDS - see lay-down cards



81, ICE - the money paid for police protection,

82, FIXING- - establishing police protection, usually re¬
ferred to as "the fix,"

83, DREAM NUMBER - a number taken from a dream book or one
which has come directly to an individual In a
dream*

84, DREAR BOCK - a book containing a large number of possible
dreams. Each has a corresponding number for
policy or tiny one of the other number games,

85* WELCHING - failure on the part of a bank to pay-off,

86, SHAKE DOWN - extortion,

87. STORE-FRONT CHURCH - a pseudo-religious organization
housed in a vacated store building. Among
other things, it gives out numbers to be
played in the various number games.

88, TEST MESSAGE - a reading containing numbers given by a
medium or spiritualist in a. store-front church,

89. STRAIGHT PLAY - see "on the nose".


